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Quests
Listed in random order. You do not have to do them in this sequence

The terrible mystery of Fina Ironheart.
It starts with a conversation with Carla at the tavern. She will tell you that people say that Fina 

disappears in the evenings and no one knows where.
Answer: she is bathing naked under a waterfall in the forest. Approach the bushes to complete the quest 

(+5 EXP) and enjoy the standard consequences of seeing her naked (+30 lust).
With enough lust, you can jerk off to Fina if you agree [portrait image], -50 lust. And that is the end of 

the quest.

Magic circle
Starts by interacting with the magic circle in Crowley's basement/lab. You need [Empty 
jar] - you can find it:

• buy it from Sebastian's store (for 30 gold);
• from the table at Crowley's house. (center room 3 jars on the table).

In the inner part of the church there is a bookcase (you can approach it at night), in it you will find a 
book from which you will learn that the circle can be created using residue from a large slime. It can be 
found in the slug cave in the eastern part of the forest. The busty big slime will be found in the 
northeastern part of the cave.

• Defeat: Busty Slime grants Crowley a soscotrach ([image], -100 lust, [time rewind]).
• Win: Crowley will collect the remains in [Empty jar] (+45 EXP).

Interact with the circle in your basement again to draw it, and then again with the finished circle to 
complete the quest (+100 EXP).

This quest is a direct prerequisite for completing the quests "Spell of Return" and
"Succubus summoning."

You can now use [Jar with slime] while masturbating before bedtime. After 10 times you will get Lizzie 
the slime girl

A spell of return
Starts by reading the scroll (+10 EXP) obtained from the bandit when Crowley rescues Juliette (it is on 

the table in Crowley's basement lab). If you have a working magic circle, simply interact with the scroll 
again at night to complete the quest (+10 EXP). This gives Crowley the Return spell, which allows him 
to teleport back to his basement (-50 MP, out of combat) if he's alone or just with Eric. The spell can also 
save your ass if you fall into a tentacle monster nest in a ruined passageway in the mountains.

Succubus summoning
Buy the magic book for 50 gold from Sebastian's store. It will appear in Crowley's basement. After 

reading the book, you will start a quest (+30 lust, +15 EXP). After re-reading the book, you will learn the 
spell to summon rain (Ritual of rain -30 MP).

Unsurprisingly, it requires a working magic circle, but that's not enough. After completing the quest 
"The Night is Dark," Crowley notices that he now knows what ritual



use (+50 EXP) and that he must surround the circle with defensive lights using a special fuel.
Head to the Old Tower and inside, talk to Melissa. After she answers Crowley's question about her 

home, ask her again for more information about the magic barriers (+20 EXP). Apparently, [Elven root] 
is a suitable fuel.

First of all we need to defeat the Flower Girl, who is located in the glade of fairies. The entrance to the 
glade is in the northwest part of the forest.

• Defeat: She uses her tits to get some cum ([scene image], -50 lust, [time rewind]).
• Victory: It will drop [Magic pollen] and you can continue the quest.

After winning, go to the Elven camp and talk to Leaf at night (If you have [Fairie dust] in your 
inventory, he will first offer to buy it from you) to exchange [Magic pollen] for four pieces of [Elven 
root].

Back at home, interact with each fryer around the summoning circle to start a fire, and then with the 
circle itself to summon a demon. Oddly enough, this turns out to be the case
"Wrong number," but the demon offers a deal. The contract is magically signed with semen, so the 
succubus trainee jerks Crowley off ([scene image], -50 lust). From this point on, the quest "The 
Contract" begins; once it is completed, this quest will be completed as well.

The night is dark
Begins with a conversation with Sister Elizabeth after receiving the quest "Summoning the 

Succubus". She warns Crowley not to go outside at night. After that, every night when you are outside a 
building in the village, you will be attacked by a succubus at random intervals. This boss uses sleep, 
confusion, and life-sucking. Tips: Recommended level 2 for the Sleep spell and use [Clear mind potion].

• Defeat: The succubus drags Crowley to a secluded spot and rides him until dawn ([scene 
image], -100 lust, [time rewind]). In the morning, he is found by his sister Elizabeth.

• Victory: the succubus gets angry and flies away. She will no longer bother you at night.
After defeating the succubus, report to Sister Elizabeth in the church to complete the quest (+150 EXP, 

+10 Sister Elizabeth [rewind time]).
At the first Sunday church service, after completing the quest, Fina tells the congregation that someone 

has summoned a succubus, and Crowley takes it upon himself to protect Elizabeth. What happens next 
depends on the setting of the "gay scene":

• ON: Fina punishes Crowley by conjuring up his cock, fucking him in the ass and cumming in 
his mouth ([scene image], -100 lust, +3 Fina, +3 Sister Elizabeth, -5 hunger).

• OFF: Crowley is only allowed to watch Fina magically fuck Elizabeth in the ass with a strapon 
([sprite animation], [portrait image], +100 lust, +3 Fina, +3 Elizabeth's sister).

Contract
Starts during the quest "Summon the Succubus" when you summon a demon.
The demon has agreed to help Crowley in exchange for three pairs of pretty women's panties. In our 

case, those women are Fina her daughter Astra and our neighbor Alice.
1. Astra's panties are the easiest to obtain - they are in her closet;



2. Alice's panties are not in her closet. To get them in the evening, talk to her younger brother at 
her house;

3. Fina's panties will have to go outside the village for them, and the only way to get them is to 
steal them while she's bathing in the waterfall in the evening. But as soon as Crowley tries to 
get them (+20 lust), a group of futa elves try to kidnap Fina, and he stands in her defense.

• Defeat: Fina will deal with them herself (+2 Fina, [time rewind]); you may try again the 
next night.

• Victory: the elves flee (+5 Fina); Crowley steals the panties discreetly; Fina orders him 
to mouth-fuck the captured Futa elf, who distracts them and flees as well (Futa/M, 
[scene image], -50 lust, +10 Fina, +100 EXP, [time rewind]). You return to the village.

The result of the battle leads to access to the next stage of the quest "Where is Fina?".
After collecting all the panties, summon the demon again to fulfill his part of the contract. The demon 

introduces himself as Jimm and teaches Crowley how to properly summon a succubus - any time of day. 
(+1 Demon Reputation) with a sufficient level of lust.

Where's Fina?
Begins by entering Ironheart Mansion in the morning or afternoon after stealing Fina's panties on the 

quest "The Contract".
Fina's not home. Talk to Astra. She also has no idea of Fina's whereabouts. The slip of paper on Fina's 

desk gives you a clue: she was invited to an elven spa as compensation for the attack at the waterfall. Talk 
to Astra again to reassure her (+3 Astra), but Crowley is not convinced.

Visiting the spa is not as easy as it seems. During the day, the guard turns everyone back. At night, the 
front door is locked, but light pours in from the side windows. A quick glance reveals that Fina is being 
subjected to a gangbang with futa elves (Futa/F, [image], +30 lust), so Crowley decides he should grow 
breasts to infiltrate the spa and save her.

"The person who knows about transformation magic" is, of course, Melissa. She offers to teach 
Crowley how to make a breast potion if he licks her pussy. Kneel → [scene image], +100 lust, +1 
Melissa, +100 EXP.

Now you can brew a potion..... if you have the ingredients:
• [Mandragora] - it can only be harvested at night;
• [Elven futa sperm] - either defeat a futa elf in the elven forest and use [Empty bottle] to collect 

her sperm after a victorious fuck (both options work), or buy it from a drunken orc in the orc 
camp).

The potion drunk gives Crowley a nice pair of breasts and a key item that controls whether or not he 
shows cleavage. Don't worry, the changes are not permanent. You can walk around to see people's 
reactions to the change in Crowley's appearance (especially Jill's
→ +100 lust).

At the spa, even with Crowley's boobs, he still has to convince the guard to let him through:
• Give Wine (if you have it);
• Suck → Futa/M [animated scene], +100 lust, -3 hunger;
• Fuck ass → not in version 0.440;
• Kick in the ass → Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust.

Once inside the spa, it becomes obvious what is going on. It turns out that Fina is not being held against 
her will, but she realizes she has been tricked and becomes enraged. After she inflicts



The elves surrender and promise to make amends by opening the spa to outsiders (+15 Fina, +100 EXP). 
(Once this quest is completed, special Saturday night events and invitations to the Spa for individual 
characters become available).

Completion of the quest is a prerequisite for access to the Reducto and Futa Music quests.

Overnight guest
The quest begins with a conversation with Carla after Lizzie has been released from the jar and you 

haven't supplied her with sperm for more than three days. Carla says the village men have been looking 
tired lately, and she hopes it's not a female vampire. Crowley decides to investigate.

After that, at night you can see the [sprite animation] culprit in action as she visits a different man each 
night:

• Monday and Saturday, Sebastian (you can't actually see the animation, but if you chat with him 
the next day, he complains about a strange dream);

• on Tuesday and Friday, Eric;
• on Wednesday, Grandpa Jason;
• Thursday and Sunday Derek (even after getting married).

Interacting with the animation grants +15 lust, and when first performed, +100 EXP per quest.

Futa music
The quest begins after talking to the red-haired elf manager at the spa after it is opened as a result of 

the "Where's Fina?" quest.
She tells Crowley that they're looking for a musician. By now you've probably met a suitable 

candidate: Elizabeth Darkwood. Talk to her in the tavern in the evening, she says she'll check it out. Then 
visit the spa in the daytime to see her. As a thank you, she lets Crowley cum on her face ([scene image], -
50 lust, +10 Elizabeth Darkwood). From now on, she is at the spa during the daytime, where she can be 
flirted with.

The show must go on
Unlocked on the first Saturday after passing "Foot of Music" + if the relationship with the

Elizabeth Darkwood >10.
The quest begins by talking to the manager of the Elf Spa (during the day) or Carla (in the evening).
Crowley notices that Elizabeth Darkwood is missing from her usual spot. A conversation with the 

questmaster reveals that she is missing and is being harassed by some suspicious character. The 
description of said character is a clue to who is responsible, which in turn should give you an idea of 
where to find her if you've studied the entire map. She's in the bandit fortress in the west of the Cliffs 
location, in the center of the bandit lands.

Entering the Bandit Fortress causes conflict and a group fight. The fight is quite difficult, so be 
prepared.

• Winning: with lust high enough, Elizabeth offers Crowley a reward. Get reward → Crowley 
fucks Elizabeth in the ass on the table (Futa/M [scene image], - 100 lust). In this case, the 
quest is completed.

• Defeat: The bandits rape Crowley while Elizabeth watches (M/M [scene image], -100 lust), 
then the bandits steal his gold and throw him out of the location. Crowley can attempt to rescue 
her again at any time.



Completing the quest restores Elizabeth's previous schedule and opens up an additional flirting 
option... (+300 EXP, +10 Elizabeth Darkwood).

Reducto
The quest automatically begins by entering Crowley's basement after he has grown a chest, after 

completing the "Where's Fina?" quest.
He notices that an attempt should be made to reverse the effect of the boob potion. In the evening, read 

the book in Crowley's room, he notices that [Scarlet flower] can reduce the effect of transformation. Brew 
the potion in the lab to complete the quest.

Big and green
Begins with a conversation with Eric the morning after Crowley reaches level 4. Eric tells him that 

while "exploring" the goblin caves, he was attacked (and fucked) by an unusually large goblin. Crowley 
decides it's worth investigating. The west (left) side of the goblin cave is now unlocked. There's a goblin 
lady at the bottom... and after you start the fight, a large goblin suddenly appears! Another "boss" fight 
(she has a lot of health, if her HP drops below 30%, she crushes you and you lose. Use ice spells).

• Defeat: A fat goblin smashes Crowley into the ground ([image], -100 lust, [time rewind]).
• Winning: You will receive 3 random rewards.

In both cases +100 EXP for completing the quest, and you can now encounter fat goblins elsewhere as 
regular monsters.

Lost delivery
Starts by shopping with Sebastian when you have a [Strange rune] in your inventory (found as random 

loot in dungeons, dropped from certain enemies, or an [Ancient urn] item if you "know" a certain 
character). Sebastian says that the pair of orcs he hired to deliver it lost the package while making their 
way through the goblin caves.

You can meet these orcs at the orc camp, but other than the information that the package was probably 
taken by some large slime-like creature, it won't help much. Better to find out on the spot. Prepare well. In 
the goblin cave, go down the stairs at the eastern end, then follow the tunnel. Better dodge the goblin 
shamans, they are not easy opponents. Go north and you will find yourself in the goblin village. Talk to 
the leader of the goblins. She tells you that the package was taken by a monster. Go back to the previous 
location, the goblin guarding the eastern exit is gone.

Once through, Crowley finds himself in a cave with several slimes..... And a shuffling large slime 
cube! Time for a boss battle (lots of HP, he has sleep, paralysis and fire resistance; one of his attacks can 
engulf Crowley paralyzing him until he breaks free). Tips: Cube will immediately spit out Crowley if he 
is covered in a Slime repellent potion [Slime repellent] or equipped with an amulet [Slimes' terror].

• Defeat: Crowley regains consciousness naked in a goblin village. [time rewinds]
• Victory: Crowley finds the key item [Magic eye] but not the missing package. Talk to the 

chieftain again. She admits that it was a ruse to get you to get rid of the monster and gives you 
the item.



Receiving the goods is a prerequisite for continuing the quest "Woman for Derek". Returning the 
delivery to Sebastian completes the quest (+100 gold, +100 EXP). After the quest the goblins in the caves 
stop attacking Crowley.

A woman for Derek.
The quest begins with a conversation with Derek in the tavern in the afternoon, after Juliet has been 

hired to teach the children on Mondays and Fridays (this requires attending Sunday morning church 
service), and decides to help him (this also removes the Seduce option).

We need to find him a busty wife. If you talked to all the goblins in their village during the Lost 
Delivery quest, you may have noticed a gobliness who says she loves humans. If you talk to her after 
receiving the delivery from the chieftain, she will be deeply impressed that Crowley defeated the cube, 
and will offer to be his wife. You can now suggest Derek instead. Taisha willingly agrees to meet with 
him. Return to the village, where Taisha meets Derek and drags him into the house to "talk him into it." 
[time rewind].

After the "wedding", talk to Taisha (+20 Taisha) and Derek (+100 EXP, quest ends).

Restoration
It begins with a visit to the second floor of Crowley's home.
The second floor is currently uninhabitable, and Crowley decides he needs to find someone to help 

him fix it.
If you helped Derek find his wife, talk to him when he is near his house and ask about the second floor. 

He needs seven days to finish the repairs. During this time, you can find Derek on the 2nd floor of his 
house working during the day, where you can offer him your "help" if you wish (M/M, [scene image], -50 
lust).

After remodeling the floor, Crowley notices that he needs furniture. Go to Sebastian's store. You can 
buy the furniture for 200 gold (or only 100 gold if you helped Sebastian with the lost delivery).

Either way, this completes the quest (+200 EXP), furnishes the second floor, and allows Crowley to 
ask Jill to move.

New laboratory
It begins with a question to Melissa about her lab.
After Crowley receives the [Magic eye](obtainable by completing the quest "Lost Delivery"), when he 

enters his basement, he remembers what Melissa told him about using a powerful magical item as an 
anchor. He decides to infuse the "eye" with magic. In practice, this means transferring 999 units of mana 
from Crowley to the orb. There is no daily limit on the transfer, so if you have mana potions, you can 
speed up the process. When the sphere is fully saturated, select - Do this to perform a ritual linking the 
sphere to the laboratory (+200 EXP).

Once bound, the orb can be used to recharge +50 MP once per day. If you have learned the Return 
spell, Crowley can use a magic circle to teleport to several unlockable locations for 50 MP.

Locations are unlocked the first time you visit them (in old saves you need to use cheat room). List of 
available locations:

• Melissa's room;
• Elf Camp (the one with the spa);
• Orc camp (the one near the elven forest);



• Goblin Village (deep in the goblin caves);
• In front of the ruined temple (the one with the Priestess).

To continue this quest you need to get the book [Secrets of space manipulation (Secrets of space 
manipulation)] (obtained by completing the quest "Melissa's Secret", if you missed it, you can return to 
the dungeon where the book lies at any time. The entrance to the dungeon is in the basement of the 
tower). Go down to the basement of your house and use the book in your inventory in the "Key Items" 
tab.

Calling Jimm and if he's not busy (that random event where the demon fucks a demoness in the ass 
+20 lust) he offers Sparring:

• Defeat: Jimm says you failed. You can try again the next day.
• Victory: Jimm praises Crowley for his victory and removes (+1000 EXP).

Next, our goal is to increase Crowley's maximum MP to 250 units, for this purpose will help us:
• [Sapphire ring], [Sea talisman] - Each of these accessories adds +20 to your maximum MP.
• Summoning Meryl and asking her for a pen job or blowjob will give us +20 MP to the max, 50 

lust required (Sex → Pen Job or Blowjob)
• If the above methods didn't work for you, then only raising the level will help you.

After that, go to the eye and when talking to him click Expand Laboratory. After some 
manipulations, the basement turns into a beautiful room, similar to Melissa's room.

This is the end of the quest. After the quest, try to summon Meryl. She will hang out in your lab on 
certain days of the week (Tuesday day/night and Sunday day/evening).

Busty smugglers
You can get it while talking to Diana if you've met Iss.
Diana complains that the elven forest dwellers have intercepted some couriers and stolen three packages 

she needs [Parcel with rune]. Crowley, of course, agrees to help.
It's a normal combat quest - head into the elven forest and beat any enemies until all three packets fall 

out of them.
However, it's more complicated than it sounds. Parcels fall out randomly:

• From futa elves and femboys, there's a ~10% chance of falling out,
• from busty elf wizards has a ~50% chance.

This means that if you want to finish the quest quickly, you need to defeat one of the strongest, if not 
the strongest mob in the game at least three times. Keep in mind that parcels drop outside of the normal 
combat system - after you've completely dealt with the enemy.

When you have three packs, talk to Diana to complete the quest (+300 EXP +10 Diana). As a reward, 
she offers a titty fuck (Fuck her tits → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Diana).

Tea and milk
You can get it while asking Melissa in "Ask". You need to talk to her at least 3 times, on the 4th time 

she should start a conversation about elven milk (if you heard a lecture about ghosts - then the next day 
you will be able to start the quest).



After talking about expanding space, barriers and ghosts, Melissa will finally talk about a problem with 
her project, she asks Crowley to find her some [Elven milk]. There are three possible ways to fulfill her 
request:

• If you already have milk, you can give it to her right away;
• Fight a boobed elf in the elf forest (big boobed sprite)

o If you win: Fuck a tit → Fuck between tits → Squeeze harder → Collect (you should 
have [Empty bottle]).

• From a drunken orc trader who sells futa elf sperm and other things in the orc camp. Yes, you 
don't have to buy anything to see his wares - when you close the trade screen, Crowley asks 
him for milk. In return, he asks for a favor: you can either deliver the letter or blow him.

o Yes → M/M scene where Crowley sucks an orc's dick, [scene image], -50 lust,
-3 hunger.

o No → Crowley must deliver the letter to Leaf; after laughing at the contents, return to 
the orc for the reward.

When Crowley delivers the milk, Melissa takes it to use it in body transformation experiments. She 
enlarges her breasts and then, unintentionally, her lips. Crowley must first help her reduce her lips to 
normal, and then test the stability of her breast transformation by massaging her boobs with the Reducto 
potion ([portrait image], +3 Melissa).

"Ask" Melissa again, and she asks Crowley to accompany her. "Yes" teleports them both to the 
witches' tea club room, where he is introduced to Sandra, a dark-skinned human witch, and Velena, an 
elven witch with huge breasts. Look around and interact with bookshelves and documents to get fun 
snippets of lore, then talk to Sandra and Melissa. Talking to Velena triggers a scene in which Sandra 
greatly enlarges the elf girl's breasts until she can't move ([image], +30 lust). Unsurprisingly, 
Soscotrach's choice leads to Crowley fucking one of Velena's huge nipples (-100 lust, [image of scene]).

Dialog with every possible character in the room triggers the end of the quest (+100 lust, -10 hunger, 
+200 EXP, +10 Melissa) and teleports you back to Crowley's basement.

The case of the Order
The quest can be obtained while helping Fina with her mail after completing the "Tea and Milk" 

quest and if Eric received an improved sword from the mysterious Priestess during your day hunt.
Fina asks Crowley to deliver an official letter from the Order to Sister Elizabeth. (Under [key items], 

you can read the letter. Apparently without any repercussions.) Go to the church to see Sister Elizabeth 
sucking off Eric ([image]). It turns out that the Order is searching all the nearby ruins for relics from the 
Church's past, and Sister Elizabeth assumes this is for nefarious purposes. She asks Eric and Crowley to 
help her find these relics before the Order does. Eric agrees and says he will wait for Crowley at their 
camp.

You can meet him there or go alone. In the first case, if you say you're ready, you'll be teleported 
immediately to the map [Eastern Ruins]; otherwise, you'll have to navigate there on your own (it's just 
east of the elven forest). This choice only matters for interacting with the orcs in the ruined church; 
they're burrowed in the basement and you'll have to decide what to do with them:

• Bribe with a drink → you can choose which drink to give them (any choice spends one of 
these items):



o [Beer]: → too weak.
o [Wine], [Sweet Lips Wine], [Goblin ale] → Orcs get drunk and fall asleep.
o [Lust potion] → Orcs become aroused.

▪ If Eric is with Crowley, they should both suck the orcs' dick (M/M [image] 
focus on Crowley, -50 lust, -3 hunger).

▪ If Crowley is alone, he sucks one of the orcs (same M/M [scene image]) and 
then fucks another orc in the ass (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, -3 hunger).

In both cases, the orcs fall asleep afterward.
• Use-Spell (if Crowley knows the Sleep spell and has enough mana to use it) → -6 MP, Orcs 

don't even realize what happened.
• Seduce (if Crowley got fucked in the ass at least 10 times) →

o If Eric is with Crowley, the orcs decide they like him better and double penetrate him 
(M/M [sprite animation]). You can jerk off (-50 lust, [portrait image]) or just watch.

o If Crowley is alone, the orcs penetrate him twice (M/M [sprite animation]; -50 lust).
In both cases, the orcs fall asleep afterward.

• Quit → you have a chance to rethink your strategy.
Once the orcs are asleep, the only thing left to do is to take their rope and use it to climb down the hole 

- into the basement of the church. Here, Eric rejoins the group in case Crowley has gone off on his own. 
Either way, they both fall through the cracked floor and split up as Eric falls to another level. In the next 
stage, you are alone. Crowley finds himself in a dark maze, with some passages blocked by sliding grates 
actuated by levers and switches scattered throughout the maze. There are plenty of monsters roaming 
around: randomly sized groups of slime, flying dicks, and busty ghosts that pass through walls. The only 
door that strictly needs to be opened is the exit, a double grate on the east wall, but there are treasure 
chests in some of the locked rooms. The most notable feature is the altar of breasts in the room just 
outside the entrance: drinking from it restores HP and MP (+100 lust; if Crowley has breasts, lactation 
begins), but every sip after the first has a chance that Crowley will grow breasts (if he doesn't have any). 
Another notable feature is the passageway connecting the two staircases.

After the maze, Crowley catches a glimpse of Eric fighting tentacle monsters and decides to hurry up. 
You must open the door in the next room:

• We are greeted by the usual 3×3 puzzle on the floor: if you walk on a tile, it will switch, and 
also switch tiles that touch its sides, showing or hiding parts of the image. Assembling the 
whole image opens a door.

o Hint: if the tiles are numbered as shown below, a possible solution to the puzzle is 
8587139.

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

• A stone ass on the wall next to the door. Repeated interaction with her results in increased lust 
(+10 lust → +20 lust → +20 lust) and finally the ability to fuck her ([sprite animation], -100 
lust), opening the door if it wasn't open. If Crowley has enough lust left, he can fuck her again.

After that, Crowley goes through another passage that allows him to see what's happening on the lower 
level: Eric has met the mysterious Priestess again (nipple mouth fuck [image



scenes]). In the next chamber, you can finally reunite. Eric brags about his gift from the Priestess - [Epic 
sword (Marvelous sword)], or just a blessing if he already has one (from the [Labyrinth] dungeon during 
the hunt). Leaving the dungeon, Eric and Crowley are surrounded by a group of suspicious fighting nuns 
who tell them to leave. Another nun is now guarding the entrance to the ruined church, so their only 
option is to leave the location, the transition out of which returns them straight back to the village. Head 
to the church to report to Sister Elizabeth and complete the quest (+200 EXP, +15 Sister Elizabeth); you 
can ask for a blowjob as a reward ([animated scene], -50 lust, +1 Sister Elizabeth; Cum on your face.

After the quest, the nuns seem to have settled in the ruined church, using it as some sort of base or 
training camp. You can visit the place again and see the various events. And the blessing of the 
mysterious Priestess begins to produce some strange effects on Erik....

The amazing wonders of scrapbooking
The quest begins with Crowley trying to fuck Carla's nipple (one of the random topics when selected in 

the Talk dialog if the relationship is ≥ 25 and Jill is in the village).
Crowley only manages to push her nipple into her soft breasts, but it makes him wonder if there is a 

way to make it so that her nipples can actually be penetrated. If you've completed the quest "Tea and 
Milk", you should remember... the incident with the busty elfess Velena, which suggests that she might 
know something.

Head over to Melissa's on Wednesday afternoon for another witches' party. (Tip: be sure to be 
sufficiently aroused beforehand or bring lust-enhancing items.) Flirt with Velena for a repeat of the 
magical nipple fucking scene. Afterward, talk to Sandra - her topics of conversation are random, so repeat 
until she refuses to divulge the secret. Then talk to Velena again. She also refuses to give a straight 
answer, but hints to Crowley about the approximate location of the secret location. Now you can end the 
party whenever you want.

There are two ways to find a location; the first allows you to visit a location even after a quest:
• Use the Eye of the beholder spell to find the hidden entrance at the location Velena hinted at. 

(Hint: it's south of the creek, in the south-east corner of the elven forest).
• Some crafty character may agree to take you there for 20 gold if you have that much (+50 lust).

Upon finally reaching the place, Crowley is confronted by a four-breasted elfess. To prove himself 
worthy of the secret, Crowley must pass a test by fighting her. If Crowley refuses (or loses the battle), she 
kicks him out of the secret glade.

After winning the battle, Crowley can enter the temple and talk to her about the secret he wants to 
know:

• Can I fuck your tits? and Can I suck your tits? → To both of these the elf refuses, but she 
allows Crowley to jerk off to her tits → [portrait image], -50 lust, (opens up the ability to 
repeat these scenes when dialoguing with her again).

• Secret of Soscotrach → she teaches him the necessary spell ([rewind time]), quest ends (+500 
EXP).

Visiting Carla is not required to complete the quest, but you're probably going to do it anyway...



Juliette's Dungeon
Started with a conversation with Juliet the morning or afternoon after Crowley visited the entrance to 

the dungeon in the bandit wasteland (the cave north of the acid puddles with the tentacle monsters) and 
interacted with the locked door.

Juliet explains that Iss has told her about a dungeon full of old relics, but she is afraid to go there alone 
because of possible monsters. If Crowley decides to offer help, both are instantly transported to the 
entrance of the cave.

The dungeon itself doesn't have a complex layout. Some enemies roam the rooms, but they are usually 
easy to avoid. These are either the familiar tentacle monsters or swarms of magical flying dicks (they only 
use lust attacks; vulnerable to fire); losing to them shows a short [sprite animation] scene in which 
Crowley and Juliet are being fucked by a swarm. Losing to any enemy in the dungeon [rewinds time] and 
fails the quest, returning you to the village - you can try again the next day.

Remarkable rooms:
• Northwest - Library: one of the bookcases contains a recipe for [soothing tea] (cooking, not 

alchemy); one of the others has a fun piece of lore (+30 EXP).
• North center: exit to the last area, but it's covered by a grate.
• Northeast - Throne Room: +1 Juliet for interacting with the ass statue; sit on the throne and 

turn to face south to read the amusing dialog.
• Southeast room: accessible via a boulder puzzle, a lever that opens a grate to the last location.

As Crowley and Juliette enter the last location, they are interrupted by bandits who are unhappy that 
you have been looting the dungeon they dug. The conversation reveals some facts about Juliette's family. 
This is the final battle of the dungeon - you face the leader (a bandit) and his two masked henchmen.

• Defeat: [scene image] M/M where the bandit leader fucks Crowley in the ass (if gay scenes are 
enabled), while Juliet's sprite resumes dating another bandit (-100 lust). You fail the quest.

• Victory: the bandit leader drops a magical artifact, causing interesting changes in his... her 
anatomy; the bandits flee, and Crowley grabs the other visible treasure, a book.

Crowley and Juliette return to Crowley's house, where they celebrate their victory with anal sex 
(standard [scene image]). Completing the quest gives +15 Juliette and +200 EXP. The book is set in 
Crowley's basement - reading it gives a recipe for [Big load potion]. Completing the quest also unlocks 
encounters with busty versions of the bandits, including a victory scene and a new opportunity to 
voyeurize the bandit hideout on Tuesday and Sunday nights.

Witchcraft for Dummies
The quest is accessed after completing the quest "The Case in Order". Try Summoning Jimm in the 

basement. The busty demoness Agatha appears instead, and asks how Crowley summons demons outside 
the basement. She ends up sharing the secrets of dark magic in the conversation.

Next, we need to find three places with a high presence of demonic forces, and install beacons there. 
To perform the ritual of binding a demonic beacon we need the Eye of the beholder spell, we need to look 
for statues:

1. In the north of the "Rocks" location, we need a destroyed head (teleport to the
"Temple ruins."



2. In the center of "Elven Forest" is a statue of a woman atop a waterfall;
3. Beacon 3 in the Ruined Church (the one you went to with Eric on the quest), as soon as you 

start the ritual, you get caught by Mother Sabrina. Crowley pretends to clean the altar, for which 
Mother Sabrina hands him a broom, and loads him up with cleaning the entire church [rewind 
time]. While the nuns are distracted, you perform the ritual. Crowley restores all mana.

Having finished with the rituals, we return to the basement and try to summon Jimm again (you can 
do it the next day). This time Jimm responds to the call and teaches Crowley demonic secrets. This is the 
end of the quest.

From now on you can summon Meryl in combat, she has her own SP meter like Lizzie does The 
amount of SP you can see with Mindreading spell while talking to her.

Dildo quest
Unlocked when Taisha's relationship level ≥ 25.
When you visit Sebastian in the morning, at his store, you are followed by Taisha to buy a dildo to 

practice with, but the store's stock is depleted, so the gobliness leaves with nothing, Crowley decides to 
help Taisha with her problem.

Any dildo in the game will do:
• [Jade dildo] - can be obtained from a random drop, or knocked out of an Elf femboy or battle 

nun;
• [Dildo] - can be bought at night from Reina for 20 gold.

Once you have found the dildo, the only thing left to do is to give it to Taisha. This can be done in the 
morning or afternoon (if you have both dildos in your inventory, Crowley hands her the regular [Dildo]). 
As a reward, you will receive +100 EXP, +10 Taisha. After this quest, the flirting Anal option is 
unlocked.

In the service of
This quest starts automatically after you enter the tavern on Friday night, provided you have completed 

the quests: "Summoning the Succubus", "Lost Delivery", "Tea with Milk", "Juliet's Dungeon", "The Case 
of the Order". A trio enters the tavern: the Grand Paladin, Brother Bolt, and his golem. The Grand Paladin 
is outraged by the deplorable display of debauchery, and asks to be taken to the leader.

During the meeting at Ironheart Manor, the Grand Paladin pardoned Fina for providing the
A "chaperone" from the locals who is familiar with the area around the village, and Fina assigns this duty 
to Crowley. Once you are back in control, head to the location with the ruined tower and speak to the 
Grand Paladin, reporting your readiness to report for duty.

Now you need to do the following tasks:
• A mission from Brother Bolt
• An assignment from Sabrina's mother
• An assignment from Juliette
• Help with Diana's assignment

After each quest, you will have increasing levels of relationship with the Grand Paladin.
After completing all tasks from the Great Paladin and the subsequent dialog with her, the quest is 

closed, we get 200 gold, +500 EXP as a reward.



Save topless Friday
This quest will become available after starting the quest "On Duty". To activate it, go to the tavern 

during topless Friday. You'll notice that all the characters are dressed, and after talking to Carla, you'll 
find out that they decided not to go topless Friday to avoid causing trouble for Sister Elizabeth until their 
issues with the paladin have been resolved. Crowley decides to help Sister Elizabeth.

Next you need to find Sister Elizabeth and talk to her (she doesn't go far from the church). She is 
worried about what is going on and says that only an apparition of the Creator's blessing can help in the 
current situation, or some artifact. We need to find someone who knows about artifacts.

Go to Iss, she's usually at her home in a swamp in the elven forest. Talk to her, she will take a promise 
from Crowley to return favors in the future for her information on the church relics. She will tell you that 
there is a secret room in the ruins of the church that opens with a special key, but Iss doesn't know where 
the key is.

The key we need can be obtained from Brother Bolt (if you haven't talked to the Grand Paladin before, 
talk to her first so that the necessary dialog with Brother Bolt appears). He and the Grand Paladin have 
settled near the old tower (between the forest and the elven camp). Brother Bolt will tell them that the 
Order is also searching for the lost relic, but he himself is skeptical. During the conversation, Crowley 
receives a key item [Strange gem].

Next, during the daytime, talk to Eric in the forest and Ask about the ruins of the church. You will 
get to the location with the ruined church. Passing this location is no different from passing it during the 
hunt. The only difference is that you need to additionally Look behind the tapestry in the church hall. 
Behind it you find a hole for a small object. Insert into it the [Strange gem] that Brother Bolt gave us. 
Suddenly Crowley falls through the trapdoor and finds himself in a dark room littered with crates. At the 
end of the room you find a portrait of the creator (+10 lust). With Eric's help, you get out of the "trap" and 
head back to your forest camp.

Wait until night and hang the painting in the church, on the wall between the goddess statue and the 
bookcase. Now you can admire the image of the creator at any time (generates a
+5 lust once a day with the Wank option).

The next morning, off to church again. Sister Elizabeth rejoices at the sudden appearance of the lost 
relic of the Creator and decides that this is a sign that the Creator favors this church and decides to be 
more frank, exposing her breasts +10 lust, +300 EXP. This ends the quest, from now on Sister Elizabeth 
will be relaxing in the tavern on Friday nights.

Melissa's secret.
To begin the quest talk to Melissa in her room on Tuesday afternoon Thursday or Friday (after the 

arrival of the Grand Paladin).
Teleport to Melissa in the tower, she complains about Bolt for being annoying, Crowley offers to 

distract him. We go down to Bolt through the magic circle in the room. It turns out that he is to blame for 
the Order's encampment near Melissa's tower. Crowley suggests going down to the lower floors and 
digging there, Bolt likes the idea, after another conversation you get to the dungeon under the tower.

Talk to the golem, she will stand on one of the 2 slabs, you stand on the other, the door will open, go 
inside. At the end of the corridor will be a room, go into it and from the left bookcase take the book 
[Secrets of space manipulation (Secrets of space manipulation)] (needed to complete the quest "New 
Laboratory") and open the chest (with random loot). Go left, from here a mini-segment with a maze 
begins. In the upper-left corner there is another



one chest, (on the way to it in the wall you will see a niche with the image of a very busty girl-zmia, when 
interacting with her the character gets +20 lust, which taking into account the local enemies (3 squads of 
3 flying dicks) is not good).

After the labyrinth you get to a room with a puzzle and stone tits in the wall. If you are too lazy to 
solve the puzzle, you can interact with the tits several times, after 3 interactions, in total you get +50 lust 
on the 4th time you can Fuck the stone tits, after this process the iron door opens and you lose -50 lust. 
Further down the corridor will be a room with many statues and scrolls, suddenly Brother Bolt bursts in 
and you explore the room with him.

After that you will find yourself in the Great Paladin's camp near Bolt, after talking to him you will be 
able to upgrade the golem. This is the end of the quest (+300 EXP).

To upgrade the golem talk to Brother Bolt. At the moment there are 6 upgrade options (you can install 
them all, no restrictions):

• Cocksuking Lips → Gives access to a blowjob scene from a golem at night in the camp.
• Fuckable Nipples
• Soft Pussy
• Tight Anus
• Big Belly
• Thick Butt

You need 10 [Piece of slime] each, the upgrade will be ready after the time rewind.
Going to Melissa and talking to her, Crowley gets a reward ([scene image], -50 lust,

+12 Melissa,)

The work of a nun
The paladin praises Crowley for helping her brother Bolt(+5 Great Paladin). When asked "does she 

need help" she sends us to Mother Sabrina, we go to the ruined church and talk to her.
Sabrina asks us to find someone to fix the second floor of the church. We remember how cool Derek 

fixed the second floor of our house and go to him with the request (morning or afternoon)...and he of 
course refuses us. Not to worry, we run to the orc camp and talk to Mork - who likes deep holes. He 
agrees to help us, only we invest 200 gold in their "business". There is nothing to do, we give him the 
money, in turn we get [Mind Ring].

We wait a week and return to the monastery where we meet orcs near the stairs to the 2nd floor. They 
say that they were interrupted by a "thing". After the conversation you go up to the 2nd floor where we are 
attacked by a tangle of tentacles

• Defeat: Puffy is blowing Crowley in all holes [scene image], -100 lust, -7 hunger, [time 
rewind].

• Victory: The monster crawls back into the walls [rewind time].
On the first floor you are met by Mother Sabrina, after talking to her you get +10 Mother Sabrina and 

a blowjob from her ([scene image], -50 Lust, +3 Mother Sabrina, [rewind time]). This is the end of the 
quest, you now have access to a Titsominette from Sabrina through the Flirt with Her menu.

Don't forget to report to the Grand Paladin, for this you will get +5 Grand Paladin, as well as the 
option to "Rim" in the Flirt menu ([scene image], -50 Lust, +1 Grand Paladin) will become available.



Field studies

To start the quest, you need to complete the quest "Nun's Work" and talk to the Grand Paladin. She 
will say that she has been commissioned to return Juliet to her father, and has threatened to do so if she 
stops her research. Crowley is worried and decides to pay her a visit. We go to the tavern and talk to 
Juliette, she is done with the theoretical part of her research and it is time for "field work". We talk to her 
again and go on our way (morning or afternoon).

We begin our arduous journey with Fairies [scene image], +2 Juliet, +200 EXP, [time rewind].
After the next conversation with Juliet, we head to the cliffs where we will have to fight a local 

pregnant lamia:
• Defeat: Lamia sucks Crowley off ([scene image], -50 lust, [time rewind] you can talk to 

Juliette again and try again).
• Victory: Crowley fucks Lamia from behind. ([Scene image], -100 lust, +5 Juliet,

+500 EXP, [time rewind]).
Next time, Crowley takes the initiative and takes Juliette to the hidden temple (To do this, you need 

to complete the quest "Amazing Wonders of Soscotrach"). We enter the temple and talk to the elven 
woman. For the sake of our goal we need to fight again:

• Defeat: You will simply be teleported to the elven forest. Talk to Juliette repeatedly and try 
again.

• Victory: Crowley receives his reward on the altar. ([scene image], -100 lust, +5 Juliette, +800 
EXP (unlocks the ability to repeat this scene when you re-dialogue with her)).

This is the end of the research for now, return to the Grand Paladin from completing the quest +5 
Grand Paladin.

Undercover
To start the quest we need to complete the "Field Research" and Talk to the Grand Paladin. This 

time she will have us assist Diana in her quest. Catch her at the camp Thursday/Friday morning or 
Monday/Wednesday evening. After talking to Diana, we go to the elven forest and talk to Iss. She gives us 
[Bandit outfit], put it on yourself and go to the location "Old Mine" to go there can be from the location 
with a bandit fortress, we visited this location during the quest (the nearest teleport "Temple ruins").

Not far from the entrance, on a pole there is a note with the password "excelsior", read it and go 
further to the right. After walking a little bit we will see a door with a grate, here we will need the 
password. Having found nothing, we leave this room and go to the left to the stop and upstairs, in the 
room on the table are documents, read them and the head of the bandits comes to us, after a small dialog 
Crowley pleases blowjob [scene image], -50 lust.

Back to Iss, she and Crowley spend the evening with wine and anal [scene image], - 100 lust.
Wait for Diana's return and talk to her, get praise and +200 EXP. After the dialog this quest is 

finished.

Return on investment
To unlock the quest you need to complete the quest "On Duty"
Coming out from of his home, (justnot at night.) Crowley will meet Qestia,

she's has brought
"investment earnings" from a pair of orcs (3 [Emerald], 2 [Topaz], and [Golden idol



(Golden idol)]), and another bonus item ([Jade dildo]). Crowley is surprised at the return on his 
investment and wants to visit the orcs at the dig, we need to go to the "Orc Camp".

We go down into the dungeon that our familiar orcs have dug and interact with the door, we are 
approached by a company of those same orcs and the Grand Paladin, the small talk is interrupted by the 
sudden appearance of Konda, she claims ownership of the place and attacks Crowley

Regardless of Victory or defeat, the outcome will result in sex with Konda ([scene image], -100 lust).
Under the noise comes Eric and opens the door to the dungeon while everyone is distracted, and 

suddenly passes out, we with Crowley and Eric are transferred to his room, where after talking to him...the 
quest is cut short, continuation in the next updates

Hot Business Repeatable 

quests
These assignments may be done more than once, but they are nevertheless listed in the journal.

Treasure hunt
Start by talking to Sebastian after completing the quest and if you've met Iss. He says she may have a 

similar job for Crowley. The next part of the quest is repeatable:
Find Iss at her house in the swamp in the elven forest. If you agree to take the job, she will ask you to 

find a certain item. The item is chosen randomly when you accept the task:
• [Emerald];
• [Topaz];
• [Ancient urn];
• [Blue amber];
• [Jade dildo];
• [Ancient tablet];
• [Golden idol].

They can all be found as random loot when defeating enemies in dungeons or in dungeon chests.
As a reward, Iss buys the quest item at full price (rather than half price like Sebastian); you also get 

+10 EXP and +3 Iss. If the item is too cheap, she decides extra compensation is needed, and Crowley 
gets a free syscotrach. There's also a chance that her nipple will slip out of her top when she pays you 
([portrait image]; Your nipple → Iss shows her whole breast +20 lust or Don't tell her → only +10 
lust).

The quest can be repeated once a week (for this quest, the week starts on Sunday morning), but you 
must finish the previous quest to be able to start the new one.

The bimbo next door
You can get it while talking to Sister Elizabeth in the morning/afternoon on Friday, Saturday or 

Sunday(afternoon only) if you helped her, and after catching Jenna and Eric on Thursday night this week.
Nurse Elizabeth tells Crowley that she is concerned that Jenna might get Eric's cum in her vagina. She 

asks Crowley to help Jenna satisfy her lust and redirect her attention to a safer orifice - by fucking her in 
the ass.



If your relationship level is high enough with Jenna (≥50), you just need to select the "Anal" option 
when you flirt with her during the daytime, until next Thursday. (This disables this week's Thursday 
scene.) Report to Sister Elizabeth to complete the quest and receive your reward (+20 EXP, +2 Sister 
Elizabeth, automatic quick blowjob [animated scene]-50 lust).

One-time events
Events that can only happen once and are not part of other quests, dungeon events or hunts.

Saving Juliette
Crowley meets Juliette in the woods (southernmost eastern trail, then upper dead end) when she is 

anally raped by a bandit ([sprite animation]). You can Leave or Intervene, after which a fight with the 
bandit will begin. You better win, because.

• Defeat: The bandit anally fucks Crowley (M/M [scene image], -100 lust) before Juliette attacks 
the bandit and chases him away.

• Victory: the bandit escapes.
In both cases, you get +10 EXP and Juliette's gratitude (+20 Juliette). Talk to her, if your lust is high 

you can ask her for sex ([scene image],
-100 lust). If you defeat the bandit, you will find +40 gold. In any case, you will be able to find a magic 
scroll that activates the quest "Spells of Return".

A nest of tentacles
In the "ruined passageway" that connects the northwest exit of the forest to the mountainous region, 

stepping on the cracked earth, Crowley will fall into a cave full of tentacle monsters.
• (If Crowley has learned the Return spell) he can Teleport home (with no MP cost or 

requirements, unlike normal use) by only pulling one tentacle monster behind him.
o Victory: Crowley remarks on the dangers of traveling through the mountains.
o Defeat: The monster fills all of Crowley's holes; [scene image], -100 lust, -7 hunger, 

[time rewind].
• If you choose Resist, all tentacle monsters in the cave follow him ([scene image], -100 lust, -7 

hunger, [time rewind], greater than normal increase in sex stat).

Kaaren: battle and forgiveness
Kaaren is a non-hostile lamia who has a short haircut and unusually large breasts for a lamia. There are 

two events associated with her: her victory over her and Crowley's apology following that victory.
She can be found on Tuesdays and Saturdays bathing in the lake south of the temple of the mysterious 

Priestess: Leave or Keep Staring → +10 lust, and she attacks. Her attacks and weaknesses can be seen in 
the mini-boss section.

• Defeat: Crowley loses consciousness ([rewind time]).
• Win: +200 EXP, [Naga's bracelet],

After defeating Bestia, we wait for Monday morning and go to Fina's estate, where Kaaren complains 
about Crowley and demands an apology. Fina offers an apology tit-for-tat → [scene image], -50 lust.



After this event on Tuesdays and Saturdays, Kaaren will have the Flirt option unlocked.

Conlan's Trouble
Thursday afternoon, Palla's Gate location (where Diana and her partner are standing).
Conlan complains about the Fey, saying that they prevent him from walking in the forest. Crowley tells 

him that [Shovel] will help him (you can get it from random loot or buy it from Reina). If you already 
have one, he offers him his own: Give him a shovel → he will give you a random reward.

Elf with a hangover
If you walk into an elf camp on a Friday, Saturday or Sunday evening you may encounter a Red Elf 

with a hangover who will be suffering sitting by the fire:
• (if w i n e  i s  in inventory) Offer wine → titmouse as a reward [scene image], -100 lust, 
[rewind time to morning].



Hunting events and dungeons
Every day, except Thursday, during daylight hours, Eric can be found at your "base" in the forest. If 

you agree to join him, you will be prompted to go Hunt or Go Dungeon - to re-visit any dungeon you 
have discovered during previous hunts. Hunting gives you up to three consecutive random events, and 
you can return to the village after each one. For low-level characters, events are heavily focused on 
general fights with slimes and fairies; they become less frequent at level 3 and disappear completely when 
you reach level 6. Entering a dungeon during a hunt means forfeiting the following random events for that 
day. Completing a hunt or going through a dungeon [rewinds time]. Not all dungeons and events are 
available from the start - some are unlocked by completing quests, other actions, or by leveling up a 
character.

Hunting Events Ass Bandit 

Ambush
While hunting, Eric and Crowley are ambushed by bandits in a canyon.

• Defeat: the bandits will steal your gold (you can collect it from their base in the mountains).
• Victory: +5 EXP and a random item (in addition to any drops from bandits).

o (after quest). Fuck between tits → Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust, +30 Eric's lust; if 
Eric's lust ≥ 100, continues [text scene], Eric fucks the bandit in the mouth (-50 Eric's 
lust).

An ambushed wine merchant
Eric and Crowley are able to interrupt a robbery on the big road - a familiar wine merchant is attacked 

by bandits.
• Win: +5 EXP, the merchant will give you 2 x [Wine] as a thank you (in addition to any drops 

from bandits).
• Defeat: The guard Diana will appear.

Meeting Juliette
Unlocks after Juliette is rescued.
While hunting, Eric and Crowley may encounter a perverted "naturalist" while she is exploring nature. 

The circumstances are random, but new possible locations open up depending on how many times you 
meet her (an encounter only counts if you talk to her):

1. A glade with various rare plants. When Eric warns her that the bandits might rape her, she replies 
that she hopes so.

2. A canyon full of tentacle monsters, both hidden and crawling. One of them has caught Juliette and 
is stuffing her holes with its tentacles ([scene image], +30 lust,
+30 Erik's lust).

3. A glade full of fairies who want to play with the heroes' dicks (Yes → short [scene image], -100 
lust). Juliette is talking to a flower girl; Eric rashly throws himself at the monster in response and 
gets pollen with a strong arousal effect in his face, so Crowley fucks him in the ass while Juliette 
watches (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, +3 Eric, +3 Juliette; opens the "Flirt" option).



Meeting Mabel
If you defeated Mabel, the minotaur girl, you can meet her in a random clearing while hunting. She 

offers the same interactions as Sunday, including trading.
I could use some fresher milk → breast sucking [scene image], -10 hunger, +20 lust, +1 Mabel.

Fighting a mob of orcs
While hunting, you encounter Jaina and Rose, who are literally running in the opposite direction. It 

turns out they are being chased by a mob of angry orcs, both male and female. (Orcs are hardy and 
somewhat resistant to both ice and fire; orc men raise their axes to deliver a powerful blow on their next 
turn). Tips: with Crowley's Dream and Rose's Snowball, you should have no problem taking most of them 
out while Eric and Jaina concentrate on one target.

• Victory: +5 EXP, +3 Jaina, +3 Rose, and it would appear that the orcs' anger was justified.
• Defeat: The orcs are content to beat you up.

Crystal Caves
Unlocks by dealing with a fat goblin.
While hunting, you meet Jaina and Rose at a campfire in a clearing. They suggest you join them to 

explore a nearby cave. The first cave has some slimes and goblins (beware of the hidden fat goblins!!). 
The second cave has a tentacle monster and then a scripted ambush when the four split into two groups. 
Crowley ends up with Jaina, fighting a group of slimes (which combine to form a slime girl).

• Winning: you will be able to collect pieces of ice quartz. After the 12th picked crystal, Jaina 
offers celebratory sex, and you can choose between Rose and Eric(M/M) in both cases Crowley 
gets a blowjob ([scene image]-50 lust,
-50 lust for Eric, -50 lust for Jaina, -50 lust for Rose). At the end: +20 EXP, 4 pieces of ice 
quartz, +1 Eric, +1 Jaina, +1 Rose [rewind time].

• Defeat: Jaina saves everyone, and demands a reward. Crowley/Jaina/Eric anal tee; opens with 
Jaina and Eric "training" (this scene can also be opened on Wednesday morning, while training 
with Jaina when Jaina ≥ 20) (Futa/M/M/M [image], -100 lust, -100 lust Jaina, -100 lust Eric, 
[time rewind]).

Dungeons Ancient 

Tomb
Eric and Crowley find a clearing with an entrance to an ancient underground tomb. It turns out to be 

already being explored by three elven women - one boobed elf and two futa elves.
• Win: You can let them go (+50 lust) or have Eric and Crowley face-fuck the Futa Elf ([sprite 

animation] and standard Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust, -50 lust Eric). If there's still enough 
lust, they can Fuck a boobie, with Eric taking over her ass and Crowley taking over her pussy 
([portrait image], -100 lust,
-100 Eric's lust).

• Defeat: Crowley gets fucked in the face by one of the Futa elves (standard Futa/M
[scene image], -50 lust, -3 hunger).

Upper chest: random loot and [Ancient urn]; right chest: +5 EXP, +1 Erik.
There is also a hidden passage in the location with enemies. If you use [Eye of the beholder], you can 

see the "gate".



A cave in the rocks
Eric and Crowley find a cave in the rocks. In the cave, after a room filled with rocks, they find a 

pregnant llamia (see the mini-boss section for more details).
• Win: Leave → +50 lust or Fuck → Crowley fucks the lamia in her mouth while Eric does her 

pussy [scene image], -100 lust, -50 lust Eric.
• Defeat: Crowley and Eric get a blowjob with stimulation [scene image] -50 lust, -50 lust Eric.

Also in the cave where the lamia wanders there is a hidden passage, you need to go behind the red 
"pillar" and use [Eye of the beholder] then you can see a strange brickwork in the wall. Important: The 
spell must be used BEFORE the battle with the lamia, because after the victory you will be thrown out of 
the location

After clearing the dungeon you get: random drop, +5 EXP, +1 Eric.

Lamia Canyon
Eric and Crowley follow the stream through the canyon. At the end of the canyon they find a trio of 

lamias led by a four-breasted lamia (more on the enemies here).
• Victory: you may Leave (+50 lust) or Fuck → Crowley and Eric fuck a lamia between her tits 

([scene image], -50 lust, -100 lust Eric).
• Defeat: Lamia will forcibly blow Crowley. If you decide to resist, she will make him cum by 

shoving her tail up his ass. In both cases, standard [scene image], -50 lust.
Defeating her clears the dungeon: random loot, +5 EXP, +1 Eric.

Old ruins → dungeon with goblins
Underground ruins with a few goblins in front of a campfire.

• Win: Let them run away (+50 lust) or Fuck → Into Pussy or Ass ([scene image], -100 lust, -
100 lust Eric). If you still have enough lust, Crowley and Eric both fuck the third goblin girl 
([scene image], -100 lust,
-50 Eric's lust).

• Defeat: One of the goblins gives Crowley a blowjob and then rolls on the ground and rides him, 
while the other gets her anus on Eric ([sprite animation] and [scene image], -100 lust, -100 lust 
Eric).

Also in this location there is a hidden passage, you need to go to the opposite side of the goblinsh, and 
use [Eye of the beholder], a strange brickwork in the wall will appear.

Pregnant glade
Unlocks after defeating the plant girl in the fairy glade, and if the pregnancy option is enabled.
While hunting, Eric and Crowley encounter Jaina and Rose in a strange clearing with fairy, tentacle 

monsters. Also in this location is a hidden passage in the northeastern part of the map. If you use [Eye of 
the beholder], you can see the passage in a tree.

To finish this part of the hunt you need to defeat the mini-boss pregnant flower girl:
• Defeat: A pregnant flower girl pleasures your entire party with her buds (text scene) ([animated 

scene], -50 lust, [rewind time]).
• Victory: Flower Girl escapes by dropping [Emerald], or/and [Blue amber].



When going through the dungeon: random loot, +5 EXP, +1 Eric, +1 Jaina, +1 Rose.

Ancient temple → dungeon with random rooms
If the pregnancy parameter is enabled.
Each time you stumble upon this dungeon, it is randomly generated from the three options below:

• A room full of mushrooms.
• A room with tentacle monsters and a human skeleton. (The tentacle monsters are hiding under 

cracked floor tiles).
• A room of slimes with a dragon skeleton.
• A puzzle room with rolling boulders.
• Pregnant Lamia.

o Win: Leave or Fuck (lamia tee, [scene image], -100 lust, -50 Eric's lust).
o Defeat: You return to camp with nothing.

• Three goblins around a campfire led by a pregnant woman.
o Win: Let them run away (+50 lust) or Fuck → Pussy or Ass ([scene image], -100 

lust). If you still have quite a bit of lust, Crowley and Erik demolish the third goblin girl 
from front to back ([scene image],
-100 lust, [rewind time]).

o Defeat: You return to camp with nothing.
• A room with a failing floor and chests. You just need to walk across the patterned tiles to the 

other side of the room. Upper chest: random loot; middle chest: empty; lower chest: +5 EXP, 
+1 Eric.

• Treasure room with four switches. The on/off state of the switches should correspond to the 
candelabra. Chest: random loot, +5 EXP,
+1 Eric.

• Treasure room with boulders. Just drop a boulder on an empty switch. Chest: random loot; 
crate: +5 EXP, +1 Eric.

It always has a final safe zone where you meet the Priestess. In exchange for Eric and Crowley fucking 
her nipples (-100 lust, [scene image]), she gives Eric a [Mighty sword] if he doesn't already have one, or 
blesses the group, restoring all HP and MP.

For clearing the dungeon you get an additional +1 EXP, +1 Eric.

A bandit's lair
A couple tents guarded by bandits and the occasional hidden tentacle monster. Random mushrooms 

can be collected at the location. Chest in left tent: random loot; chest in right tent: +5 EXP, +1 Eric. Exit 
location: +1 EXP, +1 Erik.

A dungeon with a mystery
Eric and Crowley explore the cave and find Jaina and Rose in a room with a locked door. To open it, 

you can:
• If you have lust, look at the left statue and select Masturbate

(standard masturbation [scene image], -50 lust).
• Find a random combination of lever positions that unlocks the door by brute force. There are 33 

= 27 possible positions. After each option, stand in front of the grid.
After this puzzle, the only thing left to do is just go through the dungeon. The next location has mostly 

ghost girls (two per squad) as enemies and one squad with slimes. Left



Chest: +1 Jaina; Medium Chest: +1 Rose; Dungeon Sweep: +5 EXP, +1 Eric, +1 Jaina,
+1 Rose [rewind time].

Goblin Dungeon
Eric and Crowley find themselves in a cave. One branch is inhabited by tentacle monsters, the other by 

goblins, including the fat version if unlocked. Left chest: random loot; right chest: +5 EXP, +1 Eric.
There is a hidden passage in this cave. If you use [Eye of the beholder], you can see a passage in the 

wall between the wall and the large stone in the room with the tentacle monsters.

An event in a ruined church
Unlocks after completing the quest "Tea with Milk" (battle nuns appear in different locations).
While hunting, Eric and Crowley stumble upon the ruins of a church. It doesn't take a genius to figure 

out how to get inside (push aside the angel statue on the right). The chest contains 3 x [Wine]. If you take 
the bottles, on the way out of the church our adventurous duo will encounter a couple of fighting nuns 
displeased with your looting.

• Victory: exit the dungeon map, +1 Eric, +1 EXP.
• Defeat: the nuns will "punish you appropriately" ... or by giving you a tedious lecture (-100 

lust, [time rewind])

Labyrinth → with random opponents
Unlocked by "donating" at least once to the mysterious Priestess in the dungeon of the ruined temple.
Eric and Crowley find another interesting cave. This time the entrance to the dungeon itself must be 

opened by solving a simple puzzle with moving tiles. The image pieces need to be moved to assemble the 
image of the Priestess on the four middle tiles. (Hint: make sure the left side of the face is in the far left 
top slot and the right breast is in the far right bottom slot, using the center four slots to swap the other two 
tiles.)

Unlike the first random dungeon, the layout of the dungeon itself doesn't change - only what treasure 
chests appear, the enemies that appear (a mix of slimes, tentacles, and ghosts), and the position of the 
entrance to the second floor and the switch that opens it. There are three possible entrance/exit positions 
(the inactive ones are littered with piles of dirt):

• A room in the northwest corner, surrounded by gargoyle statues.
• The room in the northeast corner, next to the room with the winged statue.
• A room in the center of the eastern edge containing a winged statue and broken bases. There 

are also three possible switch positions:
• Southeast corner room
• A central hall with a swimming pool.
• North center room with potting sheds.

Unsurprisingly, there's a Priestess waiting for you on the second floor with another reward for Eric 
([Epic sword (Marvelous sword)]; if you already have it, she'll bless you by replenishing HP and MP) if 
you agree to contribute a "donation" (-100 lust, [scene image]), or +50 lust if you refuse.



A changing dungeon
A dungeon is a collection of different rooms of one screen size with different enemies. The entrance to 

the dungeon is always one, but the exit can be randomly located in any of the nine rooms. In each room, 
except for the room with bookcases and the canyon, it is possible to respawn one chest. Transition 
between rooms is done through the doors. Stairs, in any room, leads to the exit from the dungeon.

• A room with two squads of monsters and a couple statues.
• A room with pools that contains one squad of enemies.
• A room with a red crystal in the center and a pregnant lamia as an opponent.
• A room with two squads of enemies. In addition to the enemies in the room there is a stone 

asshole in the wall, which you can fuck.
• A room with many bookcases and with 2 squads of flying members. In addition to a chest, this 

room has a unique [image] of a lamia (+10 lust) in a cabinet in the upper right corner of the room.
• A room with 3 squads of enemies.
• An ice cave with a magical lamia.
• A canyon with a troop of goblinshas (analogous to the fight with goblinshas from the old ruins).
• A room with 4 smoking grates and writing on the wall. 0 to 3 enemy units may appear.

The final stage of the dungeon is a room with two chests two ladders and a well in the center. If you 
Drop a coin into it, Crowley's dick grows and Eric takes him to the village to Sister Elizabeth who gives 
him a blowjob. -50 lust, [scene image], +3 Sister Elizabeth.

You can also leave the dungeon by going up the stairs on the right.



Characters
In Development. Characters that Crowley can gain relationship points with or interact with in some way to 
create scenes.

Agnieszka
Default relationship level: 0.

Grandma Agnieszka (or Agnieszka) is an old, very old village woman, the wife 
of Jason's grandfather. They live together in their house in the south-west corner of 
the village, right by the exit.

If the weather is clear, Agnieszka spends her mornings and afternoons herding 
sheep in the small meadow just outside the village. If it rains, she stays inside the 
house with Jason. In the evening, she can be caught at home (while her husband is 
at the tavern). At night they sleep (...except on Saturday).

When she's in the house, you can buy from her:
• [Milk] - 3 gold;
• [Cheese] - 3 gold;

Agnieszka is one of the characters affected by the [Big load potion] effect, vaginal sex with her gives a 
large inflated belly visible in all her illustrations for three days (permanently if the Maternity setting is 
on).

If you check in with Agnieszka on Friday night, she can be asked to join Topless Friday if you have an 
Agnieszka relationship level ≥ 10

Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Agnieszka on Monday and/or Thursday talk to her morning/afternoon (or Flirt) and she will say 

that one of her sheep, Marvin (presumably a ram), is missing and ask her to find him.
In search of Marvin: his location is chosen randomly from a list:

• In the village, near Ironheart Mansion.
• In the woods, by the waterfall.
• In the woods, the last east turn before the exit to the old tower, south dead end.
• At the Old Tower, northwest corner.
• In the Ruined passage just north of the location with the tektakl nest.

Since interacting with him instantly takes you back to Agnieszka without the cost of an MP
or [rewind time], you can use it as an improvised transport.

+3 Agnieszka in the morning or afternoon when it's raining and she's sitting at home, when talking she 
asks to bring [Soothing tea] (see here) for Jason. Give the tea → +3 Agnieszka, 3 x [Bread] and, if the 
relationship is high enough, + a more intimate reward.

Scenes with Agnieszka:
Every morning and afternoon, if it's not raining Agnieszka herds sheep. Flirting:

• (≥ 5) Show Tits → (+20 lust, [portrait image], +3 Agnieszka).
• (≥ 10) Jerk me off → jerk off/jerk off with your tits on Agnieszka's lap ([scene image], -50 

lust, +3 Agnieszka, [rewind time]).
• (≥ 30) Let me fuck you → doggy-style fucking ([scene image], -100 lust, +5 Agnieszka, 

[rewind time]).
Wednesday morning
(if it's not raining). Agnieszka in her room → naked [portrait image], +10 lust.



Friday night
Topless Friday (participation is unlocked by talking to an elderly couple in their home the following 

Friday night after unlocking Juliette and selecting Persuade to join if Agnieszka's relationship ≥ 10).
• Agnieszka topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].

o Flirt - (Agnieszka ≥ 15) They go up to the 2nd floor of the tavern and Crowley gets his 
tit-for-tat ([scene image], -50 lust +3 Agnieszka).

Saturday night:
Jason fucks Agnieszka in their house [scene image]: +20 lust; Wank → -50 lust.

Astra
Default relationship level: -15.

Astra is the spoiled daughter of Fina Ironheart and the obvious love interest of 
Eric (who can't even muster up the courage to ask her to dance). She lives with her 
mother in their mansion in the northeast corner of the village, above the church.

She spends the morning at home. During the day she looks after Jesse (Alice's 
younger brother) and Charlotte (Derek's daughter). When Juliette heads out to teach 
the children - this frees up some time for her. In the evening, she's at

in the tavern, waiting for Eric to finally ask her to dance. At night she sleeps at home.
Astra really dislikes Crowley (she's the only character who starts out with a negative relationship level) 

because she thinks he's a pervert. She's also not entirely happy with her mother's behavior and her 
relationship with Crowley. In turn, if Crowley gets close to Fina, she, will try to improve her daughter's 
attitude towards him.

Participates in the quest: "Where's Fina?"
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Astra every day - when it is clear she is in the small clearing below the manor, and inside the manor 

when it rains. Crowley can look after the children in her place ([rewind time]).
+1 Astra on a sunny Tuesday morning while sunbathing, when talking to her choose On Your Ass.
+3 Astra in the tavern in the evening if you talk to her after Eric shows up at the tavern with cum on his 

face.
+2 Astra, in the evening at the tavern, when the relationship is pumped to > 5, she can be asked to 

dance ([rewind time]).

+3 Astra one time, during the quest "Where is Fina". Scenes 

with Astra:
Every day, no matter what time it is, when Crowley goes to bed to rest.

• (random chance, Astra ≥ 25) Astra bursts in and demands that Crowley stop appearing in her 
dreams (+10 lust).

o (Lust ≥ 200, Astra ≥ 30) Fuck her in the mouth → rough mouth fuck -50 Lust, [scene 
image], +2 Astra.

• Fina bukkake's painting: on the 2nd floor of her house. Looking at the painting gives +5 lust, 
[image] painting; if you have enough lust, Jerk off → -50 lust. There is a random chance(14%) 
that Astra will catch Crowley in the act - he will cum on her, not the painting.



Every night at the Flirt Tavern.
• (≥ 15) Work the pen → -50 lust, +2 Astra, [animated scene]
• (≥ 25) Titskotrach → -50 lust, +2 Astra, [scene image].

Tuesday morning if it's not raining Astra sunbathing near Ironheart Manor → +10 lust, [image], → On 
your ass +1 Astra or On your pussy -1 Astra.

• After Jill arrives in the village, she joins Astra → +10 lust, [portrait image] naked 
Jill.

o If you talk to Jill, she will ask Crowley for sunscreen, any semen from your inventory 
will do, for this you get a funny scene image and +2 Astra and +2 Jill. (If Jill ≥ 30 and 
lust ≥ 200 → Blowjob from Jill [scene image], -50 lust +2 Jill)

▪ (Jill ≥ 30, Astra ≥ 30 and lust ≥ 200) Talk to Jill while she rubs Astra down. 
Jerk off → double blowjob -50 lust +2 Jill, +2 Astra.

Wednesday morning
Astra is getting dressed in her room:

• If Astra ≥ 20 (otherwise she yells at you to leave the room):
o (lust ≥ 50, ≥ 25) Offer massage → cock between buns [scene image] (the options 

Spank ass and Spank again have cosmetic effect only); random chance to slip into ass: 
if this happens the options Take out → -50 lust, +3 Astra, or Conk → -100 lust, -3 
Astra; any option [rewind time]); or Do not offer.

o Finished getting dressed, she asks the question, Yes → she's kicking you out;
▪ ( ≥ 50) None → anal [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Astra, [time rewind].

• In all cases without scenes +15 lust, +1 Astra.
Fina at her desk: in addition to her other morning options:

• (if unlocked) Training Astra → Deep throat Astra [sprite animation], then cum on Fina or 
Astra's face [scene image]. You can choose which one to cum on first: Cum on Fina or Cum 
on Astra. After choosing the former, if you have enough lust, you can simply Cum on Astra's 
face or Cum in Astra's mouth. -100 Lust, +3 Fina, +2 Astra, [Time Rewind].
Unlocks any day, given a Fina relationship level ≥ 25 and the choice to Offer Help; First Time 
Rewards: +3 Fina, -5 Astra.

Wednesday 
night. 
Voyeurism:

• (if unlocked) Astra anally masturbates [with a Jade dildo] in her bedroom → +15 lust [image].
o Jerk off → [scene image]; she notices Crowley; if Astra ≥ 30, she lets him look at her 

and cum (-50 lust), otherwise she kicks him out of the room.
Unlocks by talking to Fina on Wednesday or Friday morning after the quest.

Friday morning duplicates Wednesday morning.
Friday night:
Topless Friday at the tavern. Participation is unlocked by asking her to join Topless Friday after Alice 

starts dancing on the table if Astra does not have a negative relationship indicator with Crowley and Jenna 
is present.

• (If unlocked) Astra topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].
Friday night:

• (Unlocked by Astra/Eric) Astra gives Eric a deep blowjob for the night ([scene image]). Jerk 
off → -50 lust, -50 lust Erik, Just watching → +50 lust.



For how to unlock, see below (Astra and Eric's Relationship).
Saturday morning

• Asking about the Astra Spa at a relationship level ≥ 30 → opens up an additional scene at the 
spa this evening.

Saturday night
• If you invite Astra → She's being demolished by a couple of futa elves on the couch next to Fina 

→
Futa/F +20 lust [image].

Saturday night duplicates Wednesday night.
Astra and Eric's relationship:
There is a hidden score that determines the development of Astra and Erik's relationship, opens up 

possible scenes between them. Actions and events affecting the account:
- +1 Conversation with Astra when Eric shows up at the pub with cum on his face.
- +1 Convince Astra to participate in "Topless Friday" This gets Eric to sit at her table, and he 

continues to do so, every day from here on out.
o +1 Inviting someone else (Alice, Jenna, or Juliette) to dance results in Astra and Eric 

joining the dance.
▪ +3 on Friday when Astra dances topless.

o +1 See the lovers kiss on Friday night in front of the entrance to Ironheart Manor.
▪ +5 Witness a blowjob for the night, in the same place instead of a kiss.

Unlockable scenes so far: (Astra and Eric ≥10) deep throat scene on Friday night, (Astra and Eric ≥15) 
titty fuck scene from Eric while Astra watches on Monday morning.

Brother Bolt
Bolt Farnsworth is a Femboi scholar in the service of the Order. He joins the 

Great Paladin's squad with a battle golem he created himself. After arriving in the 
village they camp near the old tower (the location between the forest and the elf 
camp). He lives in the leftmost tent of the camp.

A very busy man with many activities. In the mornings he can be found in his 
tent, or instructing Diana, near her tent (bottom).
During the day he explores the old tower, studies books at his desk and very rarely 

just walks around the camp. In the evening he fiddles with his golem. Sleeps at night (except Fridays) 
TODO.

She's on a quest: "Save Topless Friday," "Melissa's Secret."
Scenes with Brother Bolt:
Monday and Sunday mornings

• Praying in his tent → (If unlocked) Get closer → Crowley fucks Bolt in the ass M/M, [scene 
image], -100 lust, [time rewind].

o The option is unlocked if you saw Bolt fuck a golem in the mouth at night
Friday at his tent, and talked to Diane Thursday or Friday morning.

Tuesday and Saturday mornings
• Dressed in her tent → +5 lust, [portrait image].

Friday Night Voyeurism:
• Brother Bolt fucks a golem in the mouth in his tent → +10 lust, [sprite animation].
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The Great Paladin
A powerful middle-aged woman with very, very immodest forms, which is why 

Crowley can't stop staring at them. A very powerful person in the Order, and 
outside of it, with many connections in various spheres. After her arrival, she begins 
investigating demonic activity in the village, threatening to bring Juliette home, and 
to deal with the rector of the local church (Sister Elizabeth) for what she considers 
to be poor work.

Spends almost all of her time at camp. Her tent is in the upper right corner. Her 
mother Sabrina reports to her twice a week in the mornings (Monday and Thursday). Saturday afternoons 
she has a meeting with Bolt, other days (except Wednesday) she sorts out the reports in her tent. In the 
evenings she rests in her tent or walks around the camp. Sleeps at night. TODO.

Participates in the quest: "On Duty."
Scenes with the Grand Paladin:
Every day at any time of day(except at night).

• Stare → [image], +10 lust.
• (≥5) Flirting →

o Embrace → Crowley jerks off to the Great Paladin's tits [scene image],
-50 Lust, +1 Great Paladin. (During the process there will be a choice of Cum on 
Face and Cum on Breasts, and if ≥200 Lust, Cum on Breasts, the choice only affects 
where the semen remains on the character).

o (after quest) Tittyfuck → Fuck between giant tits [scene image], - 50 lust, +2 Great 
Paladin

o (After quest) Into the pussy → Paladin's fuck on the bed [scene image], -100 lust, +5 
Great Paladin, [time rewind].

Dario
Dario is not a plumber, but an itinerant merchant who

"likes" elves and is not averse to bargaining with them. In his caravan there is also 
Matthew, a guard, who is not very talkative.

Dario's assortment:
• [Wine] - 20 gold;
• [Sweet Lips wine - 50 gold;
• [Snu snu fruit] - 10 gold.

On Tuesday and Thursday the merchant can be found in the elven camp, Dario trades in the morning 
and afternoon, sits in the spa with his guard in the evening (after the quest), and visits Reina at night.

Monday morning fighting with Diane outside her post.
He can also be found while hunting with Eric when he is attacked by bandits.
Scenes with Dario:
Tuesday and Thursday night. At the elf camp, he takes Reina from behind, in her room [sprite 

animation], +20 lust.



Derek
Derek is a middle-aged villager who lives alone with his young daughter 

Charlotte after his wife ran away. Their house is in the southwest corner of the 
village, west of the tavern. He is cold to Crowley and has warned his daughter to 
stay away from him.

Derek usually works in the vegetable garden in the morning (or cooks in the 
house when it rains), fishes near the house in the afternoon (Sells [Fish (Fish)] - 3 
gold), and has dinner with his daughter in the tavern in the evening.

After Juliet arrives in the village and begins to teach the children on the
On Mondays and Fridays, he can be found in the tavern during the day, where a quest to find a new wife 
for him begins. Upon completion of the quest, Derek's attitude towards Crowley changes to a more 
friendly one.

Participates in the quests: "The Night Visitor", "A Woman for Derek", "Restoration".
Scenes with Dec:
Every day he fishes near his house. After the quest.
Flirting →

• In ass → Derek fucks Crowley in the ass; M/M [scene image], -100 lust.
• In Mouth → Crowley sucks Derek's dick in the barn; M/M [scene image], → you are given 

the choice of Spit Out and Swallow (-3 hunger) in either case -50 lust.
Monday afternoon:
(If Juliette teaches children, before the quest) Derek drowns his sorrows in a tavern.

• Seduce → Crowley sucks Derek off ([sprite animation]) and then Derek roughly fucks him in 
the ass (M/M, [scene image], -100 lust, -4 hunger).

Tuesday night:
Voyeurism:

• (After quest) Taisha riding Derek in their house ([sprite animation], +20 lust). Jerk off → -50 
lust.

Friday's day duplicates Monday's day.
Friday night:
Voyeurism:

• If during "Topless Friday" talk first to Jenna then to Taysha, it unlocks the event that night at 
Derek's house (works if both are topless) [scene image], +20 lust. Jerk off → [text scene] -50 
lust.

o If not speaking duplicates Tuesday night

Jaina
Default relationship level: 0.

Jaina is a muscular adventuress with a large bulge between her legs, a big bust 
and a boisterous, bossy personality. She is Rose's partner in adventure and 
sometimes sex.

Jaina and Rose are staying at the Stone Dragon. Jaina sleeps in in the mornings, 
probably due to the duo's night classes, and she spends the afternoon and evening at 
the pub. (Saturday nights become an exception after the quest.) At night, she gets a



blowjobs from Rose outside the tavern if the weather is nice, or cuddling with her in bed if it's raining.
Jaina is one of the characters included in the clothing system: her sprite and portrait image reflect what 

she is equipped with. The current options are her regular clothes, naked, and [Black lingerie].
Crowley may meet and potentially team up with Jaina and Rose a few times when she and Eric are 

hunting monsters or searching dungeons.
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
Every day while hunting with Eric, the only way to improve Jaina's relationship before the sex scenes 

become available. Events during the hunt are randomized, so you will need to get lucky or use save/load 
to meet Jaina.

+3 Jaina: Brawl with a mob of Orcs event only if you win.
+2 Jaina: Passing the Dungeon with Mystery.
+1 Jaina: Crystal Caves event only if you win.
+1 Jaina: Passing the "Pregnant Glade" dungeon.
+2 Jaina: in the evening at the tavern, when the relationship is pumped up to ≥ 5, she can be asked to 

dance ([rewind time]).
Scenes with Jaina:
Every day:
(available in the evening as well)Jaina in the tavern: if Crowley takes off his clothes and talks to her 

(while she is dressed), she notices his cock and asks him if he wants to see her (Sure →
+10 lust, +10 lust Jaina, [portrait image]).

• If Crowley has breasts, a ≥10 relationship with Jaina, and has enough lust, she will invite him 
upstairs. Yes → Crowley jerks Jaina off with his breasts (-50 lust, +3 Jaina, Futa/M [scene 
image]).

In the forest (in case the final battle with the slimes in the Crystal Caverns was lost and Crowley talked 
to Eric in the morning), Jaina fucks Eric (+30 lust, [sprite animation]).

• (Jaina ≥ 5) Joins → Crowley joins by fucking Jaina in the ass (-50 lust, +1 Eric, +1 Jaina, 
Futa/M/M/M tee [scene image]); only then can you go hunting with Eric that day.

Every night at the tavern.
• Invite to dance → +2 Jaina, [time rewind].

o (Jaina ≥ 5, ≥ 200 lust, Crowley sucked Jaina off) After the dance, they seclude 
themselves behind a tavern where Crowley sucks Jaina off → Futa/M [scene image], -
50 lust, -50 Jaina lust, +2 Jaina, -3 hunger, [rewind time].

Every night if it's not raining.
Rose sucks Jaina off behind the tavern [sprite animation] → +15 lust, Futa/F [image].

• Wank → Crowley can choose Focus on Rose, Focus on Jaina, or Focus on both for minor 
variations of Futa/F [scene image]; -50 lust.

• (Lust ≥ 200) Suck → Crowley sucks Jaina's dick (Futa/M [scene image],
-50 lust, -50 Jaina's lust, -3 hunger [time rewind]).

• (if Crowley sucked her dick) Join:
o Into her mouth → Rose jerks Crowley off while sucking Jaina's cock ([scene image], -

50 lust).
o In the ass → he fucks Rose's ass while she sucks Jaina ([scene image],

-50 lust).



Wednesday morning:
Jaina practicing (naked) near the Stone Dragon.

• Join → +20 lust; buff for the next 7 days (+10% ATK, DEF, AGI), [time rewind].
o (Jaina ≥ 20, Lust ≥ 70) Jaina decides to roll (Futa/M [scene image], -100 Lust, -50 

Jaina's Lust, +3 Jaina). When she cum, you can Dodge or Take it on your face. 
Reveals Jaina and Eric's "training".

Thursday morning:
Jaina is asleep. (If ≥ 25 and Crowley sucked her off) talk to Rose in the tavern, then go to Jaina's room 

on the second floor: Leave and do nothing or
• Wake → Jaina is angry (-1 Jaina).
• Gently awaken→ Crowley jerks her awake (Futa/M [text scene],

+50 lust, -50 lust Jaina).
o (Jaina ≥ 50) Crowley pleasures Jaina anally (Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 

lust Jaina, +5 Jaina).
o (Rose ≥ 20) Rose kisses Crowley on the cheek (+30 lust Rose, +1 Rose).

Friday night:
During "topless Friday", in order for Jaina to join the event, you must ask Alice to dance that night, in 

case Jaina ≥ 10 and Alice ≥ 5, Jaina interferes with your conversation and this results in Alice dancing on 
the table and

• Jaina topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].
Saturday morning duplicates Wednesday morning.
Saturday night:
(after the quest) at the elf spa:

• Naked Jaina → +10 Lust; If Jaina ≥ 20, Flirt is available:
o Giving ass → Jaina anally fucks Crowley in the bathtub Futa/M [scene image], -100 

lust, -100 Jaina lust, +5 Jaina.
o (Jaina ≥ 50) Ass Fuck → Crowley anally fucks Jaina in the bathtub (thanks to Idler for 

the scene) Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 Jaina's lust, +5 Jaina.
o Lick anus → Crowley licks Jaina Futa/M's ass [scene image],

+50 lust, -50 lust Jaina, +3 Jaina.
▪ (Jaina ≥ 50) Continue anally → Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 Jaina 

lust, +5 Jaina.
In addition, Jaina can be interacted with if she joins Crowley's warband (see this section for more 

information)

Jenna
Default relationship level: 0.

Jenna is Eric's not-young stepmother who looks younger than she is. She lives 
with her stepson in their house in the center of the village.

In the morning, Jenna can be found in the chicken coop near her house, where 
Crowley can help her collect eggs, where they can be bought for 3 gold. Most 
afternoons and evenings she stays home. On Tuesday, if it is not raining in the 
evening, she bathes in the pond behind her house. If Crowley manages to convince 
her to participate in "Topless Friday" at the Stone Dragon,



she'll show up in the evening and he can ask her to dance. At night she sleeps in her bed... except on 
Thursday or whenever circumstances find her a partner.

Jenna also sometimes appears when Crowley and Eric go hunting to feed Eric (and with Jenna ≥ 10 
also Crowley: item [Good dinner]).

Participates in the quest: "The Milf Next Door."
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+2 Jenna: Every morning she fiddles in the henhouse near her house. If Crowley collects all the eggs 

in the nests and gives them to her, she gets +10 or +15 lust (if Crowley has tits), +2 Jenna, and one 
[Egg].

+1 Jenna on Tuesday before going to the coop, go to her house to her room first to Compliment her 
appearance → [portrait image], +10 lust.

Scenes with Jenna:
Every morning:
Jenna is in the chicken coop at her house:

• Staring at boobs → +10 lust.
o if Jenna ≥ 10, lust ≥ 200, you may ask about Sleuth between boobs; if relationship 

level is insufficient, -1 Jenna; otherwise -100 lust [scene image], +3 Jenna.
▪ Gives a chance for a night scene with Eric in his room.
▪ Additional lines if paired with Juliette (opens the night scene).

Every day:
• Jenna in her house. The option to look at boobs is still active if not used in the morning. 

Flirting →
o (≥ 30) Fuck in the mouth [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Jenna.
o (≥ 50) Fuck Ass [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Jenna, [time rewind].

Any night
Voyeurism: if you went with Juliette in the morning and afternoon:

• (if Juliette has seen Jenna's breasts) Jenna + Juliette at Jenna's house (F/F [image], +20 lust); 
Jerk off → -50 lust

Voyeurism: Extra scene if Crowley pooped on Jenna's cleavage in the morning and later that day
she'd bring Eric dinner before the hunt, then that night:

• Eric fucks Jenna in the mouth [scene image], +20 lust; jerk off Yes → -50 lust.
Tuesday night:
If it's not raining, Jenna swims in the pond behind her house → [image]:

• Join → (Jenna ≥ 15) she lets Crowley bathe with her (+20 lust). (If enough lust) Jerk off → 
cum on her ([scene image], -50 lust) or Restrain; either choice +2 Jenna, [rewind time].

• Leave → +10 lust.
Thursday afternoon:
Jenna, in the soap house asking Crowley to bring milk.

• [Milk] → As a reward you will receive: +3 Jenna, +1 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner], [time 
rewind].



• [Elven milk] → As a reward you will receive: +3 Jenna, +3 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner], [time 
rewind].

• [Minotaur milk] Jenna will have an allergic reaction and her breasts will grow [portrait image] 
+10 lust, Offer massage → (Jenna ≥ 10) She agrees, slightly modified [portrait image], +50 
lust, +3 Jenna.

Thursday night:
Voyeurism:

• Jenna rides Eric in his bed: [scene image], +20 lust; Yes → -50 lust.
o (Jenna ≥ 50 and Eric ≥ 50) Join → Crowley is attached behind Jenna [scene image], 

100 lust, +3 Jenna, +3 Eric, [rewind time].
Friday night:
After starting "Topless Friday" during the day, talk to Jenna if her relationship level is ≥ 20, she will 

agree to come to the tavern.
• Jenna topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].

Friday night:
Voyeurism:

• If during "Topless Friday" talk first to Jenna then to Taysha, it unlocks the event that night at 
Derek's house (works if both are topless) [scene image], +20 lust. Jerk off → [text scene] -50 
lust.

Saturday night:
(after the quest) at the elf spa:

• Jenna bathes → +10 lust, [image].
Sunday morning:
Voyeurism:

• Eric has anal sex with Jenna in the chicken coop ([scene image], +20 lust), opportunity to jerk 
off → -50 lust.

Jill
Default relationship level: 0.

Jill is Crowley's half-sister, an adventurous woman who travels a lot. Due to 
some circumstances, she decided to spend some time in her home village.

Jill arrives at Crowley's house on Sunday after Crowley solves Sister Elizabeth's 
nighttime problem, but she decides to stay at the tavern
"Stone Dragon". At the first Sunday service at church after Jill's arrival (which may 
be the same day), Sister Elizabeth asks her to find a way to

to justify living in the village. Jill is at a loss, and Crowley intervenes and points out that she can be 
considered a member of his family.

Jill likes to drink, and can be found at the Stone Dragon bar at any time except Wednesday and Friday 
mornings, when she can't get out of bed. She's also quite the swagger: at her suggestion, Carla introduces 
"Topless Fridays" at the tavern. If Crowley succeeds



repair his ruined bedroom, he can invite her to move into the house (though she still spends most of her 
time in the tavern).

Jill is one of the characters affected by the [Big load potion]-when Crowley is under the influence of 
the potion, anal sex with her gives her a large inflated belly visible in all her illustrations for three days 
(permanently if the BIRTH setting is on).

Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Jill: At any time while Jill is at the counter, you can approach her and start Staring, whether you 

choose to Stare at her ass or Stare at her breasts, at the end of this she will ask you to buy her a [Beer], if 
you have it in your inventory you will get +1 Jill.

• [Beer] can be bought here from Carla for 3 gold.
• If you don't have (or don't want) money, [Beer] can be knocked out of Bandits or Orcs.

+10 Jill. If you choose Chatter, there is a random chance that Jill will start a conversation about 
drinks, in which case you can hand her a bottle [Sweet Lips wine] → +10 Jill; unless it is evening [rewind 
time].

• [Sweet Lips wine] can be purchased from Dario for 50 gold. Scenes with Jill:
Every day, no matter what time it is, when Crowley goes to bed to rest.

• (lust ≥ 50) Jerk off before bed → Yes:
o Just jerk off → usually -50 lust if nothing else is going on.

▪ (random chance) a drunk Jill enters and Crowley cum on her (random scene 
choices, [portrait image]).

♦ (random chance, lust ≥ 200) Jill thinks Crowley is a stripper (+10 gold) 
and offers him money for the show. You can either refuse or cum for Jill 
→ directly into her mouth (no illustration, +10 gold).

• In the morning random chance, if Lust ≥ 100 Jill ≥ 20 and she lives in the house she wakes 
Crowley up with a tit-fuck ([animated scene], -50 Lust, +3 Jill).

Every day (morning/afternoon/evening) Jill is at the tavern:
Stare →

• Staring at her butt → +10 lust, [image of] her panties, or if it's raining +20 lust (bare butt).
o (Jill ≥ 50) If it rains more and undresses Crowley, one contemplation of ass will not be 

limited to → [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Jill [time rewind].
• Stare at breasts → [image], +10 lust, or if Jill ≥ 5, she will show you her breasts +20 lust.

Chatter →
• (random chance) drink talk → (bottle [Sweet Lips wine])

Give a bottle of Sweet Lips → +10 Jill; if not evening [rewind time].
o (Jil ≥ 50) reward throat fuck [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time] again; otherwise 

+10 lust.
• (random chance, Jill ≥ 40) Crowley and Jill go on a date that ends in anal [scene image], -100 

lust, +5 Jill, [rewind time to morning].
Flirting →

• Cum on Face → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Jill;
• Deep Throat (unlocks and replaces when you select Chatter, see above);



• Anal (unlocks and replaces when you select Chatter, see above).
Tuesday morning if it's not raining, sunbathing with Astra → +10 lust, [portrait image]

• Jill asks Crowley for sunscreen, any semen from your inventory will do, you get a funny skit 
and +2 Astra and +2 Jill for it.

o (Jill ≥ 30, lust ≥ 200) Blowjob from Jill [scene image], -50 lust +2 Jill.
▪ (Jill ≥ 30, Astra ≥ 30 and lust ≥ 200) Talk to Jill while she rubs Astra down. 

Jerk off → double blowjob -50 lust +2 Jill, +2 Astra.
Wednesday and Friday mornings:
Jill (if living with Crowley) is lounging in her bed

• (≥ 20) Titty Fuck → Crowley fucks her cleavage ([scene image], -50 lust,
+3 Gill, [rewind time]); No → -1 Gill.

Friday night
She is the last one to join. Talk to her on Friday night after all the villagers have joined "topless 

Friday" (this essentially closes this event and you get +200 EXP).
• (If unlocked) Jill topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].

Friday night:
Voyeurism:

• Jill gives Carla a cunny in the basement of the tavern → +10 lust, [image]:
o Jerk off → F/F -50 lust, [scene image].
o Observe → F/F [scene image].

Juliette
Default relationship level: 0.

Juliette Westwood is a twisted traveling scholar who decides to live in the village 
for a while after Crowley rescues her. She stays at the Stone Dragon Tavern and 
spends most of her time there.

At the first Sunday service at church after Juliet settles in the village, Fina asks 
her to find a way to contribute to the village. It is agreed that Juliette will teach the 
village children at church.

Thus, she is busy during the day (along with her sister Elizabeth) on Monday and Friday.
In the tavern, if you talk to Juliet in the morning or afternoon, you can ask her to Come with Me to 

fulfill her wish to see "something spicy" - she will temporarily join the squad until you do something that 
rewinds time or try to leave the village. Among other effects, she can now participate in some of the 
scenes available at the time (usually as an enthusiastic spectator), which in some cases leads to further
"dates" at night that Crowley might witness.

Juliet is one of the characters included in the clothing system: her sprite and portrait image reflect what 
she is equipped with. The current options are her regular clothes, naked, and [Black lingerie].

Juliette is also one of the characters affected by the [Big load potion] effect, anal sex with her gives her 
a large inflated belly visible in all of her illustrations for three days (permanently, if the BIRTH setting is 
on).



Crowley and Eric may also occasionally encounter Juliette while hunting. Participates 
in the quest: "Juliet's Dungeon"
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+2 Juliette you gain each time you ask her to dance at a tavern in the evening.
+20 Juliette is a one-time gain after saving her from a bandit.
Juliette's +16 is a one-time gain while completing her quest.
The +12 Juliette is a one-time gain as you complete the quest.
Juliet scenes:
Every morning Juliette is at the tavern:
Come with me → Juliette joins the group:

• (game menu) → Talk to the group → Juliette → Let's get laid → (≥ 31) Tittyfuck → [scene 
image], -50 lust, +3 Juliette.

• (≥ 60) When attempting to leave the village → (enough lust) Yes → doggy-style vaginal [scene 
image], -100 lust, +5 Juliet, [rewind time].

Every day:
(except Monday and Friday): same option Come with me as in the morning. If 
offering to help Rose at the tavern:

• Chatter → Help → In one of the random effects of Rose's potion (if Juliette is admitted to the 
village), Crowley's dick grows so big that he becomes dizzy and passes out. Juliette and Rose 
do not get lost and take him to the 2nd floor for a medical procedure (-100 lust, -50 lust Rose, 
+3 Juliette, +3 Rose, [rewind time]).

Every night:
Juliette in the tavern Offer privacy:

• (≥ 30) Titscotrach (-50 lust [scene image], +3 Juliet).
• (after quest)Anal (-100 lust [scene image], +5 Juliette, -3 Alice if Alice

≥ 30, [time rewind]).
Any night:
Voyeurism: if you went with Juliette in the morning and afternoon:

• (if Juliette has seen Jenna's breasts) Jenna + Juliette at Jenna's house (F/F [image], +20 lust); 
Jerk off → -50 lust

• (If Juliette has seen Fina's tit-fucking) Fina fucks Juliette in her bedroom (+20 lust). Jerk off 
→ Crowley watches Fina summon a cock and fuck Juliette; random chance of her cumming 
inside (F/F [scene image], -50 lust).

• (if Juliette saw Elizabeth's sister fuck) is still in TODO development
Friday night:
In order to bare Juliette's breasts during "Topless Friday" it is necessary for Alice to get on the table. 

After watching Alice dance on the table on the same Friday night, you need to talk to Juliette. Will work 
if the relationship with both of them is ≥ 30.

• Juliet topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].
Saturday night:

• Voyeurism: Juliet bathes under a waterfall near Eric's house → +10 lust, [image]. → Jerking 
off → -50 lust.



Another extra scene you'll get if you run into Juliette while dayhunting with Eric.

Diana
Default relationship level: 0.

Diana is a female soldier who guards the gates of Pala along with a male soldier 
named Conlan.

Both are on guard duty during daylight hours, then take turns resting: in the 
evening Conlan is on duty while Diana sleeps, at night vice versa (except Sundays). 
Most of the time nothing much happens, so Diana tries to dispel the boredom with 
the occasional blowjob (Tuesday and Friday). And on Monday morning, she tries to 
shake down the wine merchant.

free booze.
After Crowley helps Diana recover the stolen packages, Flirt with her is unlocked.
Diana and Conlan change their duties after the arrival of the Grand Paladin. Now they are no longer 

guarding the passageway, but are constantly performing various missions given to them by Brother Bolt 
(you can observe this in the paladin's camp on Thursday and Friday mornings). In their place, the Palla 
Gate is guarded by two random guards of the order. On Monday and Wednesday, she and her partner 
return early and rest by the campfire, where they can Flirt with her. At night they sleep in their tent in the 
same camp.

Participates in the quest: "Busty Smugglers", "Undercover".
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
Additional pumping of the relationship with Diana is not required, sex scenes are available immediately 

or unlocked after the quest.
Scenes with Diana:
(Until the arrival of the Grand Paladin) Every morning day and night Diana (except Monday) guards the 

"Gate of Palla (Gate of Palla)".
• Flirt (after quest) → Titsotrach → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Diana.

Monday and Wednesday evenings
• (after the arrival of the Grand Paladin)

o Flirt (after quest) → Titsotrach → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Diana.
o Join → Offer [ Wine] → [ scene image], -50 lust, +3 Diana, [time rewind].

Tuesday and Friday afternoon
• (prior to the arrival The Great  paladin)Diana sucks у Conlan

(+10 lust, [image]).
Sunday night

• (Before the arrival of the Great Paladin) Guard Tent: Conlan anally fucks Diana ([sprite 
animation], +30 lust). Do this → to join in and add a second cock to Diana's ass ([scene 
image], -100 lust, [time rewind]).



Priestess
A mysterious hooded priestess with a mask over her eyes and her breasts exposed.

She has dark skin, mouths instead of nipples, and short tentacles instead of hair.
It can be found at any time of day in the ruined temple (north of t h e  Cliffs 

location).
Eric and Crowley may also encounter her while exploring some dungeons. She 

also appears in the ruins beneath the ruined monastery.
She seems to recognize Eric's claim to heroism and supplies him with a

the best swords, and finally, by a rather suspicious blessing of
Priestess Scenes:
Sacrifice to a goddess in a ruined temple Try praying at the altar in the center of the temple and then 

bringing a Sacrifice → Priestess sucks Crowley with her nipple ([scene image], -100 lust, all HP and MP 
restored and all buffs/debuffs reset).

• During your encounter with the Priestess on the hunt, you bring a Sacrifice along with Eric's 
[scene image] tee, -100 Lust, -100 Lust of Eric.

Iss
Iss is a red-haired elf who is very fond of wine (but not hangovers) and 

apparently has some business with Sebastian, the village shopkeeper. She lives in a 
house on a swamp in the western part of the elven forest. Apparently enjoys 
authority among the bandits.

Crowley can meet her in the evening at the elf camp, and if things go well, she 
invites him to visit her anytime at her home (and apparently stops visiting the 
camp). During your first visit to

She will also tell her home about the "skirmishes" between elves and orcs in this part of the forest.
After Crowley does Sebastian a favor, Iss may suggest that he find certain items for her.
Iss is also occasionally seen, but cannot be interacted with in other circumstances, such as when she 

gives Sebastian a blowjob under the table in his store or witnesses (directs?) a bandit attack on Dario 
during a hunt. These events have no mechanical or plot implications yet.

Participates in the quest: "Save Topless Friday", "Undercover", "Treasure Hunt".
Scenes with Iss:
Every morning/afternoon/evening, Iss (if you met) at his house (need [Wine (Wine)] in inventory ).

• Drinking and fucking tits → Titscotrach [scene image], -50 lust, [time rewind].
• (After quest) Drink and fuck ass → Anal games [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind].

Saturday afternoon:
• (If it's not raining) Iss gives Sebastian a blowjob at his store → +20 lust, [image].

Carla
Default relationship level: 5.



Carla is the owner of the Stone Dragon Tavern, and therefore Alice's employer. 
She can be found behind the bar of the pub from morning to night, and at night she 
sleeps in her room in the basement of the inn.

Crowley can Buy from her:
• [Beer] - 3 gold;
• [Good dinner] - 10 gold;
• [Bread - 3 gold.

Or just Dine (-10 gold, -10 hunger, [time rewind]). She sometimes gets lonely at night (Tuesday and 
Wednesday). She participates in Topless Friday.

Carla is one of the characters affected by the [Big load potion]-when Crowley is under the influence of 
the potion, anal or vaginal sex with her gives her a large inflated belly, visible in all her illustrations for 
three days (permanently if the BIRTH setting is on).

Participates in the quests: "The Terrible Mystery of Fina Ironheart", "The Night Visitor", "The Show 
Must Go On", "The Amazing Wonders of Soscotrach".

Relationship pumping from 5:
+2 Carl tonight to ask him to the dance.
+3 Carla Tuesday and Wednesday nights. In order to start boosting your relationship with her you need 

to complete the quest and then visit her in the basement of the tavern.
Scenes with Carla:

Any day of the week, Carla works at the hotel all day.
• Talk →
o Flirting:

▪ (≥ 20) Fuck between the tits → tittyfuck [scene image], -50 lust, +1 Carla; 
Additional lines if paired with Juliette.

▪ (if unlocked) Nipple Fuck → Crowley pushes his cock into her soft breasts 
([scene image], -50 lust, +1 Carla); Unlocks randomly in conversation if Carla 
≥ 25 and Jill is in the village. Unlocking also triggers the quest.

▪ (After quest) Nipple Fuck → Crowley magically penetrates Carla's nipple 
([scene image], -100 lust, +3 Carla).

o Lunch (10 gold) → (Carla ≥ 15) Breast milk → Crowley sucks Carla's breast ([scene 
image], -10 hunger, +20 lust, +1 Carla, [time rewind]). Only unlocks if you have 
ordered lunch at least once.

Tuesday night:
- +15 lust when entering the basement [image]; Fuck → Fuck in pussy ([scene image]) or Fuck 

in ass ([scene image]; options Cum inside or Pull out). Either option: +3 Carl, -100 lust, 
[rewind time]. The next meal at the pub will be free.

Wednesday night repeats Tuesday night.
Friday all day:
After Jill arrives in the village. It's Topless Friday at the inn! Carla will be topless

- +10 lust [portrait image] (generates lust once per day).
Friday night:



• During "topless Friday" ask Carla to dance Talk → Dance → Dance →
+2 Carl, [image], +50 lust, +20 lust Eric [time rewind].

o (Carla ≥ 50, 200 Lust) Continue dancing in the tavern [scene image], - 100 lust.
Friday night:
(if in the village) Jill gives Carla a cunny → +10 lust, [image]:

• Jerk off → F/F -50 lust, [scene image].
• Observe → F/F [scene image].

Questia

A gray-haired orc woman is looking for lumberjacks in an orc camp. She works 
mornings and afternoons, disappearing to unknown places in the evenings and 
nights. If you agree to help, she will reward you with Gold → +5 gold, [rewind 
time] or Sex → Orc woman pushes Crowley to the ground and rides him in a riding 
position [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time].

Konda
Konda is a big fat gobliness armed with a war hammer. She is the one who caused 

Eric and Crowley's headache in the back during the quest.
After the quest, her encounter in the western tunnel becomes recurring, but she is 

replaced by a regular fat goblin.
She can be found in the Goblin Village on Tuesdays and Fridays during daylight 

hours. At night, Konda sleeps in the Snu-snu chamber.
Konda is one of the characters affected by the effect of [Potion

Big load potion]], sex with her yields a large inflated belly visible in all her illustrations for three days 
(permanently if the BIRTH setting is on).

Scenes with Conda:
Tuesday and Friday the day after the quest:

• If you approach her from behind Crowley will compliment her ([image], +10 lust)
→ Jerk off -50 lust).

• (after the quest) If Crowley is wearing [Heavy goblin armor]: Yes
→sex with Conda [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind]

o If you lost a battle to Condé during the quest, you will need to prove that Crowley is 
"worthy" and win the Sparring before having sex with her (Of course you need to be 
wearing [Heavy goblin armor].



Lizzie
Lizzie is Crawley's pet slime girl. She lives either in her jar or roams freely 

around Crowley's house.
After completing the magic circle, Crowley was left with a jar containing the 

remains of a slime girl. As one of the books in his house suggests, consuming 
semen makes slimes grow, and large slimes grow tits to attract men. After the quest, 
Crowley is able to cum in the slime jar during his bedtime wank. After "feeding" the 
jar 10 times, when Crowley leaves his

bedroom, a slime girl appears, leading to a tit-fuck ([scene image], -100 lust) and Lizzie getting her name.
Lizzie has a Sperm Charge (SP) meter that keeps track of how many doses of sperm she has 

consumed during her scenes. The number of charges can be viewed with the Mindreading spell.
To interact with her, interact with the jar in your key items and select Feed Lizzie →
Feed Semen → Crowley jerks off to Lizzie ([scene image], -50 lust, +1 SP);
Boobtrach → Lizzie milks Crowley with her tits ([scene image], -50 lust, +1 SP);
Nipple Fuck → ([scene image] -100 lust, +1 SP, + effect [Big load potion]).
If you're in the Crawley house, you have the additional option of letting Lizzie out - she will wander 

around the house and its basement until you ask her to return to the jar. She has the same scenes in both 
cases. She is affected by [Big load potion] if she is Nipple Fucked while under the influence of this 
potion, she will get a more lush shape for 3 days, this will be reflected in all her scenes, in addition she 
will get +5 SP instead of +1 SP.

She can be summoned in battle to fight at your side, but if you don't have her enough
"fed" she won't show up:

• In combat, if Crowley's HP falls below a certain threshold (but he is not yet knocked out), 
Lizzie will heal him at the start of his turn by spending one unit of semen.

• She also gives special skills in combat: Heal, Boobslam,  a n d  Boobslam
(consumed by SP).

• When she is out of the can, she consumes one unit per day. If it runs out, after a couple of days 
she starts looking for "food" elsewhere.

Scenes with Lizzie:
Every day, no matter what time it is, when Crowley goes to bed to rest.

• (lust ≥ 50) Jerk off before bed → Yes:
o Just jerk off → usually -50 lust if nothing else is going on.

▪ (20% chance) Lizzie comes out and licks Crowley's ass ([sprite animation], - 
100 lust)

Thursday morning.
Lizzie's out of the can, Samantha's in the village.

• On the first floor of Crowley's house, Lizzie and Samantha are giving consolation → [sprite 
animation].
+5 lust; Jerk off → -50 lust. (triggers when you enter the 1st floor).

In addition, Lizzie can help Eric with an overabundance of lust when he is in a posse with Crowley. 
The scene can be accessed through in-game Menu → Talk to party → Eric → Help Eric (available 
when Eric is at maximum lust)

• Use Lizzie (if in a jar) → slime girl feed [scene image], -50 Eric's lust, +1 Lizzie SP



Leaf
Leaf (Glorifondel) is a shirtless male elf who grows and sells mushrooms. He 

can be found in the elf camp morning, noon and night.
List Assortment:
[Red mushroom - 10 gold; Blue mushroom - 10 
gold; Bread mushroom - 3 gold.

In addition to his mushroom business, at night Leaf will buy up all of your [Fairie dust] in bulk. Sell 
him a total of >10 and you can Flirt with him.

Participates in the quests: "Succubus summoning", "Tea with milk".
Scenes with Liszt:
Every morning and afternoon.
Leaf hangs around the elf camp. Flirt (if unlocked):

o Anal → Crowley fucks Leaf in the ass (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind]).
Sunday night:
Leaf was cornered by a couple of foot-elves:

• Observe → Futa/M [text scene], [sprite animation], +20 lust;
o if sufficiently aroused, the ability to Jerk off → -50 lust; or

Just watching → +30 lust.
o Intervene → Starts a fight against two foot elves, regardless of the outcome of the 

fight: Reyna comes out, complains about the noise and the elves flee +3 Leaf;
• Join → Join Sheet → Futa/M [text scene]; or

Join Futa → Futa/M [text scene]. Any choice gives -50 lust,
+1 Leaf.

Maruna
Maruna is the four-breasted leader of the goblin village. She spends most of her 

time on her throne, watching over the village, though she bathes three times a week 
in the evenings (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday). At night, she sleeps in her cave 
in the northeast corner of the village.

At first, Crowley has to deal with her over Sebastian's lost package. After the 
quest, she asks Crowley to help the goblins by performing the "Snu-Snu" ritual with 
them by paying him in gold. If he agrees, he can come

"help" at any time of the day.
If Crowley has maximum lust when he comes to help, during the Snu-Snu process, the other goblins 

will smell sex and line up to participate as well, such a long ritual will take all day, and Crowley will only 
be released in the evening or even at night. For three such "rituals" Maruna will give out a special 
costume if Crowley is wearing it to interact with the enemy goblins in the caves, instead of fighting the 
gobliness offers to do Snu-Snu.

Participates in the quest: Lost Delivery.
Scenes with Maruna:
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings:
Maruna bathes in the pool at her cave → +10 lust, [portrait image].



• If Crowley participated in the Rite of Snu-Snu, she can be Joined → tit-for-tat from Maruna 
[scene image] -50 lust.

Mother Sabrina
Default relationship level: 0.

Mother Sabrina is a dark-skinned battle nun, leader of the battle nuns, camped in 
a ruined monastery west of the elven forest after the events of the quest.

No wonder she can be found in or around the convent. She gets a good sweat in 
the mornings, exercising in the fresh air. She seems to prefer to sleep naked and 
sometimes throws back her blanket in her sleep... (Monday and Thursday nights).

Her subordinates also sometimes get a little more frisky than expected at night (Wednesday and 
Sunday).

Participates in the quests: "The Case of the Order", "Witchcraft for Dummies", "The Nun's Work".
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Sabrina's mother. After the quest, an interactive activity opens up during which you can increase 

your relationship with her. You need to go to the altar in the center of the monastery ruins and select Help 
→
+5-20 lust, [Time Rewind], +1 Mother Sabrina. You may only do this once per day at any time of day.

Scenes with Sabrina's mother:
Every morning:

• Mother Sabrina practicing near a ruined convent → +5 lust. Every day.
When Mother Sabrina ≥10 inside the ruined monastery of Flirt →

• (≥10) Show your boobs - Crowley admires Sabrina's breasts [portrait image],
+10 lust, +1 Mother Sabrina;

• (≥20) Fuck cleavage - [scene image] -50 lust, +2 Mother Sabrina,
• (After quest) (≥30) Tittycominette - [scene image], -50 Lust, +3 Mother Sabrina, [time 

rewind]
Monday and Thursday night

• Mother Sabrina's naked breasts → +10 lust.

Melissa
Default relationship level: 0.

Melissa is a secretive, antisocial witch (sorceress?) who can summon a penis. 
Crowley takes a keen interest in her magical knowledge (and her body) and tries to 
become her apprentice.

Melissa lives in the Old Tower south of the forest, and it takes some effort to get 
in (see below). She never leaves the tower and doesn't seem to sleep, so Crowley 
can Flirt with her at any time. Once a day, Crowley can also Question her about 
something, and every

discussion opens the next topic if the correct conditions are met. After the discussion, she refuses to talk 
or flirt until the next day.

Topic Development:



1. Crowley asks her about the tower, and she explains how to use magic to expand and collapse 
physical space (+20 EXP, +1 Melissa, opens the quest "New Laboratory").

2. (Part of the quest) Melissa explains how to create powerful magical barriers (+1 Melissa).
3. Melissa explains the difference between "real" ghosts and spirits imitating ghosts after Crowley 

apologizes for banishing her guardian ghost. He offers to help her with something as compensation.
4. Melissa asks Crowley to bring her some [Elven milk] (after you give the milk (+3 Melissa) starts 

the quest "Tea with milk").
5. Melissa takes Crowley to a tea party (ends the same quest).
There is an old book on one of the tables. If Crowley is above 4th level, once per day he may study this 

book (+5 EXP, [time rewind]). After doing this five times, he learns the Eye of the beholder spell.
Gaining access: The entrance to the tower is protected by a magical seal. At night, the seal is guarded 

by a busty ghost. It's an uphill battle if you're not prepared.
• Victory: the seal will disappear and you will gain access to the inside of the tower.
• Defeat: ghost gives Crowley a blowjob, ([scene image], -50 lust, [rewind time]) you wake up 

in the morning at the scene of the battle
Inside, go down the stairs and read the sign on the wall to get a hint for the password. Then go to the 

top floor and interact with the magic circle. The activated circle will teleport you to the hidden top floor 
of the tower, Melissa's home and lab. She is surprised to meet Crowley, but she clearly enjoys his 
compliments (+5 Melissa).

Participates in the quests: "Succubus Calling", "Where's Fina?", "New Lab", "Tea and Milk",
"The Amazing Wonders of Scrapbooking," "Melissa's Secret,"

Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Melissa every day when talking to her Flirt → Stare.
+5 Melissa (one-time) you get simply after your introduction.
+5 Melissa (one time) in aggregate during conversations see "Topic Development" above
+1 Melissa during the "Where's Finale" quest.
+10 Melissa during the quest "Tea and Milk"
+12 Melissa during the quest "Melissa's Secret"
Scenes with Melissa:
Every day at all hours of the day.
Melissa is (almost) always in her room. Flirting:

• Staring → random options +10 lust [portrait image], +1 Melissa.
• Lick → Kneel ([scene image], +100 lust, +1 Melissa) or Not Now (-1 Melissa).
• Suck → Kneel (Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust, -3 hunger,

+1 Melissa) or Not Now (-1 Melissa).
o (if Melissa ≥ 50) both of the above get two development options: Bring to orgasm to 

finish as above, or Change Pose → anal horsewoman [scene image], -100 lust, +5 
Melissa.

• (After quest) Blowjob → ([scene image], -50 lust, +2 Melissa).
Wednesday afternoon:
(After the quest) Melissa is about to go to another tea party and asks Crowley to go with her:

• Not Today → She disappears for the rest of the day.



• Remind of huge boobs → enlarges breasts for the rest of the day, +10 lust, then you teleport 
away.
Escort → You teleport with her to the party:

o Sandra → Flirt → Show your tits → [portrait image], +10 lust.
o Velena → Flirting → she shows him her breasts ([portrait image],

+20 lust); Crowley may agree to Soscotrach → [scene image], - 100 lust.
o Melissa → (with huge breasts) Squinting tits → [portrait image],

Terminate or Continue (-1 Melissa).
o Melissa → Keeping company completes the party (+3 Melissa, -15 hunger,

+100 lust, [rewind time]); Back in the tower, if Melissa ≥ 20, she is set to Dessert: Lick 
pussy, Ask for cock (or Not in the mood). Whichever you choose, after the standard 
[scene image], you can Bring to orgasm (-50 Lust, +1 Melissa) or Change position → 
anal horsewoman [scene image] (-100 Lust, +5 Melissa); either option [time rewind].

Mursha
Mursha is the head of the orcs and their trainer, because of the fact that her 

mother was an orc and her father a goblin has a non-standard, for orcs, physique. At 
the first conversation with her asks you to choose a team for which you "fight" 
(consequences are not yet v0.440).

Wanders around the Orc camp in the mornings, works in his tent (the uppermost 
one) during the day, rests by the fire in the evenings, and sleeps at night (except 
Tuesday)

Mursha Scenes:
Tuesday night:

• At the top of the orc camp, Mursha fucks Mabel +10 lust, [sprite animation].
Thursday night:

• Mursha by the fire offers you a drink. If you take [Clear mind potion] before talking to her, 
you can get her to drink too much Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes - Pour → Crowley takes his 
reward [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind].

o Without the potion "below" there will be a crawl (0.440 no illustration yet) [rewind 
time].

Mabel
Default relationship level: 0.

Mabel is a traveling minotaur merchant girl who visits the village every Sunday 
to sell minotaur goods. She sets up her stall in the center of the village, in front of 
the chicken coop. If it rains, she seeks shelter in the tavern, taking off her wet 
clothes. At night, she sleeps on straw in the back of the coop.

On Tuesday she can be found at the orc camp in the morning afternoon and 
evening trading, at night riding the orc leader near the campfire.

Thursday trading at the elf camp. Answer yes to her 
offer to buy:

• [Minotaur milk - 10 gold;
• [Minotaur sperm - 7 gold.



You can ask to suck directly from her breasts ask I'd like some fresher milk, but then she'll challenge 
Crowley to a fight. No wonder even minotaur girls are tough opponents.

Mabel's attacks:
1) The usual physical attack;
2) Stunning foot attack for one turn;
3) Shoots milk +30 lust out of her breasts;
4) Tits on Crowley's face +30 lust.

(she has a lot of HP, can use staggering attack and lust).
• Defeat: Mabel feeds Crowley's minotaur semen with predictable results (+100 lust, -20 

hunger).
• Victory: Crowley sucks on Mabel's breasts (see below). Afterward, she lets him suckle without 

a fight.
Raising the relationship to a certain level by choosing I'd like some fresher milk Crowley gets a 

bonus blowjob as well. This scene can then be repeated using the Mabel Flirt option.
Crowley and Eric may also occasionally encounter Mabel while hunting (standard dialog).
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Mabel The upgrade only starts if you defeat Mabel in combat, after selecting I'd like some fresher 

milk you will get +1 Mabel, [time rewind] if you meet Mabel while hunting [time rewind] will not.
Scenes with Mabel:
Tuesday night:

• At the top of the orc camp, Mabel jumps on Murshe +10 lust, [sprite animation].
Thursday morning:

• Mabel naked under a waterfall in an elf forest → [image], +10 lust. Jerk off
→ 50 Lust.

Sunday all day:
• Mabel in the village: meeting her for the first time → +10 lust.

o (if unblocked); I'd like some fresher milk → suckling breast [scene image], -10 
hunger, +20 lust, +1 Mabel, [rewind time].

o (if unlocked) Flirting → Blowjob: [scene image], -50 lust, +1 Mabel, Extra lines if 
paired with Juliette. Unlocked and effective the first time you suckle a breast when 
Mabel ≥ 5.

Meryl
Meryl is a succubus that Crowley can summon in his basement after the quest 

"Summon a Succubus". To summon her, you must interact with the magic circle.

You have three interaction options to choose from, for each of them Crowley 
gets a buff for 24 hours. All options have [scene image]. Meryl can be summoned at 
any time of day and only if you have lust:

• Handle work - increases maximum mana by 20% for 24 hours (-50 lust)
• Minet - Increases maximum mana by 20% for 24 hours (-50 lust).



o The blowjob comes off after the Magic Eye is fully restored (transferring 999 mana 
units, this ability appears during this quest) and after meeting the demoness Agatha 
during the "Sorcery for Dummies" quest

• Rider's Pose - increases maximum health by 20% for 24 hours (-100 lust)
Meryl can be summoned an unlimited number of times as long as you have Lust, so you have the 

option to get 2 buffs at once. In turn, Meryl gets +1 to SP (Soul points) from you for each option above.
After the quest "Sorcery for Dummies" Meryl can be summoned in battle, as a full-fledged character 

with her own skills. Each summoning spends -3 SP, Meryl spends mana on her skills, not as much as 
Crowley, but it can be restored with potions.

After the quest "New Lab" after the first summoning, she will appear in your upgraded lab on 
Tuesdays(day/night) and Sundays(day/evening).

Matthew
Matthew is the man Dario hired to guard the caravan. He is quite skillful with a 

two-handed sword, judging by the fact that it is not difficult for him to take down a 
couple or three bandits. As a guard, he stays close to his employer.

On Tuesday and Thursday he can be found in the elf camp, in the morning and 
afternoon while the boss is trading, he guards the horses, in the evening (after the 
quest) he sits in the spa, at night he is bored near the fire.

Monday morning at the Palla gate.
Scenes with Matthew:
Tuesday and Thursday night. At the campfire in the elven camp, after meeting Iss, the Flirting option 

will be available, if you have [Goblin ale] in your inventory, you can offer a drink then you will share 
with Matthew not only a bottle of ale but also Crowley's ass M/M [scene minifigure], -100 lust, [time 
rewind].

Drunken orc
Drunken orc merchant, does not part with his bottle is almost constantly in the 

"Orc camp (Orc camp)" near the central tent, in the morning and afternoon - trading 
in the evenings wandering around the camp looking for drinking buddies.

On Friday and Sunday nights he can be found in the woods in the northeast cul-
de-sac he will offer Crowley a drink with him.

Possesses quite a large assortment:
• [Orc's grass - 2 gold;
• [Ancient urn - 10 gold;
• [Elven futa sperm] - 5 gold;
• [Elven milk - 20 gold;
• [Old coin] - 2 gold.
• [Good dinner] - 10 gold;
• [Beer] - 3 gold;
• [Goblin ale - 3 gold.
• [Meat] - 3 gold. Scenes 

with Drunken Orc:
Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening:



The orc at the campfire in the woods (northeast dead end with the campfire) offers Crowley a drink with 
him.

• Yes → Yes → Yes → Yes → Yes → Crowley passes out and the orc fucks him in the ass 
(M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time to morning]).

o If Crowley is butt-fucked, an abbreviated version of the dialog appears ≥10 times, Offer 
Ass +10 gold (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time]).

Reina
Default relationship level: 0.

Reina, the muscular blacksmith of the elf camp, is a freckled redheaded elf with 
large breasts and an ass that seems to only wear her blacksmith apron. She lives in 
her forge on the east side of the camp.

In the mornings, she can be found wandering around the camp (although after 
opening the spa to everyone, she relaxes there on Mondays and Fridays). In the 
afternoons, she works in her blacksmith shop. In the evenings, she is open for 
business as a

to buy or to sell. At night she takes off her apron to lie peacefully in her bed...except Tuesday and 
Thursday.

Reina buys [Elven futa sperm], if Crowley agrees to sell it, for 3 gold and +1 Reina per bottle. (An 
empty bottle costs 2 gold, so either it's not a great bargain, or just a sign of how common this substance 
is...) In her store, she sells:

• [Shovel - 15 gold;
• [Hoe] - 15 gold;
• [Butt plug] - 20 gold;
• [Red gag - 28 gold;
• [Blacksmith amulet - 30 gold;
• (if unlocked) [Black lingerie] - 50 gold. Unlocks if you witness a fight between Reina and 

Diana at Palla's gate on Wednesday afternoon;
• [Dildo] - 20 gold. 

Relationship progression from 0:
+1 Reina if Crowley speaks to her during the day, she offers to do some work for him (Yes → +5 gold, 

+1 Reina, [rewind time]).
+1 Reina for each bottle of [Elven futa sperm].
Scenes with Rayna:
Every day:

• Works in his forge and offers you a job: Yes → [time rewind], +5 gold;
+1 Reina; random chance (higher if Reina ≥  5) of her tits slipping out of her apron ([portrait 
image], +10 lust).

Every night (except Tuesday and Thursday):
• Reina undresses before bed → +5 lust, options [image].

o (Reina ≥ 25) Yes → reverse horsewoman [scene image], ability to spank ass (-100 lust, 
+5 Reina, [rewind time]).

Monday and Friday mornings:
(After quest) Reina in Spa → +10 lust.



Tuesday and Thursday night:
Voyeurism:

• Dario fucks Reina doggy-style ([sprite animation], +20 lust).

Rose
Default relationship level: 0.

Rose is a graceful adventurous alchemist who uses potions in battle. She is 
Jaina's partner in adventure and sometimes sex.

Jaina and Rose are staying at the Stone Dragon. Unlike the more lazy Jaina, 
Rose starts her morning with a refreshing bath (standing under the village waterfall, 
near Ironheart Manor), except on Thursdays when her place is occupied and she has 
to stay at the tavern. She spends the afternoon and evening there anyway. At night 
she sucks Jaina off behind her

"Stone Dragon" if the weather is nice, or cuddling with her in bed otherwise.
While Rose is in the tavern, Crowley can buy potions from her (she offers battle potions, which he 

can't make... yet?).
Rose's assortment:

• [Health potion] - 20 gold;
• [Mana potion] - 20 gold;
• [Firefly potion] - 30 gold;
• [Snowball potion] - 40 gold;

Crowley and Eric may cross paths and potentially team up with Jaina and Rose a few times when they 
are hunting monsters or looking for dungeons.

Rose is one of the characters included in the clothing system: her sprite and portrait image reflect what 
she is equipped with. The current options are her regular clothes, naked, and [Black lingerie].

Pumping up the relationship from 0:
You can improve your relationship with Rose every day by helping her with potions or if she joins 

your group while hunting with Eric.
+1 Rose. During the afternoon tavern conversation, Rose offers Crowley to be a test subject for one of 

her potions. Choosing to help usually results in +1 Rose [time rewind] and can lead to amusing (and/or 
savory) consequences.

• No effect;
• The potion reduces MP expenditure by 25%;
• (After the quest) Crowley's chest grows even larger;
• If Crowley has breasts, the potion induces lactation;
• The potion increases lust (+100 lust);

o (Rose ≥ 50) vaginal sex [scene image], -100 lust, -100 lust Rose,
+3 Rose

• Crowley takes a sip of the potion and doesn't feel anything special, deciding it's weird, Rose 
tries it too and quickly runs off to the 2nd floor of the tavern. Turns out the potion has had an 
interesting effect. Rose gives herself a blowjob ([scene image], +15 lust). You can Observe her 
to gain an additional +20 Lust;

• Crowley's cock begins to grow and Rose further enlarges her breasts and begins testing the 
stability of the potion's effect ([scene image] -50 lust, +3 Rose, -50 lust Rose;



o After this event, if you go to the tavern on Thursday morning, there is a 20% chance of 
triggering an event where Rose accidentally drinks her breast enlargement potion. 
Breasts remain large for 3 days, applies to all her scenes and illustrations.

• (if Juliette has been accepted into the village) Crowley's penis grows so large that he becomes 
dizzy and passes out. Juliette and Rose do not get lost and take him to the 2nd floor for a 
medical procedure (-100 lust, -50 lust Rose, +3 Juliette, +3 Rose).

If you help Rose experiment four times, she can be asked to join Topless Friday.
+1-3 Rose Events during the hunt are randomized, so you will need to be lucky or use save/load to 

encounter Rose.
- +3 Rose: Brawl with a mob of Orcs event only if you win.
- +2 Rose: Passing a Dungeon with a Mystery.
- +1 Rose: Crystal Caves event only if you win.
- +1 Rose: Passing the "Pregnant Glade" dungeon.

Scenes with Rose:
Every morning if it's not raining:
Peeping as she bathes: (except Thursday; [image], +10 lust).

• If lust high enough high enough, there is there's an opportunityTo jerk 
off. (-50 lust), Additional lines if paired with Juliette.

Every night if it's not raining:
Rose sucks Jaina off behind the tavern [sprite animation] → +15 lust, Futa/F [image].

• Wank → Crowley can choose Focus on Rose, Focus on Jaina, or Focus on both for minor 
variations of Futa/F [scene image]; -50 lust.

• (Lust ≥ 200) Suck → Crowley sucks Jaina's dick (Futa/M [scene image],
-50 lust, -50 Jaina's lust, -3 hunger [time rewind]).

• (if Crowley sucked her dick) Join:
o Into her mouth → Rose jerks Crowley off while sucking Jaina's cock ([scene image], -

50 lust).
o In the ass → he fucks Rose's ass while she sucks Jaina ([scene image],

-50 lust).
Friday night:
During "topless Friday". Unlocks if you ask her to join topless Friday after Jaina has joined, and if you 

saw Rose's huge breasts while helping with potions.
• (If unlocked) Rose topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].

In addition, Rose can be interacted with if she joins Crowley's warband (see this section for more 
information)

Samantha
Default relationship level: 0



Samantha is Crawley and Jill's stepmother. She lives in the capital, but decided 
to visit the foster children.

Samantha arrives on Sunday after Jill moves into her renovated bedroom in 
Crowley's house. After Crowley wakes up, he hears someone upstairs - you can go 
and greet Samantha in another bedroom on the second floor (topless [portrait 
image], +30 lust).

In the morning (except Sunday) she cooks breakfast and Crowley can join her. In the afternoons, she 
either visits her sister Fina at her estate or Jill at the tavern (Wednesday and Saturday). Evenings she 
spends at home or at the tavern (Monday, Thursday, Sunday). Sometimes she spends too much time 
undressing before going to bed... (Friday, Sunday).

Wouldn't mind joining Topless Friday.
Samantha is one of the characters affected by the [Big load potion] effect, sex with her gives a large 

inflated belly visible in all of her illustrations for three days (permanently if the Maternity setting is on).
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1-3 Samantha Every morning (not Sunday) Samantha makes breakfast. Join → she asks Crowley for 

a random cooking ingredient (any answer [rewind time]):
• If you have it and give her the ingredient, or tell her to wait, take the ingredient and give it to 

her before daylight time → +3 Samantha, +20 EXP, +3 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner].
• If you don't want to give it away, or don't have it and can't find it: I don't have it → +1 

Samantha, +1 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner].
Scenes with Samantha:
Every day, no matter what time it is, when Crowley goes to bed to rest.

• (lust ≥ 50) Jerk off before bed → Yes:
o Just jerk off → usually -50 lust if nothing else is going on.

▪ (33% chance) When Samantha is home (morning or evening on VT, Wed, Sat.) 
she can catch Crowley, just before the climax, just a couple lines of dialog.

o Random chance in the morning if lust ≥ 100:
▪ (Samantha ≥ 20, and she lives in the house) Samantha wakes Crowley with a 

blowjob ([scene image], -50 lust, +3 Samantha).
Every morning.
At Crowley's house while Samantha cooks If Samantha ≥ 50 a dialog option will be available

Play with her ass.
• Fuck ass → [scene image], +5 Samantha, -100 lust, [time rewind]
• Lick Ass → Crowley kneels down and does a rimjob on Samantha [scene image], +5 

Samantha, +50 lust, [time rewind]
Every day:

• At Ironheart Manor at Flirt → with Fina if Samantha is nearby and (Samantha ≥ 25): she joins 
and Crowley gets a double tit-for-tat ([scene image], - 50 Lust, +3 Fina, +3 Samantha).

Every night:
Samantha is either at home or with Jill at the tavern (Monday, Thursday, Friday, Sunday).

• Staring at boobs → [scene image], +5 lust → Boobtrach. → -50 lust, [scene image]. 
Additional lines if near Juliet or Fina.



• Dance → +2 Samantha, [rewind time].
o (Samantha ≥ 50) After dancing in the tavern, you continue "dancing" elsewhere [scene 

image], -100 lust, +5 Samantha, [rewind time].
• (home) Flirt → (Samantha ≥ 20) Blowjob → [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Samantha.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday night:
• If Samantha is at home you can Invite her to the spa → after the conversation she moves to 

the Elven Spa. While talking to her, you can Join → [image], +20 lust, +3 Samantha, [rewind 
time].

o (lust ≥ 200) Samantha jerks off crawley in the bathroom → [text scene], -50 lust.
o Additionally +30 lust, +1 Jenna, +1 Jaina if it's on Saturday.

Wednesday and Saturday afternoon:
• Samantha with Jill at the tavern: duplicates the evening's version of Staring at boobs.

Thursday morning: Lizzie's out of the can,
• On the first floor of Crowley's house, Lizzie and Samantha are giving consolation → [sprite 

animation].
+5 lust; Jerk off → -50 lust. (triggers when you enter the 1st floor).

Friday night:
To unlock her participation in "topless Friday," you simply need to talk to Samantha, on the evening of 

the tavern, the first Friday after she arrives in the village.
• Samantha topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].

Friday and Sunday night:
• Undresses before bed → topless [portrait image], +10 lust; Yes → +1 Samantha.

o (Samantha ≥ 50) → She rides Crowley in reverse horsewoman pose [scene image], -
100 lust, +5 Samantha, [time rewind].

Sebastian
Sebastian is a village shopkeeper. As Crowley puts it, a very odd sort. His store 

is in his house, directly south of Crowley's house and west of Eric and Jenna's house 
in the middle tier of the village.

Unsurprisingly, Sebastian spends most of his time in his store, though he 
occasionally goes fishing with Derek near his house - when it rains during the day. 
He seems to have some sort of business (and non-business...) relationship with the 
red-haired elf Iss.

Crowley at his store can Buy:
• [Ingredients] - 12 gold;
• [Empty jar - 30 gold;
• [Dinner] - 5 gold;
• [Empty bottle - 2 gold;
• [Bread - 3 gold.

Participates in the quests: "Summoning the Succubus", "The Night Visitor", "Lost Delivery", 
"Restoration",
"Dildo Quest" "Treasure Hunt."
Scenes with Sebastian:
Saturday afternoon:



• (If it's not raining) Iss gives Sebastian a blowjob at his store → +20 lust, [image].
Resurrection Day:
Sebastian can be helped to move crates to the store, if you have already lost your anal virginity, you 

can respond to Sebastian's lustful glances with Flirt or Ignore them. If you Ignore him, you get a bottle of 
[Wine] after [rewind time] If you choose the Flirting option you can end up with either Ass Fucking 
(Crowley gets ass fucked behind the crates [mini scene image], -100 lust) or Open Mouth (M/M 
Crowley sucks Sebastian behind the crates [scene image], -50 lust, -5 hunger,). Either way, you may get 
caught by Iss, Jenna, or Nurse Elizabeth in the process.

Nurse Elizabeth
Default relationship level: 0

Sister Elizabeth is the nun in charge of the village church and its cemetery. She 
can always be found in or near the church - she lives in her room at the back of the 
building.

With the exception of Sunday, she is free in the morning and also usually during 
the day. After Juliet begins teaching the village children, this also occupies Sister 
Elizabeth during the daytime on Monday and Friday.

A visit to church on Sunday morning leads to Crowley attending a service (+3 
Sister Elizabeth, [time rewind]). Some of these are related to special events:

• Fina punishes Crowley after the events of the quest "The Night is Dark"
• A village meeting to celebrate Juliet's arrival.
• A village meeting about Jill's arrival.

Participates in the quests: "The Night is Dark", "The Case in Order", "Save Topless Friday", "Milfa in 
the Neighborhood".

Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Sister Elizabeth - help her with fixing the church in the evenings, Monday, Thursday and Saturday

([time rewind]). Wednesday night, she's busy with other things....
+3 Sister Elizabeth - attend Sunday service [rewind time].
Scenes with Sister Elizabeth:
Every morning, Sister Elizabeth is alone in church.

• (After the quest) Flirting options open up as the relationship progresses:
o (≥ 10) Embrace Face → Crowley masturbates ([scene image], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth,).
o (≥ 20) Between the boobs → tittycatcher ([scene image], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth).
o (≥ 30) Blowjob → [animated scene], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth, options

Cum in your mouth or cum on your face.
o (≥ 40) Into the ass → Elizabeth bends over the altar, [scene image], -100 lust, +5 

Elizabeth, options Cum inside or Withdraw. Additional lines if paired with Juliet.
o (≥ 40) In pussy → Sister Elizabeth is sorry, but she can't let her juicy pussy be fucked, 

and offers anal.
• (After quest, Eric's lust ≥ 200) Leave or Watch → ([image], +20 lust,

-50 Eric's lust).



Every rainy evening Sister Elizabeth is in church, preparing for the sermon.
• (≥ 45) Offer help → Anal [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Sister Elizabeth, [time rewind]; 

options: cum inside or Withdraw.
Monday night:
Sister Elizabeth is working on fixing the church. Offer to help →

- +1 Sister Elizabeth (has a chance at +5 lust and a unique [image]).
• (≥ 30, lust ≥ 100) she takes care of Crowley's cock with a blowjob [animated scene]. Options 

Cum in mouth or Cum on face. +1 Sister Elizabeth, -50 Lust.
• A random chance that Fina stops by for a visit and the two of them and Elizabeth are sequestered 

in the church
Peek → [scene image], +100 lust.

Any option [rewind time].
Wednesday night:
Sister Elizabeth is naked in the far room of the church, massaging her breasts → +15 lust → +15 lust.

• (≥ 30) Offer help → Crowley sucks her breasts ([image], +1 Sister Elizabeth, +20 lust 
[rewind time] unless your lust is at max - then Crowley cum on her legs, gaining -50 lust.

o If you massage enough times, she will start lactating; -10 hunger if you drink her milk 
and if Crowley has breasts, she will start lactating too.

o (Sister Elizabeth ≥ 50) Continue anally → [scene image], +5 Sister Elizabeth, -100 
lust.

• (≥ 30) Fuck between her tits → She jerks Crowley off with her breasts ([scene image], +2 
Sister Elizabeth, -50 lust, [time rewind]).

Thursday afternoon:
(After the quest) In the church. Sister Beatrice visiting Sister Elizabeth →

• (≥ 50) offering to Help Crowley fuck Beatrice in the ass (available popslap interactive: Spank 
Ass → -1 Sister Elizabeth) [scene image], -100 lust,
+3 Sister Elizabeth, [rewind time].

o this event unlocks the ability to Fuck a battle nun by the crates in the ruined temple.
Thursday and Saturday evening duplicates Monday evening.
Sunday morning:
Upon entering the church, Sister Elizabeth speaks to Crowley and you can activate Flirt (see 

Morning), before the service; Fina may notice the results during Crowley's service (just a minor detail). 
After the service, +3 Sister Elizabeth.

• (random chance; enough relationships) Alice secretly jerks Crowley off during the service 
([text scene], -50 lust, +2 Alice, +3 Sister Elizabeth).

• (if unlocked) after a church service ([rewind time]), Confess →
About Fina's cock in your ass → Fina fucks Crowley in the ass ([scene image],
-100 lust, +3 Fina, +1 Sister Elizabeth, [rewind time]). Opens with a scene in which Fina 
punishes Crowley at the first service after completing the quest.

Also, if during the Changing Dungeon walkthrough, at the end, Throw a coin into the well, during the 
incident, Sister Elizabeth gives Crowley a blowjob [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Sister Elizabeth.



Taisha
Default relationship level: 0.

Taisha is a busty goblin woman who becomes Derek's new wife at the end of the 
quest "A Woman for Derek". She spends most of her day working on and around 
his farm, and her evenings with him and their daughter at the tavern. Crowley can 
also buy [Vegetables] from her for 3 gold.

As a goblin who went mostly naked, Taisha is fascinated by the beautiful 
clothing of human women and takes off her dress when she goes out

outside if it's raining so it doesn't get dirty.
On Tuesday afternoons she visits her girlfriends in the goblin village, and on Tuesday and Friday 

nights she and Derek fuck. When Crowley talks to her after the wedding, out of gratitude she offers to let 
him fuck her cleavage ([portrait image], -50 lust), opening up her flirt menu.

If the relationship level is high enough, Crowley may convince her to join Topless Friday at the tavern.
Taisha is one of the characters affected by the [Big load potion] effect, anal sex with her gives a large 

inflated belly visible in all of her illustrations for three days (permanently if the Maternity setting is on).
Participates in the quests: "Woman for Derek", "Dildo Quest".
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
The main relationship pumping happens during the quests.
+20 Taisha one time after completing the quest "A Woman for Derek".
+10 Taisha one time after completing the Dildo Quest quest.
Scenes with Taysha:
Every morning and afternoon:

• (After the quest) Taisha is in or near Derek's house. Flirting:
o Fuck cleavage → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Taisha. (Flirting is unlocked after 

receiving the "reward" after the quest.).
o (After quest) Anal → Crowley trains Taisha's anus [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Taisha, 

[time rewind].
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday rainy day:

• Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image].
Tuesday night:
Voyeurism:

• (after quest)Triplet in Derek's house ([sprite animation], +20 lust)
o (≥50 if GAY SCENES are enabled) Join → You satisfy Taisha then you are satisfied by 

Derek [scene image], M/M, -100 lust, +5 Taisha, [time rewind].
Friday night:
Will unlock after starting "topless Friday" by talking to her in the tavern on Friday, will agree to join if 

Taisha ≥ 25.
• (If unlocked) Taisha topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].

o (if Jenna is topless) If you talk to Jenna first then Taysha, it unlocks the event that night 
at Derek's house (works if both are topless).
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Friday night:
Voyeurism:

• (After quest) Taisha riding Derek in their house ([sprite animation], +20 lust). Jerk off → -50 
lust.

o If during "Topless Friday" talk first to Jenna then to Taysha, it unlocks the event that 
night at Derek's house (works if both are topless) [scene image], +20 lust. Jerk off → 
[text scene] -50 lust.

Saturday and Sunday is a rainy day:
• Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image].

Fina
Default relationship level: 0

Fina Ironheart is a well-known retired adventurer, the current mayor of the 
village and Astra's mother. She lives with her daughter on her estate in the north-
east corner of the village.

In the morning, Fina does paperwork at a desk on the first floor of the mansion. 
During the day she can be found in her library/cabinet. Where she spends her 
evenings is a mystery at first, but as the quest progresses, it becomes clear.  
Saturday nights become an exception after

a certain quest. At night, she sleeps in her locked room... unless she's busy doing other things.
Participates in the quests: "The Terrible Mystery of Fina Ironheart", "The Night is Dark", "The 

Contract", "Where is Fina?", "The Case of the Order".
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Fina every morning on the first floor of her house, you can help Fina with the mail. It triggers [time 

rewind].
The main relationship pumping happens during the quests.
+3 Fina once during the quest "The Night is Dark".
+15 Fina one time after completing the quest "Contract".
+15 Fina one time after completing the quest "Where is Fina?".
Scenes with Fina:
Every morning, Fina works at her desk:

• Offer help → +1 Fina, (has a chance at +5 lust and one of two unique [image]) [rewind time].
o (≥ 30) Blowjob from the mistress of the manor -50 lust, [scene image], +3 Fina, [time 

rewind] (Juliette reacts to the event).
o (≥ 50) unlocks Stretch → Crowley fucks her on the table ([scene image], -100 lust, 

[rewind time]) You may Conjure inside (+5 Fina) or Withdraw (+3 Fina, -1 Astra). 
After the first event triggers, you can select it directly every morning.

Every day Fina's at home:
• Flirt → Fina jerks Crowley off with her tits [scene image] → Cum on face, Cum in mouth, 

Cum on breasts or, if lust is at max, the only option is Cum on Fina; -50 lust, +1 Fina; 
Additional lines if paired with Juliette (triggers night scene).



o If Samantha is nearby and (Samantha ≥ 25): she joins and Crowley gets double tit-for-
tat ([scene image], -50 lust, +3 Fina, +3 Samantha).

Every night:
(except Saturday after the quest) Fina bathes under a waterfall, +30 lust [image]:

• (if there is enough lust) you are offered a wank: -50 lust:
o (if Fina ≥ 50) you have the option to Show Yourself → Crowley joins Fina under a 

+50 lust waterfall. Into pussy or Into ass → [scene image], - 100 lust, +3 Fina, 
[rewind time].

o (Unlocks and triggers the first time at Fina ≥ 50 and after the quest) 25% chance for 
Fina to catch Crowley jerking her off and invite him to join her.

Wednesday morning:
Fina at her desk: in addition to her other morning options:

• (if unlocked) Training Astra → Deep throat Astra [sprite animation], then cum on Fina or 
Astra's face [scene image]. You can choose which one to cum on first: Cum on Fina or Cum 
on Astra. After choosing the former, if you have enough lust, you can simply Cum on Astra's 
face or Cum in Astra's mouth. -100 lust, +3 Fina, +2 Astra, [time rewind]. Unlocks any day, 
with a Fina relationship level ≥ 25 and choosing Offer Help; Rewards for the first time: +3 
Fina, -5 Astra.

Thursday night:
Voyeurism:

• (if unlocked) Fina futa-masturbates in her bed (through the hole in Astra's room): [scene 
image], +20 lust; Yes → -50 lust. Unlocked if Fina
"punished" Crowley after the quest.

Friday night:
Voyeurism:

• Fina teaches Astra how to massage her breasts in her room ([image], +20 lust) → Defile
→ -50 lust.

Saturday evening (after the quest) at the Elf Spa:
• Fina gets fucked by futa elves [sprite animation] → Futa/F +20 lust, [image].

Sunday morning:
• (if unlocked) after a church service ([rewind time]), Confess →

About Fina's cock in your ass → Fina fucks Crowley in the ass ([scene image],
-100 lust, +3 Fina, +1 Sister Elizabeth, [rewind time]).

o Opens with a scene in which Fina punishes Crowley at his first service after completing 
the quest.

Elizabeth Darkwood
Default relationship level: 0



Elizabeth is a futa musician who plays in the evenings at the Stone Dragon 
Tavern. (The character is a replacement for the real person who created much of the 
game's soundtrack, including the music for the main menu.) After the quest "Futa 
Music", she also plays at the Elven Spa during the day. While moonlighting at the 
pub, she participates in Topless Friday.

At both locations, you can Order Music → -5 gold, +1 Elizabeth Darkwood, 
and it begins to play, blocking all other activity. Until the track ends, you will be 
periodically prompted to stop

listen or continue listening. Do not put the game window on the background or the music will keep 
playing! You can also Flirt with her in the spa.

Participates in quests: "Futa music", "The show must go on".
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Elizabeth Darkwood plays music in the tavern in the evenings: Order Music (5 gold pieces) →

Stop listening at any available moment.
+10 Elizabeth Darkwood one time after completing the quest "Futa Music".
+10 Elizabeth Darkwood one time after completing the quest "The Show Must Go On".
Scenes with Elizabeth Darkwood:
Every day (after the quest) plays at the elf spa.

• Flirting:
o (≥10) Cum on Face (Futa/M -50 lust, +2 Elizabeth Darkwood, [scene image]).
o (After quest) Anal → Crowley fucks Elizabeth's ass (Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust).

Friday night:
After the start of Topless Friday at the tavern:

• Elizabeth Darkwood topless → +10 lust, [portrait image].

Alice
Default relationship level: 0.

Alice is hired by Carla as the Stone Dragon's only waitress and maid. She lives 
with her younger brother Jesse in the house next to Crowley's.

Alice can be found doing laundry near her house in the mornings, unless it's 
raining - then she's home and cooking. During the day and evening she works at the 
Stone Dragon and at night she sleeps in her house. After Derek's marriage for.

She has a Thursday night free and spends it lounging in the pond behind Jenna's house. Alice participates 
in Topless Friday by default.

Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1 Alice, each morning, Crowley can help her with laundry ([time roll]) or cooking ([time roll]; +1 

Alice and +3 cooking if cooking is less than 30, or +3 Alice otherwise).

+2 Alice, in the evening at the tavern, when the relationship is pumped up to ≥ 5, she can be asked to 
dance ([rewind time]).



The scenes with Alice:
Every morning, if it's not raining, he does his laundry outside his house.

• Help → +1 Alice (has a chance at +5-10 lust and a unique [image]) [time rewind];
• (≥ 30) Flirt → Blowjob [scene image] (-50 Lust, +2 Alice) → Cum in mouth

or cum on your face.
Every day at the tavern:

• (≥ 35) order lunch at Carla's, then Reach out → Pull down panties → Play
→ Crowley jerks Alice's ass until she cums ([scene image], +50 lust,
+2 Alice, [rewind time]).

• (≥ 25) Flirting →
o (Except Topless Friday) Between Boobs → Alice offers quick relief between boobs (-

50 lust, +2 Alice, [scene image]).
o (≥ 50) Into Ass → Alice and Crowley having fun in bed upstairs: [scene image], -100 

lust, [rewind time], options: cum in ass (+5 Alice) or cum out (-1 Alice).
Every night at the tavern (except Thursday).

• Invite to dance → +2 Alice, [rewind time].
o (if ≥ 50 and Crowley helped her in the morning) She invites Crowley to dinner: No → -

1 Alice; Yes → they have a romantic dinner at her house (-10 hunger), then Alice 
vaginally rides Crowley while he sucks her breasts ([scene image], -100 lust, +5 Alice, 
[rewind time to morning]).

▪ Repeat this enough times and she will start breastfeeding (- 5 hunger).
Monday's the day
You can Invite to a spa → after conversation, she moves to the elven spa. During the interaction (+10 

lust) there is an option Join → [image], +20 lust
• Wank → [image], +5 Alice.

o If Lust ≥ 50 and Alice ≥ 50, she wants to continue anal → [scene image], -100 Lust, +8 
Alice. [rewind time].

• No wanking +3 Alice, [time rewind].
Monday Night Voyeurism:

• Masturbating Alice in her bed [scene image]: +15 lust; Jerk off → -50 lust.
Thursday night and it's not raining
(After the quest) Alice swims in the pond behind Jenna's house → [image].

• Join → (Alice ≥ 15) she allows Crowley to bathe with her (+20 lust, [rewind time]). If enough 
lust.

o Jerk off → Crowley cum on Alice ([image]), who is not pleased.
▪ If enough lust и Alice ≥50, Apologize → [scene 

image], -100 lust, +3 Alice.
▪ If not enough lust, relationship or Don't do it → -50 lust,

-1 Alice.
o Containment→ +2 Alice.

• Leave → +10 lust.
Thursday night duplicates Monday night.



Friday night
(If "Topless Friday" has started) Alice's shift at the tavern. Topless → +10 lust [portrait image].

• (If unlocked) Alice topless dancing on the table [image] → +30 lust.
o Observe → +15 lust [rewind time] → Linger a little longer → Anal as a reward for 

helping [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Alice.
o This option will unlock if you ask Alice to dance if you have a high enough relationship 

with both Alice and Jaina.
Sunday morning

• Alice dresses at home [portrait image], +15 lust, +1 Alice.
• (random chance; Alice ≥ 15) Alice secretly jerks Crowley off during the service ([text scene], -

50 lust, +2 Alice, +3 Sister Elizabeth).

Eric
Default relationship level: 0

Eric is a red-haired wannabe hero and Crowley's best friend. He is Jenna's 
adopted son and Astra's apparent love interest. Eric lives with his stepmother in 
their home in the center of the village.

Eric spends his mornings on combat training behind his house (except on 
Thursdays, when he takes a bath to prepare for all sorts of adventures, and when it 
rains - then he "trains" in his room). During the day, he can be found in a small 
fenced area in the woods where he and Crowley are

built a fort when they were kids. (Except on Thursday, when he goes to the goblin caves alone.) In the 
evening, he joins the other regulars at the Stone Dragon Tavern, where he tries to work up the courage to 
ask Astra to dance. At night, he sleeps peacefully in his bed... except on Thursday.

Eric is one of the characters included in the clothing system: his sprite and portrait image reflect what 
he is equipped with. His normal clothes, naked and [Black lingerie] are currently available.

Participates in the quests: "The Night Visitor", "Big and Green", "The Case of the Order".
Pumping up the relationship from 0:
+1-3 Eric Crowley can join Eric, daytime in the woods, and go hunting with him (see here for details).
Scenes with Eric:
Any morning:
(After the quest, Eric's lust ≥ 200) Sister Elizabeth gives Eric a blowjob.

• Watch → ([image], +20 lust, -50 lust Eric). Any Day:
• In the woods (if unlocked and Crowley talked to Eric in the morning), Jaina fucks Eric (+30 

lust, [sprite animation]).
o Join → Crowley joins in by fucking Jaina in the ass (-50 lust,

+1 Eric, +1 Jaina, Futa/M/M/M tee [scene image]); only then can you go hunting with 
Eric that day.

Flirt is available every night at the tavern:
• (if Crowley has breasts) Between Boobs → M/M, [scene image], -50 lust, -100 lust Eric, +2 

Eric.



• (Eric ≥ 50) Anal → (if the other is not unblocked, the Down scene starts immediately):
o Below → Eric fucks Crowley (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 lust Eric, +5 Eric, 

[rewind time to morning])
o (if unlocked) Above → Crowley fucks Eric; options to do this On the bed or On the 

table, for a random chance of Jenna appearing. (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 
lust Eric, +5 Eric, [rewind time]). Unlocks during the hunt (3rd encounter).

Any night:
• Voyeurism: An additional scene, if Crowley pooped on Jenna's cleavage in the morning and she 

was bringing Eric lunch that same day before the hunt, that night:
o Eric fucks Jenna in the mouth [scene image], +20 lust; jerk off Yes → -50 lust.

Monday morning:
(Eric and Astra ≥ 30) On the first floor of Ironheart Manor:

• Astra and Eric's conversation escalates to tit-for-tat from Eric → [scene image], -50 lust, +3 
Astra, +3 Eric. (Event will only trigger if Astra and Eric's relationship is a
≥ 15, in turn this event adds another +3 to this value).

Thursday morning:
(If it's not raining) Eric bathes under a waterfall instead of Rose ([image], +10 lust).

• If the lust is high enough, you can Jerk off (-50 lust).
• (≥ 50) Join Eric fucking Crowley in the ass (M/M -100 lust, +5 Eric, [time rewind]). 

Additional lines if paired with Juliette.
Thursday afternoon:
Eric went to the caves to search for goblin assholes. Random chance:

• Eric fucks the gobliness at the entrance [sprite animation] → +20 lust. Join → Crowley fucks 
the goblin girl in the mouth, Eric takes over her ass ([scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind]).

• Eric has been captured, deep in a cave [sprite animation] → +20 lust. Help → you will have to 
fight a goblin.

o Victory: you can Ask for Rewards → Eric sucks Crowley off ([scene image], -50 lust, 
[time rewind]), or Nothing and just let him go.

o Defeat: Gobliness sucks and rides Crowley ([image], [sprite animation], -100 lust, [time 
rewind]).

You can help or you can't.
Thursday night:
Voyeurism:

• Jenna rides Eric's cock in his bed: [scene image], +20 lust; Yes → -50 lust.
o (Jenna ≥ 50 and Eric ≥ 50) Join → Crowley is attached behind Jenna [scene image], 

100 lust, +3 Jenna, +3 Eric, [rewind time].
Friday night:
Voyeurism:

• (Unlocked by Astra/Eric) Astra gives Eric a deep blowjob for the night ([scene image]). Jerk 
off → -50 lust, -50 lust Erik, Just watching → +50 lust.



Sunday morning:
Voyeurism:

• Eric has anal sex with Jenna in the chicken coop ([scene image], +20 lust), opportunity to jerk 
off → -50 lust.

In addition, you can interact with Eric during the day while hunting (see in this section)
Eric's transformation:
Eric receives too many blessings from a mysterious Priestess during the events of a certain quest. As a 

result, he begins a gradual transformation into a more feminine form, though the process is reversible 
both partially and completely.

Transformation stages are determined by how many Transformation Points a character has 
accumulated before the morning of a given day; Crowley reacts to them when talking to Eric at the 
hunting camp:

1. 7 points → a more feminine physique with a narrower waist and wider hips;
2. 14 points → longer haircut: Crowley may suggest keeping the haircut or cutting it short (cancels 

the change, but points remain);
3. 21 points → large breasts: Crowley can't pass up the opportunity to touch (+5 lust, +10 lust Eric);
4. 28 points → larger and more feminine lips;
5. 35 points → huge girl lips.
The feminization process doesn't go so far as to remove a penis or add a vagina.
Eric gets one transformation point each night. Some other factors may also affect the number of points:

• After the first conversion:
o +1 point for each time Crowley cum in Eric's ass or Eric swallows his cum.
o +1 point for each time Eric is anally or orally fucked during hunting and dungeon events.
o +1 point for each item [Minotaur sperm] or [Elven futa sperm] eaten by Eric.

- +5 points if Eric drinks [Boobs potion] (but no immediate breast growth).
• -10 points if Eric drinks [Reducto potion]. You can choose Just drink it, Put it on your boobs 

(removes breasts and disables breast transformation), or Put it on your lips (cancels one stage 
of lip transformation and disables this stage).

Some characters have one-off reactions to Eric's transformations (starting at 0.352: Astra, Jenna, and 
Jill).



Lust and scene generators
Repeated daily increases and decreases in lust (such as sex scenes). This excludes one-time scenes 

during quests, winning or losing against enemies (described in a separate section), and scenes during 
hunting or adventures (since they are random).

Events tied to a specific day and/or time can usually only happen once a day, e.g. you can only 
masturbate to a painting once. All flirting options have conditions to the level of the relationship. All 
voyeurism scenes only ask you if you want to jerk off if your lust is high enough.

In version 0.410, icons indicating the time of day were added

- 
Mornin

g
- Day

- 
Evening
- Night

Any day
Events not tied to a specific day

Objects of lust
All of them can be used more than once a day, unlike most of the other entries in this section.
To increase lust:

• [Beer: +20 lust, -1 hunger.
• [Goblin ale: +30 lust, -3 hunger.
• [Wine]: +30 lust, -5 hunger.
• [Sweet Lips wine]: +200 lust, -15 hunger, also restores about 20% of maximum HP.
• [Lust potion: +200 lust.
• [Minotaur sperm]: +100 lust, -10 hunger, lactation when breasts are present.
• [Elven futa sperm]: +100 lust, -4 hunger.
• [Elven femboy sperm]: +100 lust, -4 hunger.
• [Snu snu fruit]: -4 hunger; no direct lust gain, but increases lust gain by 50% for three days 

(current and next two).
To reduce lust:

• [Ancient urn: Disposable item, you can have more than one. Using it, you release a ghost girl 
who gives you a blowjob -50 lust [scene image].

• [Slime jar: in key items; can be used to summon Lizzie outside of combat. If you have lust and 
you don't have anything to repel slime, you can feed her your semen or fuck her in the tits. Each 
option has its own short [scene image] and results in -50 lust.

• [Soothing tea]: 200 lust when consumed.



At any time of day
• Wanking (Fap) Skill → (lust ≥ 200) Yes → standard masturbation [scene image], but with 

fantasies (random lines of text that depend on Crowley's sexual history and certain 
relationships); -50 lust.

• Meditation skill → -50 lust, +30 MP, +5 hunger, [time rewind].
• Rest → [rewind time to morning]. It is best to do this last for the night.

o (lust ≥ 50) Jerk off before bed → Yes:
▪ Just jerk off → usually -50 lust if nothing else is going on.

♦ (random chance) a drunk Jill enters and Crowley cum on her (random 
scene choices, [portrait image]).

(random chance, lust ≥ 200) Jill thinks Crowley is a stripper (+10 
gold) and offers him money for the show. You can either refuse 
or cum for Jill → directly into her mouth (no illustration, +10 
gold).

♦ (20% chance) Lizzie comes out and licks Crowley's ass ([sprite 
animation], -100 lust)

♦ (33% chance) When Samantha is home (morning or evening on VT, 
Wed, Sat.) she can catch Crowley, just before the climax, just a couple 
lines of dialog.

▪ (Crowley butt-fucked ≥ 3) Play with ass → -50 lust, [scene image] with no 
additional surprises.

▪ (Crowley butt-fucked ≥ 3, Any dildo in inventory) Use a dildo
→ -50 lust, [scene image] with no additional surprises.

o (random chance, Astra ≥ 25) Astra bursts in and demands that Crowley stop appearing 
in her dreams (+10 lust).

▪ (Lust ≥ 200, Astra ≥ 30) Fuck her in the mouth → rough mouth fuck -50 
Lust, [scene image], +2 Astra.

o At the end of the day, +5 lust is automatically increased.
o Morning random chance if lust ≥ 100 (independent chance, mutually exclusive events):

▪ (Jill ≥ 20, and she lives in the house) Jill wakes Crowley with a tit-fuck 
([animated scene], -50 lust, +3 Jill).

▪ (Samantha ≥ 20, and she lives in the house) Samantha wakes Crowley with a 
blowjob ([scene image], -50 lust, +3 Samantha).

• Painting of great-grandmother Fina → +5 lust, [image] painting;
• Fina bukkake's painting: on the 2nd floor of her house. Looking at the painting gives +5 lust, 

[image of] the painting; if you have enough lust, Jerk off → -50 lust. There's a random chance 
that Astra will catch Crowley in the process - he'll cum on her, not the painting.

• A painting of a demoness riding an orc, next to a painting of a bukkake. A glance at the painting 
gives
+10 lust, [image]; if you have enough lust, Jerk off → -50 lust. If you approach this picture at 
night, you can see a different version of it.

• Futa Demoness painting on the 2nd floor of Fina's house, just above the bukkake +5 lust 
painting, [image] painting.

• Picture of Fina's gangbang by the bed in Crowley's house: given if he jerked off to the bukkake 
picture enough times (> 10) and talked to Fina about it. Looking at the painting gives you +5 
lust and [image] of the painting.

• Portrait of the Queen in Samantha's room on the 2nd floor of Crowley's house +5 lust, [image] 
painting. (trigger in doorway)



• Portrait of young Fina (on the table in Eric's room) +10 lust [image] portrait.
• Statue of a goddess in a church: +10 lust [image]. See also morning and night variants.
• (After quest) Portrait of the Creator +5 lust [image] portrait.
• Succubus image +5 lust [image] book on the table, in the church basement.
• The summoning circle, after Crowley runs it:

o Summon Jimm: random chance to see a demoness having anal sex with a blonde 
succubus in her random forms (regular, pregnant, futa). +20 lust [image].

o Call Meryl:
▪ Handle work → [scene image], -50 lust; increases maximum mana for the day 

and increases current mana proportionally.
▪ (if unlocked) Minet → [scene image], -50 lust; increases maximum mana for 

the day and increases current mana proportionally (see Meryl for unlock 
conditions).

▪ Rider's Pose → [scene image], -100 lust; increases maximum HP for the day 
and increases current HP proportionally.

• Sexy trees: in various places in the forest and elf forest. All count as one interaction.
o +10 lust just from looking at him.
o Breast Tree, Ass Tree: Wank → different text for each, [portrait image], -50 lust.
o Pregnant Tree: Suckle → [text scene] suckling breast, -2 hunger.

• (After the quest) The "wild" slime girl in the slime cave where you found Lizzie:
o Victory: Feed her → soscotrach [animated scene], -50 lust.
o Defeat: short [sprite animation] of her fucking Crowley, -50 lust, [time rewind].

• (If discovered) Melissa is (almost) always in her room. Flirting:
o Staring → random options +10 lust [portrait image], +1 Melissa.
o Lick → Kneel ([scene image], +100 lust, +1 Melissa) or Not Now (-1 Melissa).
o Suck → Kneel (Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust, - 3 hunger, +1 Melissa) or Not Now 

(-1 Melissa).
▪ (if Melissa ≥ 50) both of the above get two development options: Bring to 

orgasm to finish as above, or Change pose → anal horsewoman [scene image], 
-100 lust,
+5 Melissa.

o (After quest) Blowjob → ([scene image], -50 lust, +2 Melissa).
• voyeurism in the Elven Forest: [sprite animation] that appear randomly at this location.

o Futa Elf in Orchid → +15 lust.
o Orcs work on the Futa Elf → +15 lust; Help her → Crowley ends up fucking her in the 

face (Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust).
• Sacrifice to the Goddess: in the ruined temple Try praying at the altar in the center of the 

temple and then bringing the Sacrifice → Priestess sucks Crowley with her nipple ([scene 
image], -100 lust, all HP and MP restored and all buffs/debuffs reset).

Morning
In the countryside when it's not raining:



• Peeping Bathing: Rose (except Thursday; [image], +10 lust).
o If lust is high enough, there is an option to Wank (-50 lust), Additional lines if paired 

with Juliette.
• Alice is doing laundry.

o Help → +1 Alice (has a chance at +5-10 lust and a unique [image]) [time rewind];
o Flirting → Blowjob [scene image] (-50 Lust, +2 Alice) → Cum in mouth

or cum on your face.
• Agnieszka is herding sheep. Flirting:

o Show Tits → (+20 lust, [portrait image], +3 Agnieszka).
o Jerk me off → jerk off/jerk off with your tits on Agnieszka's lap ([scene image], -50 

lust, +3 Agnieszka, [rewind time]).
o Let me fuck you → doggy-style fucking ([scene image], -100 lust, +5 Agnieszka, 

[rewind time]).
• (After the quest) Taisha is in or near Derek's house. Flirting:

o Fuck cleavage → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Taisha. (Flirting is unlocked after 
receiving the "reward" after the quest.).

o (After quest) Anal → Crowley trains Taisha's anus [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Taisha, 
[time rewind].

In the countryside when it rains:
• Agnieszka and Jason are home. Request [Soothing tea] → Give back tea →

+3 Agnieszka, 3 x [Bread (Bread)] and, if Agnieszka ≥ 10, wank [scene image], -50 lust.
In the countryside regardless of the weather:

• (If in the country, not Sunday) Samantha makes breakfast.
o Join → she asks Crowley for a random cooking ingredient (any answer [rewind time]):

▪ If you have it and give her the ingredient, or tell her to wait, take the ingredient 
and give it to her before daylight time → +3 Samantha, +20 EXP, +3 cooking, 
1 × [Tasty dinner].

▪ If you don't want to give it away, or don't have it and can't find it: I don't have 
it → +1 Samantha, +1 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner].

▪ (Samantha ≥ 30) random lust increase while cooking: Crowley enjoys the view 
(+5 lust), she leans forward (+10 lust), or (Samantha ≥ 40) she rubs her ass 
against his crotch (+20 lust).

o (Samantha ≥ 50) Play with her ass.
▪ Fuck ass → [scene image], +5 Samantha, -100 lust, [time rewind]
▪ Lick Ass → Crowley kneels down and does a rimjob on Samantha [scene 

image], +5 Samantha, +50 lust, [time rewind]
• Carla works at the hotel all day. Talk →

o Flirting:
▪ Fuck between the tits → titfuck [scene image], -50 lust, +1 Carla; Additional 

lines if paired with Juliette.
▪ (if unlocked) Nipple Fuck → Crowley pushes his cock into her soft breasts 

([scene image], -50 lust, +1 Carla); Unlocks randomly in conversation if Carla 
≥ 25 and Jill is in the village. Unlocking also triggers the quest.

▪ (After quest) Nipple Fuck → Crowley magically penetrates Carla's nipple 
([scene image], -100 lust, +3 Carla).



▪ There is a small chance to summon the Easterling while talking to Carla, the 
condition is the presence of Jill and the fact that she lives in the tavern. The 
Easterling concerns the main character and his boy (son) from a famous series of 
games.

o Lunch (10 gold) → (Carla ≥ 15) Breast milk → Crowley sucks Carla's breast ([scene 
image], -10 hunger, +20 lust, +1 Carla, [time rewind]). Only unlocks if you have 
ordered lunch at least once.

• The goddess statue in the church (if Crowley cum on it last night) → +20 lust.
• Sister Elizabeth is alone in the church.

o (After the quest) Flirting options open up as the relationship progresses:
▪ Embrace Face → Crowley masturbates ([scene image], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth).
▪ Between the boobs → tittycatcher ([scene image], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth).
▪ Blowjob → [animated scene], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth, options

Cum in your mouth or cum on your face.
▪ Ass → Elizabeth bends over the altar, [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Elizabeth, 

options Cum inside or Withdraw. Additional lines if paired with Juliet.
▪ In pussy → Sister Elizabeth is sorry, but she can't let her juicy pussy be fucked, 

and offers anal.
o (After quest, Eric's lust ≥ 200) Leave or Watch → ([image], +20 lust, -50 Eric's lust).

• Fina is working at his desk.
o Offer help → +1 Fina, (has a chance at +5 lust and one of two unique [image]) 

[rewind time].
▪ (Fina ≥ 30) A blowjob from the mistress of the manor -50 lust, [scene image],

+3 Fina, [time rewind] (Juliette reacts to the event).
▪ (Fina ≥ 50) unlocks Stretch → Crowley fucks her on the table ([scene image], -

100 lust, [rewind time]) You can Conjure inside (+5 Fina) or Withdraw (+3 
Fina, -1 Astra). After the first event triggers, you can select it directly every 
morning.

• Jenna is in the chicken coop at her house:
o Egg Gathering → +10 lust (+15 lust if Crowley has boobs), +2 Jenna, item [Egg 

(Egg)].
o Staring at boobs → +10 lust.

▪ if lust is very high, you may ask about Suun between boobs; if relationship 
level is insufficient, -1 Jenna; otherwise -100 lust [scene image], +3 Jenna.

♦ Gives a chance for a night scene with Eric in his room.
♦ Additional lines if paired with Juliette (opens the night scene).

• Jill (if in the village) is in the tavern all day: Staring →
o Staring at her butt → +10 lust, [image of] her panties, or if it's raining +20 lust (bare 

butt).
▪ (Jill ≥ 50) In the case of raining more and undressing Crowley, one 

contemplation of ass will not be limited to → [scene image], -100 lust,
+5 Jill [rewind time].

o Stare at breasts → [image], +10 lust, or if Jill ≥ 5, she will show you her breasts +20 
lust.



In both cases, if you have [Beer] in your inventory, you may give it to Jill for +1 Jill.
• Juliet in the pub: Come with me → Juliet joins Crowley's group until time rewinds or he 

leaves the village; variants of some village scenes involving Juliet are revealed. In addition to 
this:

o (game menu) → Talk to the group → Juliet → Let's get laid → (Juliet ≥ 31) 
Tittyfuck → [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Juliet.

o (Juliet ≥ 60) When attempting to leave the village → (enough lust) Yes → doggy-style 
vaginal [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Juliet, [time rewind].

• In Crowley's garden if a sacred flower is grown. 20% chance that the Flower Girl will appear if 
you talk to her:

o Boobotrach → [scene image], -50 lust.
o Cvetkotrach → Alruna jerks Crowley's cock with her bud[animated scene], -50 lust, 

[time rewind].
Outside the village:

• Diana (except Monday until the arrival of the Grand Paladin) guards the "Gate of Palla (Gate 
of Palla)". Flirting (after the quest):

o Boobotrach → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Diana.
• Leaf hangs around the elf camp. Flirt (if unlocked):

o Anal → Crowley fucks Leaf in the ass (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind]). 
Unlocked by selling him a total of 10 [Fairie dust].

• (after the quest) At the elf spa:
o Redheaded Manager: Flirting →

▪ Anal → manager fucks Crowley (Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind 
time]).

o "Special Massage" on the tables: (-10 gold for each option, respectively all the
Futa/M)

▪ Back Massage → very large HP boost; if the GAY SCENE option is enabled, 
options:

♦ Normal Back Massage → +50 lust (default setting if off).
♦ Deep back massage → futa elf girl fucks Crowley's ass (Futa/M [scene 

image], -100 lust).
▪ Throat Massage → Crowley sucks the futa elf girl's dick; [animated scene], -50 

lust, -10 hunger
▪ Cock Massage → Crowley fucks a futa masseuse in...

♦ Mouth → [scene image], -50 lust.
♦ Ass → [scene image], -100 lust.

o "Relaxation booth" in the basement (example, glorichol scenes); any variant [rewind 
time]:

▪ (-10 gold) Relax → (2/3 chance) female blowjob [minifigure scene], -50 lust; or 
(1/3 chance) M/M anal [minifigure scene], -100 lust.

▪ (except Wednesday, -10 gold) Inside the stall → go through the curtains; 
Crowley sucks a stranger's cock (M/M [mini scene image], -50 lust, -4 hunger).



▪ (Wednesday, +10 gold) Work in the sucker → random sized cock (3 choices), 
Crowley must move around the interactive [text scene] to make them cum 
(M/M or Futa/M, -50 lust).

• Iss (if you met) at home (needs [Wine (Wine)] in inventory ).
o Drinking and fucking tits → Titscotrach [scene image], -50 lust, [time rewind].
o (After quest) Drink and fuck ass → Anal games [scene image], -100 lust, [time 

rewind].
• (after the quest and if you are wearing [Bandit outfit]). The head of the bandits is sitting in his 

fortress (in the bandit lands), bored, giving Crowley a blowjob. Sure → [scene image], -50 
lust.

• An orc woman (Kestia) is looking for a volunteer to chop wood. While helping her [rewind 
time], you can choose your reward: Gold (+5 gold) or Sex (orc girl on horseback [scene 
image], -100 lust).

• (After the quest) Maruna suggests snu-snu in the goblin village: if enough lust,
Help → casual partner:

o (60%) regular goblin → random: vaginal or anal, random termination: inside, face or 
mouth; [scene image], -100 lust.

o (20%) pregnant goblin (if BIRTH is ON) → anal [scene image], -100 lust.
o (20%) fat goblin → random: horsewoman (-100 lust) or titmouse (-50 lust) [scene 

image].
o Any option [rewind time]; if Crowley still has a lust level ≥ 200, cat-scene shows a line 

of goblins waiting their turn in the cave snu-snu (another -100 lust, -15 hunger, large 
addition to sex stat, [rewind time] again). After 3 of these scenes, Maruna gives out an 
extra costume.

Talk to Maruna again to get the reward (+10 gold).
• (After quest) Mother Sabrina trains near a ruined convent → +5 lust.
• The great paladin is at his camp

o Stare → [image], +10 lust.
o (≥5) Flirting →

▪ Cum → Crowley jerks off to the Great Paladin's tits [scene image], -50 Lust, +1 
Great Paladin. (During the process, there will be a choice of Cum on Face and 
Cum on Breasts, and provided ≥200 Lust to Cum, the choice only affects 
where the cum remains on the character)

▪ (after quest) Tittyfuck → Fuck between giant tits [scene image], -50 lust, +2 
Great Paladin

▪ (After the quest) Into the pussy → Paladin fucking on the bed [scene image],
-100 Lust, +5 Great Paladin, [rewind time].

Day
• Same as in the morning for: Agnieszka, Karla, Taisha, Diana (except Tuesday and Friday), 

Leaf, Spa, Kestia, Iss, Great Paladin, Head of Bandits, Snu-snu Goblins.
• Alice is working at the tavern:

o (Alice ≥ 35) order lunch at Carla's, then Reach out → Pull down panties
→ Play → Crowley jerks Alice's ass until she cums ([scene image], +50 lust, +2 Alice, 
[rewind time]).

o Flirting →



▪ (Except Topless Friday) Between Boobs → Alice offers quick relief between 
boobs (-50 lust, +2 Alice, [scene image]).

▪ (Alice ≥ 50) Into Ass → Alice and Crowley have fun in bed upstairs: [scene 
image], -100 lust, [rewind time], options: cum in ass (+5 Alice) or cum out (-1 
Alice).

• Fina at home: Flirt → Fina jerks Crowley off with her tits [scene image] → Cum on face, Cum 
in mouth, Cum on breasts or, if lust is at max, the only option is Cum on Fina; -50 lust, +1 
Fina; Additional lines if paired with Juliette (triggers night scene).

o If Samantha is nearby and (Samantha ≥ 25): she joins and Crowley gets double tit-for-
tat ([scene image], -50 lust, +3 Fina, +3 Samantha).

• Derek fishing near his house. After the quest Flirt →
o In ass → Derek fucks Crowley in the ass; M/M [scene image], -100 lust.
o In Mouth → Crowley sucks Derek's dick in the barn; M/M [scene image], → you are 

given the choice of Spit Out and Swallow (-3 hunger) in either case -50 lust.
• Jill: same options as this morning if you haven't used them.

o Chatter → (random chance) drink conversation → (bottle of [Sweet Lips wine (Sweet 
Lips wine)]) Give a bottle of Sweet Lips → +10 Jill; if not evening [rewind time].

▪ (Jil ≥ 50) reward throat fuck [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time] again; 
otherwise +10 lust.

o Chatter → (random chance, Jill ≥ 40) Crowley and Jill go on a date that ends in anal 
[scene image], -100 lust, +5 Jill, [rewind time to morning].

o Flirt → Cum on Face ([scene image], -50 lust, +2 Jill); Deep Throat (unlocks and 
replaces when you choose Chatter, see above); Anal (same).

• Jenna in her house. The option to look at boobs is still active if not used in the morning. 
Flirting →

o Fuck in the mouth [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Jenna.
o Fuck Ass [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Jenna, [rewind time].

• Juliette (except Monday and Friday): same Come with Me option as in the morning.
• Rose is at the tavern:

o Chatter → Help → one of the following random effects; +1 Rose, unless otherwise 
noted, in almost all cases [Time Rewind]:

▪ No effect.
▪ The potion reduces MP expenditure by 25%.
▪ (After the quest) Crowley's chest grows even larger.
▪ If Crowley has breasts, the potion induces locution.
▪ The potion increases lust (+100 lust).

♦ (Rose ≥ 50) vaginal sex [scene image], -100 lust, - 100 lust Rose, +3 
Rose.

▪ Crowley takes a sip of the potion and doesn't feel anything special, deciding it's 
weird, Rose tries it too and quickly runs off to the 2nd floor of the tavern. Turns 
out the potion has had an interesting effect. Rose gives herself a blowjob ([scene 
image], +15 lust). You can Observe her to gain an additional +20 Lust.



▪ Crowley's cock begins to grow and Rose further enlarges her breasts and begins 
testing the stability of the potion's effect ([scene image] - 50 lust, +3 Rose, -50 
lust Rose.

♦ After this event, if you go to the tavern on Thursday morning, there is a 
20% chance of triggering an event where Rose accidentally drinks her 
breast enlargement potion. Breasts remain large for 3 days, applies to all 
her scenes and illustrations.

▪ (if Juliette has been accepted into the village) Crowley's penis grows so large 
that he becomes dizzy and passes out. Juliette and Rose do not get lost and take 
him to the 2nd floor for a medical procedure (-100 lust, -50 lust Rose, +3 
Juliette, +3 Rose).

o Flirting →
▪ Blowjob [scene image], -50 lust, -50 lust Rose, +2 Rose.

• Jaina in the tavern: if Crowley takes off his clothes and talks to her (while she is clothed), she 
notices his cock and asks him if he wants to see her (Sure → +10 lust, +10 lust for Jaina, 
[portrait image])

o If you repeat this, Carla gets upset (-1 Carla) lust does not increase.
o If Crowley has breasts, a ≥10 relationship with Jaina, and has enough lust, she will 

invite him upstairs. Yes → Crowley jerks Jaina off with his breasts (-50 lust, +3 Jaina, 
Futa/M [scene image]).

• In the woods (if unlocked and Crowley talked to Eric in the morning), Jaina fucks Eric (+30 
lust, [sprite animation]).

o Join → Crowley joins in by fucking Jaina in the ass (-50 lust,
+1 Eric, +1 Jaina, Futa/M/M/M tee [scene image]); only then can you go hunting with 
Eric that day.

• Reina works in her forge and offers you a job: Yes → [time rewind], +5 gold; +1 Reina; 
random chance (higher if Reina ≥ 5) of her tits slipping out of her apron ([portrait image], +10 
lust).

• (After the quest) Elizabeth Darkwood at the elven spa. Flirting:
o Cum on Face (Futa/M -50 lust, +2 Elizabeth Darkwood, [scene image]).
o (After quest) Anal → Crowley fucks Elizabeth's ass (Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust).

• (After quest) a nun in a ruined church digs through crates → +5 lust.
o (if unlocked and Sabrina's mother is ≥10) Fuck → [scene image], - 100 lust, [rewind 

time]. Unlocked on Thursday afternoon after having sex with Sister Beatrice in the 
village church.

• Mother Sabrina at relationship level ≥10 opens Flirt →
o (Mother Sabrina ≥10) Show Tits - Crowley admires Sabrina's breasts [portrait image], 

+10 lust, +1 Mother Sabrina.
o (Sabrina's mother ≥20) Fuck the cleavage - [scene image] -50 lust, +2 Sabrina's 

mother.
o (after quest) (Mother Sabrina ≥ 3 0 ) Tittycominette - [scene image], -50 Lust, +3 

Mother Sabrina, [time rewind]

Evening
In the countryside regardless of the weather:

• Same options as before for: Grand Paladin, Jenna (if at home), Head of Bandits,.
• At the tavern:



o Same as daytime for Jill and Jaina.
o Alice: Invite to dance → +2 Alice, [rewind time].

▪ (if Alice ≥ 50 and Crowley helped her in the morning) She invites Crowley to 
dinner: No → -1 Alice; Yes → they have a romantic dinner at her house (-10 
hunger), then Alice vaginally rides Crowley while he sucks her breasts ([scene 
image], -100 lust, +5 Alice, [rewind time to morning]).

♦ Repeat this enough times and she will start breastfeeding (-5 hunger).
o Jaina: Invite to dance → +2 Jaina, [time rewind].

▪ (Jaina ≥ 5, ≥ 200 lust, Crowley sucked Jaina off) After the dance, they seclude 
themselves behind a tavern where Crowley sucks Jaina off → Futa/M [scene 
image], -50 lust, -50 Jaina lust, +2 Jaina, -3 hunger, [rewind time].

o Astra:
▪ If you cum in Eric's face during the earlier parts of the day, +3 Astra.
▪ Flirt → Work the Pen (-50 Lust, +2 Astra, [animated scene]) or Tittycatcher 

(-50 Lust, +2 Astra, [scene image]).
o Eric Flirt:

▪ (if Crowley has breasts) Between Boobs → M/M, [scene image], -50 lust, -100 
lust Eric, +2 Eric.

▪ (Eric ≥ 50) Anal → (if the other is not unlocked, the scene starts immediately
Below):

♦ Below → Eric fucks Crowley (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 lust 
Eric, +5 Eric, [rewind time to morning])

♦ (if unlocked) Above → Crowley fucks Eric; options to do this On the 
bed or On the table, for a random chance of Jenna appearing. (M/M 
[scene image], -100 lust, -100 lust Eric, +5 Eric, [rewind time]). 
Unlocks during the hunt (3rd encounter).

o Juliette Offer privacy:
▪ Tittycatcher (-50 lust [scene image], +3 Juliet).
▪ (After quest)Anal (-100 lust [scene image], +5 Juliette, -3 Alice if Alice ≥ 30, 

[time rewind]).
o Elizabeth Darkwood plays music: Order music (5 gold) → Stop listening at any 

available moment +1 Elizabeth Darkwood.
• Samantha (if in the village) either at home or with Jill at the tavern (Monday, Thursday, Friday, 

Sunday).
o Stare at boobs → [scene image], +5 lust → Boobs. → -50 lust, [scene image], 

Additional lines if next to Juliet or Fina.
o Dance → +2 Samantha, [rewind time].

▪ (Samantha ≥ 50) After dancing in the tavern, you continue "dancing" elsewhere 
[scene image], -100 lust, +5 Samantha, [rewind time].

o (home) Flirt → (Samantha ≥ 20) Blowjob → [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Samantha.
In the countryside when it rains:

• Sister Elizabeth is in church preparing for the sermon.
o (Sister Elizabeth ≥ 45 and enough lust) Offer help → Anal [scene image], -100 lust, 

+5 Sister Elizabeth, [time rewind]; options: Conk inside or Withdraw.



Outside the village:
• Same as daytime for: Iss (if unblocked), Mother Sabine, Snu-snu goblins.
• (except Saturday after the quest) Fina bathes under a waterfall, +30 lust [image]:

o (if there is enough lust) you are offered a wank: -50 lust:
▪ (if Fina ≥ 50) you have the option to Show Yourself → Crowley joins Fina 

under a +50 lust waterfall. Into pussy or Into ass → [scene image], -100 lust, 
+3 Fin, [rewind time].

▪ (Unlocks and triggers the first time at Fina ≥ 50 and after the quest) 25% chance 
for Fina to catch Crowley jerking her off and invite him to join her.

• (After the quest) a mushroom-loving battle nun near the ruins of a monastery:
o Flirting → boob job in clothes [scene image], -50 lust.

Night
• (Unless it's raining) Rose sucks Jaina off behind the tavern [sprite animation] → +15 lust, 

Futa/F [image].
o Wank → Crowley can choose Focus on Rose, Focus on Jaina, or Focus on both for 

minor variations of Futa/F [scene image]; -50 lust.
o (Lust ≥ 200) Suck → Crowley sucks Jaina's cock (Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust, -50 

Jaina's lust, -3 hunger [time rewind]).
o (if Crowley sucked her dick) Join:

▪ Into her mouth → Rose jerks Crowley off while sucking Jaina's cock ([scene 
image], -50 lust).

▪ In the ass → he fucks Rose's ass while she sucks Jaina ([scene image], -50 
lust).

• Statue of a goddess in a church: Jerk off → FPMasturbation [scene image]; Crowley ejaculates 
on the statue's tits (-50 lust) with minor consequences in the morning.

• (After the victory) a busty ghost wanders the graveyard near the church. Warm her →
o Blowjob → she sucks Crowley ([scene image], -50 lust).
o Tittyfuck → options Let her or Fuck her yourself; randomly uses her long tongue 

(various options [scene image], -50 lust).
• Voyeurism: An additional scene, if Crowley pooped on Jenna's cleavage in the morning and she 

was bringing Eric lunch that same day before the hunt, that night:
o Eric fucks Jenna in the mouth [scene image], +20 lust; jerk off Yes → -50 lust.

• Voyeurism: if you went with Juliette in the morning and afternoon:
o (if Juliette has seen Jenna's breasts) Jenna + Juliette at Jenna's house (F/F [image], +20 

lust); Jerk off → -50 lust
o (If Juliette has seen Fina's tit-fucking) Fina fucks Juliette in her bedroom (+20 lust). 

Jerk off → Crowley watches Fina summon a cock and fuck Juliette; random chance of 
her cumming inside (F/F [scene image], -50 lust).

o (if Juliette saw Elizabeth's sister fuck) is still in TODO development
• (After the arrival of the Grand Paladin) Interact with the golem-monk in the Order's camp:

o Wank → [portrait image], -50 lust.
o Fuck in Mouth → Upgrade "Cocksuking Lips" [scene image], - 50 lust is required.



o Fuckable Nipples → Fuckable Nipples Upgrade Required [scene image],
-50 lust.

• (except Tuesday and Thursday) Reina undresses before bed → +5 lust, options [image].
o (Reina ≥ 25) Yes → reverse horsewoman [scene image], ability to spank ass (-100 lust, 

+5 Reina, [rewind time]).

Monday
Morning:

• (Eric and Astra ≥ 30) On the first floor of Ironheart Manor, Astra and Eric's conversation 
escalates to tit-for-tat from Eric → [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Astra, +3 Eric. (The event will 
only trigger if Astra and Eric's relationship ≥ 15, in turn this event adds another +3 to this 
value).

• (After quest) Reina in Spa → +10 lust.
• Brother Bolt prays in his tent → (If unlocked) Get closer → Crowley fucks Bolt in the ass 

M/M, [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind].
o The option is unlocked if you saw Bolt fuck a golem in the mouth at night

Friday at his tent, and talked to Diane Thursday or Friday morning.
Day:

• (If Juliette teaches the children, before the quest) Derek drowns his sorrows in a tavern.
o Seduce → Crowley sucks Derek off ([sprite animation]) and then Derek roughly fucks 

him in the ass (M/M, [scene image], -100 lust, -4 hunger).
• (If it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image].
• While Alice is working in the tavern, she can be Invited to the spa → after the conversation, 

she moves to the elven spa. During the interaction (+10 lust) there is an option to Join → 
[image], +20 lust

o Wank → [image], +5 Alice.
▪ If Lust ≥ 50 and Alice ≥ 50, she wants to continue anal → [scene image], -100 

Lust, +8 Alice. [rewind time].
o No wanking +3 Alice, [time rewind].

Evening:
• (If it's not raining) Sister Elizabeth is busy fixing up the church. Offer to help →

o +1 Sister Elizabeth (has a chance at +5 lust and a unique [image]).
o (Sister Elizabeth ≥ 30, lust ≥ 100) she takes care of Crowley's cock with a blowjob 

[animated scene]. Options Cum in mouth or Cum on face. +1 Sister Elizabeth, -50 
Lust.

o Random chance that Fina stops by for a visit and the two of them and Elizabeth are 
sequestered in the church Peek out the window → [scene image], +100 lust.

Any option [rewind time].
• Maruna bathes in the pool at her cave → +10 lust, [portrait image].

o If Crowley participated in the snu-snu ritual, she can be joined.
→ boobtrach by Maruna [scene image] -50 lust.

• (after the Grand Paladin's arrival) Diana and Conlan near the campfire at the Grand Paladin's 
camp.

o Flirt (after quest) → Titsotrach → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Diana.
o Join → Offer [Wine] → [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Diana, [time rewind].

Night:



• Voyeurism:
o Masturbate Alice [scene image]: +15 lust; Jerk off → -50 lust.
o (After quest) Mother Sabrina's naked breasts in the ruined church → +10 lust.

Tuesday
Morning:

• Jenna nude in her bedroom → [portrait image], +10 lust; Compliment → +1 Jenna.
• Kaaren is bathing (lake at the location "Rocks"): Leave or

o Keep staring → +10 lust, and she attacks.
o (if unlocked) Flirting →

▪ Tittyfuck → titcotrach [scene image], -50 lust, [rewind time].
▪ Fuck pussy → Crowley nestles in behind [scene image], - 100 lust, [time 

rewind].
• (After the arrival of the Grand Paladin) Brother Bolt is dressed in his tent → +5 lust, 

[portrait image].
• (if it's not raining) Astra sunbathing near Ironheart Manor → +10 lust, [image], 

→
o On your ass +1 Astra.
o On your pussy, 1 Astra.

▪ After Jill arrives in the village, she joins Astra → +10 lust, [portrait image] 
of a naked Jill. If you talk to Jill, she will ask Crowley for sunscreen, any 
semen from your inventory will do, for this you get a funny scene and +2 
Astra and +2 Jill.(If Jill ≥ 30 and lust ≥ 200 → Blowjob from Jill [scene 
image], -50 lust +2 Jill)

♦ (Jill ≥ 30, Astra ≥ 30, and lust ≥ 200) Talk to Jill while she rubs Astra 
down. Jerk off → double blowjob -50 lust +2 Jill, +2 Astra.

Day:
• (If it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image].
• Konda is near the chief in the goblin village:

o If you approach her from behind Crowley will compliment her ([image], +10 lust → 
Wank -50 lust).

o (after quest) If Crowley is wearing [Heavy goblin armor]: Yes → sex with Konda 
[scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind]

▪ If you lost a battle to Condé during the quest, you will need to prove that 
Crowley is "worthy" and win the Sparring before having sex with her (Of 
course you need to be wearing [Heavy goblin armor].

• (Before the Great Paladin arrives) Diana sucks Conlan's dick (+10 lust, [image]).
Evening:

• (if it's not raining) Jenna swimming in the pond behind her house → [image]:
o Join → (Jenna ≥ 15) she lets Crowley bathe with her (+20 lust). (If enough lust) Jerk 

off → cum on her ([image



scenes], -50 lust) or Restrain; any choice +2 Jenna, [rewind time].
o Leave → +10 lust.

• If Samantha is at home you can Invite her to the spa → after the conversation she moves to 
the Elven Spa. While talking to her, you can Join → [image], +20 lust, +3 Samantha, [rewind 
time].

o (lust ≥ 200) Samantha jerks off crawley in the bathroom → [text scene], -50 lust.
o Additionally +30 lust, +1 Jenna, +1 Jaina if it's on Saturday.

• (After the quest, and not during the quest) Voyeurism: orgy in a bandit fortress → +10 lust 
[sprite animation].

• (If it's not raining) Taisha's girlfriend bathes under a waterfall near Derek's house → [image], 
+10 lust.

Night:
• Carla: +15 lust when entering the basement [image]; Fuck → Fuck in pussy ([scene image]) 

or Fuck in ass ([scene image]; options Cum inside or Pull out). Either option: +3 Carl, -100 
lust, [rewind time]. The next meal at the pub will be free.

• Matthew, caravan guard: At the campfire in the elven camp, after meeting Iss, the Flirting 
option will be available, if you have [Goblin ale] in your inventory, you can offer a drink and 
then you will share with Matthew not only a bottle of ale but also Crowley's ass M/M [mini 
scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time].

• At the top of the orc camp, Mabel jumps on Murshe +10 lust, [sprite animation].
• Voyeurism:

o (after quest)Triplet in Derek's house ([sprite animation], +20 lust)
▪ (Taisha ≥ 50 if GAY SCENES are enabled) Join → You satisfy Taisha then 

you are satisfied by Derek [scene image], M/M, -100 lust, +5 Taisha, [time 
rewind].

o The wine merchant fucks Reina doggy-style ([sprite animation], +20 lust).
o Basement elf spa: funny scene of a Futa elf wanking [image].

Wednesday
All day with no night:
"Working in the sucking stall (+10 gold)" in the elven spa: the scene where Crowley works in the 

glorichol stall instead of paying for it (M/M, Futa/M).
Morning:

• (if in the village and living with Crowley) Jill lounges in her bed → (Jill ≥ 20) Fuck her tits → 
Crowley fucks her cleavage ([scene image], -50 lust, +3 Jill, [time rewind]); None → -1 Jill.

• Astra is getting dressed in her room:
o If Astra ≥ 20 (otherwise she yells at you to leave the room):

▪ (Astra ≥ 25 lust ≥ 50) Offer massage → cock between buns [scene image] (the 
options Spank ass and Spank again have cosmetic effect only); random chance 
to slip into ass: if this happens the options Withdraw → -50 lust, +3 Astra or 
Conk → -100 lust, -3 Astra; any option [rewind time]); or Do not offer.

▪ Finished getting dressed, she asks the question, Yes → she's kicking you out;



♦ (Astra ≥ 50) None → anal [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Astra, [time 
rewind].

o In all cases without scenes +15 lust, +1 Astra.
• Fina at her desk: in addition to her other morning options:

o (if unlocked) Training Astra → Deep throat Astra [sprite animation], then cum on Fina 
or Astra's face [scene image]. You can choose which one to cum on first: Cum on Fina 
or Cum on Astra. After choosing the former, if you have enough lust, you can simply 
Cum on Astra's face or Cum in Astra's mouth. -100 lust, +3 Fina, +2 Astra, [time 
rewind]. Unlocks any day, with a Fina relationship level ≥ 25 and choosing Offer Help; 
Rewards for the first time: +3 Fina, -5 Astra.

• (if no rain) Agnieszka in her room → naked [portrait image], +10 lust.
• Jaina practicing (naked) near the Stone Dragon.

o Join → +20 lust; buff for the next 7 days (+10% ATK, DEF, AGI), [time rewind].
▪ (Jaina ≥ 20, Lust ≥ 70) Jaina decides to roll (Futa/M [scene image], -100 Lust, 

-50 Jaina's Lust, +3 Jaina). When she cum, you can Dodge or Take it on your 
face. Opens
Jaina and Eric's "training."

Day:
• (After the quest) Melissa is about to go to another tea party and asks Crowley to go with her:

o Not Today → She disappears for the rest of the day.
o Remind of huge boobs → enlarges breasts for the rest of the day, +10 lust, then you 

teleport away.
Escort → You teleport with her to the party:

▪ Sandra → Flirting →
♦ Show Tits → [portrait image], +10 lust.
♦ (if unlocked) Boobotrach → [scene image], -50 lust. (unlocks at random 

chance, while talking to her )
▪ Velena → Flirt → she shows him her breasts ([portrait image], +20 lust); 

Crowley can agree to Soscotrach → [scene image], -100 lust.
▪ Melissa → (with huge breasts) Pinch Boobs → [portrait image], Stop or 

Continue (-1 Melissa).
▪ Melissa → Keeping company completes the party (+3 Melissa, -15 hunger, 

+100 lust, [rewind time]); Back in the tower, if Melissa ≥ 20, she is set to 
Dessert: Lick pussy, Ask for cock (or Not in the mood). Whichever you 
choose, after the standard [scene image], you can Bring to orgasm (-50 Lust, 
+1 Melissa) or Change position → anal horsewoman [scene image] (-100 Lust, 
+5 Melissa); either option [time rewind].

• (if in a village) Samantha with Jill in a tavern: Stare at boobs → [scene image], +5 lust → 
Boobtrach. → -50 lust, [scene image]. Additional lines if near Juliette or Fina.

• Elf Spa. Dancing Futa Elfess → [image], +10 lust



Evenin
g:

o 50% chance that the Elf is not there, in which case talk to the redheaded manager and 
agree to a part-time job → Gay Orgy M/M [scene image], -100 lust, +10 gold, [time 
rewind].

• Sister Elizabeth is naked in the far room of the church, massaging her breasts → +15 lust → +15 
lust.

o Offer Help → Crowley sucks her breasts ([image], +1 Sister Elizabeth, +20 lust 
[rewind time], unless your lust is already near maximum - then Crowley cum on her 
legs, gaining -50 lust.

▪ If you massage enough times, she will start lactating;
-10 hunger if you drink her milk and if Crowley has breasts, he starts lactating 
too.

▪ (Sister Elizabeth ≥ 50) Continue anally → [scene image], +5 Sister 
Elizabeth, -100 lust.

o Fuck between her tits → She jerks Crowley off with her breasts ([scene image], +2 
Sister Elizabeth, -50 lust, [time rewind]).

• If Samantha is home you can Invite her to the spa (see Tuesday night).
• Maruna bathes in the pool in her cave (see Monday evening).
• (After the Grand Paladin's arrival) Diana and Conlan near the campfire at the Grand Paladin's 

camp (see Monday night).
Night:

• back in Carla's basement (see Tuesday night).
• (After quest) Two orcs in the upper right tent, talking to the right one: Yes → Crowley engages 

in a threesome with two orcs M/M [scene image], -100 lust, -3 hunger, [time rewind].
• Voyeurism:

o (if unlocked) Astra anally masturbates [with a Jade dildo] in her bedroom → +15 lust 
[image].

▪ Jerk off → [scene image]; she notices Crowley; if Astra ≥ 30, she lets him look 
at her and cum (-50 lust), otherwise she kicks him out of the room.

▪ Unlocks by talking to Fina on Wednesday or Friday morning after the quest.
o Goblin Tribbing (leftmost house-cave in the goblin village) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 

lust.
o (After quest) battle nuns rub feet (ruined church) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust.

Thursday
Morning:

• (If it's not raining) Eric bathes instead of Rose ([image], +10 lust) in the morning.
o If the lust is high enough, you can Jerk off (-50 lust).
o (Eric ≥ 50) Join Eric fucking Crowley in the ass (M/M -100 lust,

+5 Eric, [rewind time]). Additional lines if paired with Juliet.
• Jaina is asleep. (If Jaina ≥ 25 and Crowley sucked her off) talk to Rose in the tavern, then go to 

Jaina's room on the second floor: Leave and do nothing or
o Wake → Jaina is angry (-1 Jaina).
o Gently Wake → Crowley jerks her off to wake her up (Futa/M [text scene], +50 lust, -

50 lust Jaina).



▪ (Jaina ≥ 50) Crowley pleasures Jaina anally (Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, -
100 Jaina lust, +5 Jaina).

▪ (Rose ≥ 20) Rose kisses Crowley on the cheek (+30 lust Rose, +1 Rose).
• (if unlocked and it's not raining) Astra and Alice are on the first floor of Ironheart Mansion.

→ Double tit-fuck from Astra and Alice → [scene image], -50 lust, [time rewind].
o To unlock, you must unlock a vaginal scene with Alice at her house by helping her in 

the morning and asking her to dance in the evening on the same day while having a 
ratio ≥ 50. Astra must have a Crowley ratio of ≥ 30.

• Mabel naked under a waterfall in an elf forest → [image] +10 lust. Jerk off
→ 50 Lust.

• (Lizzie is out of the can, Samantha is in the village) On the first floor of Crowley's house, 
Lizzie and Samantha are having sex → [sprite animation] +5 lust; Jerk off → -50 lust. 
(triggers when you enter the 1st floor).

Day:
• Eric went to the caves to search for goblin assholes. Random chance:

o Eric fucks the gobliness at the entrance [sprite animation] → +20 lust. Join → Crowley 
fucks the goblin girl in the mouth, Eric takes over her ass ([scene image], -100 lust, 
[time rewind]).

o Eric has been captured, deep in a cave [sprite animation] → +20 lust. Help → you will 
have to fight a goblin.

▪ Victory: you can Ask for Rewards → Eric sucks Crowley off ([scene image], -
50 lust, [time rewind]), or Nothing and just let him go.

▪ Defeat: Gobliness sucks and rides Crowley ([image], [sprite animation], -100 
lust, [time rewind]).

You can help or you can't.
• (After the quest) In the church. Sister Beatrice visiting Sister Elizabeth → (Sister Elizabeth

≥ 50) offering to Help Crowley fuck Beatrice in the ass (available popslap interactive: Spank 
Ass → -1 Sister Elizabeth) [scene image], -100 lust,
+3 Sister Elizabeth, [ time rewind].(this event unlocks the ability to
Fuck a battle nun by the crates in a ruined temple).

• (If it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image].
• Jenna, in the soap house asking Crowley to bring milk.

o [Milk] → As a reward you will receive: +3 Jenna, +1 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner], [time 
rewind].

o [Elven milk] → As a reward you will receive: +3 Jenna, +3 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner], 
[time rewind].

o [Minotaur milk] Jenna will have an allergic reaction and her breasts will grow [portrait 
image] +10 lust, Offer massage → (Jenna ≥ 10) She agrees, slightly altered [portrait 
image],
+50 lust, +3 Jenna.

Evening:
• (After the quest, no rain) Alice swimming in the pond behind Jenna's house → [image].

o Join → (Alice ≥ 15) she allows Crowley to bathe with her (+20 lust, [rewind time]). If 
enough lust.

▪ Jerk off → Crowley cum on Alice ([image]), who's 
not happy.

♦ If enough lust and Alice ≥ 50, Apologize anally → [scene image], -100 
lust, +3 Alice.



♦ If not enough lust, relationship or Don't Do It → -50 lust, -1 Alice.
▪ Containment→ +2 Alice.

o Leave → +10 lust.
• Sister Elizabeth is busy fixing up the church (see Monday evening).
• Mursha offers you a drink by the fire at the orc camp. If you take [Clear mind potion] before 

talking to her, you can get her to drink too much Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes - Pour → 
Crowley takes his reward [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind].

o Without the potion "below" there will be a crawl (0.440 no illustration yet) [rewind time].
Night:

• Matthew, the caravan guard (see Tuesday Night).
• Voyeurism:

o Alice's anal masturbation: [image], +15 lust; Yes → -50 lust.
o Jenna rides Eric in his bed: [scene image], +20 lust; Yes →

-50 lust.
▪ (Jenna ≥ 50 and Eric ≥ 50) Join → Crowley is attached behind Jenna [scene 

image], 100 lust, +3 Jenna, +3 Eric, [rewind time].
o (if unlocked) Fina futa-masturbates in her bed (through the hole in Astra's room): [scene 

image], +20 lust; Yes → -50 lust. Unlocked if Fina "punished" Crowley after the quest.
o The wine merchant fucks Reina doggy-style ([sprite animation], +20 lust).
o (After quest) Mother Sabrina's naked breasts → +10 lust.

Friday
(After Jill arrives in the village.) "Topless Friday" at the hotel! Employees will have a topless [portrait 

image] (generates lust once a day).
• All Day: Carla → +10 lust. 

Morning:
• (if in the village and living with Crawley) Jill is idling in her bed (see Wednesday morning).
• Astra is getting dressed (see Wednesday morning).
• (After quest) Reina at the spa → +10 lust. 

Day:
• Alice's change at the tavern. Topless → +10 Lust.
• (If Juliette teaches children, before the quest) Derek drowns his sorrows in a tavern (see 

Monday afternoon).
• Conda near the chief in the goblin village: If you approach her from behind Crowley will 

compliment her ([image], +10 lust → Jerk off -50 lust).
• (prior to arrival the Great paladin.)Diana sucks у Conlan

(+10 lust, [image]).
Evening:

• "Topless Friday" at the tavern:
o Ask Carla to dance Speak → Dance → +2 Carla, [image], +50 lust, +20 Eric's lust 

[time rewind]
▪ (Carla ≥ 50, 200 Lust) Continue dancing in the tavern [scene image], -100 lust.

o Elizabeth Darkwood topless → +10 lust.



o (if unlocked) Jenna topless → +10 lust to unlock ask about topless Fridays during the 
day (relationship level must be Jenna ≥ 20 for a positive response).

▪ You can Invite to Dance → +2 Jenna, [rewind time].
o (If unlocked) Alice topless dancing on the table [image] → +30 lust.

▪ Observe → +15 lust [rewind time] → Linger a little longer → Anal as a 
reward for helping [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Alice.

o (If unlocked) Jaina topless → +10 lust.
▪ Both of the above items will unlock if you ask Alice to dance if you have a high 

enough relationship with both Alice and Jaina.
o (if unlocked if in a village) Samantha topless → +10 lust.

▪ Unlocks, after talking to Samantha, on the evening of the tavern, the first Friday 
after her arrival in the village.

o (If unlocked) Rose topless → +10 lust.
▪ Unlocked by asking her to join topless Friday after Jaina joined, and if you saw 

Rose's huge breasts while helping with potions.
o (If unlocked) Astra topless → +10 lust.

▪ Unlocked by asking her to join topless Friday after Alice starts dancing on the 
table if Astra doesn't have a negative relationship indicator with Crowley and 
Jenna is present.

o (If unlocked) Juliet topless → +10 lust.
▪ Unlocks after talking to Juliet after watching Alice dance on the table that same 

Friday night if the relationship with both of them is ≥ 30.
▪ Ask to dance → (After the Topless Friday and Juliet quests,

≥200 Lust) Crowley and Eric give a performance for the girls in the tavern
M/M, [Scene Display], [Time Rewind]

o (if unlocked) Agnieszka topless → +10 lust.
▪ Flirt - (Agnieszka ≥ 15) They go up to the 2nd floor of the tavern and Crowley 

gets his tit-for-tat ([scene image], -50 lust +3 Agnieszka).
▪ Unlocked by talking to an elderly couple in their home the following Friday 

night after unlocking Juliette and selecting Persuade to join if Agnieszka ≥ 10.
o (If unlocked) Taisha topless → +10 lust.

▪ (if Jenna is topless) If you talk to Jenna first then Taysha, it unlocks the event 
that night at Derek's house (works if both are topless).

▪ Unlocks by talking to her in the tavern on Friday if Taisha ≥ 25.
o (If unlocked) Jill topless → +10 lust.

▪ She is the last one to join. Talk to her on Friday night after all the villagers have 
joined "topless Friday" (this essentially closes this event and you get +200 
EXP).

o (After quest) Sister Elizabeth topless → +10 lust.
• The orc at the campfire in the woods (northeast dead end with the campfire) offers Crowley a 

drink with him.
o Yes → Yes → Yes → Yes → Yes → Crowley passes out and the orc fucks him in the 

ass (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time to morning]).



o If Crowley is butt-fucked, an abbreviated version of the dialog appears ≥10 times, Offer 
Ass +10 gold (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time]).

o (Juliet ≥ 30) If you drink with an Orc, you can engage in an amusing conversation in a 
tavern on Thursday morning. (triggers once).

• Maruna bathes in the pool in her cave (see Monday evening).
Night:

• (if in the village) Samantha undresses before going to bed → topless [portrait image],
+10 lust; Yes → +1 Samantha.

o (Samantha ≥ 50) → She rides Crowley in reverse horsewoman pose [scene image], -
100 lust, +5 Samantha, [time rewind].

• Voyeurism:
o (After quest) Taisha riding Derek in their house ([sprite animation], +20 lust). Jerk off 

→ -50 lust.
▪ (if unlocked) instead of Taisha, Derek fucks Jenna ([scene image], +20 lust). 

Jerk off → [text scene] -50 lust.
o (Unlocked by Astra/Eric) Astra gives Eric a deep blowjob for the night ([scene image]). 

Jerk off → -50 lust, -50 lust Erik, Just watching → +50 lust.
o (If in the village) Jill gives Carla a cunny in the tavern basement → +10 lust, [image]:

▪ Jerk off → F/F -50 lust, [scene image].
▪ Observe → F/F [scene image].

o Fina teaches Astra how to massage her breasts in her room ([image], +20 lust) →
Defile → -50 lust.

o Brother Bolt fucks a golem in the mouth in his tent → +10 lust, [sprite animation].
o Futa elves in the basement of the spa → Defile → -50 lust.

Saturday
Morning:

• Kaaren takes a bath (see Tuesday morning).
• Jaina practicing (naked) near the Stone Dragon (see Wednesday morning).
• (After the arrival of the Grand Paladin) Brother Bolt is dressed in his tent → +5 lust, 

[portrait image].
• Asking about the Astra Spa at a relationship level ≥ 30 → opens up an additional scene at the 

spa this evening.
Day:

• (if it's raining) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image]
• (If in the village) Samantha is with Jill at the tavern (see Wednesday afternoon).
• (If it's not raining) Iss gives Sebastian a blowjob at his store → +20 lust, [image].

Evening:
• (if it is not raining) Sister Elizabeth is busy fixing up the church (see Monday evening).
• If Samantha is home you can Invite her to the spa (see Tuesday night).
• (after the quest) at the elf spa:

o Jenna bathes → +10 lust, [image].
o Finu getting fucked futa elves [sprite animation] →

Futa/F +20 lust, [image].
o Naked Jaina → +10 Lust; If Jaina ≥ 20, Flirt is available:



▪ Giving ass → Jaina anally fucks Crowley in the Futa/M bathtub
[scene image], -100 lust, -100 Jaina's lust, +5 Jaina.

▪ (Jaina ≥ 50) Ass Fuck → Crowley anally fucks Jaina in the bathtub (thanks to 
Idler for the scene) Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 Jaina's lust, +5 
Jaina.

▪ Lick anus → Crowley licks Jaina's ass Futa/M [scene image], +50 lust, -50 
lust Jaina, +3 Jaina.

♦ (Jaina ≥ 50) Continue anally → Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 
Jaina lust, +5 Jaina.

o If you invite Astra → She gets demolished by a pair of futa elves on the couch next to 
Fina → Futa/F +20 lust [image].

• A drunken orc in the woods (see Friday night).
• Voyeurism: Juliet bathes under a waterfall near Eric's house → +10 lust, [image]. → Jerking 

off → -50 lust.
Night:

• Voyeurism:
o Astra anally masturbates [with a Jade dildo] in her bedroom (see Wednesday night).
o Grandpa Jason fucks Agnieszka in their house [scene image]: +20 lust; Wank → -50 

lust.
o (After quest) battle nuns rub feet (ruined church) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust.
o A nun sucks an orc near a ruined monastery → +10 lust. →

Wank → -50 lust.

Sunday
All day:

• Mabel in the village: meeting her for the first time → +10 lust.
o (if unblocked); I'd like some fresher milk → suckling breast [scene image], -10 

hunger, +20 lust, +1 Mabel, [rewind time].
o (if unlocked) Flirting → Blowjob: [scene image], -50 lust, +1 Mabel, Extra lines if 

paired with Juliette. Unlocked and effective the first time you suckle a breast when 
Mabel ≥ 5.

• Brother Bolt praying in his tent (see Monday morning).
Morning:

• Voyeurism: Eric has anal sex with Jenna in the chicken coop ([scene image], +20 lust), 
opportunity to jerk off → -50 lust.

• Upon entering the church, Sister Elizabeth talks to Crowley and you can activate Flirt (see 
Morning), before the service; Fina may notice the results during Crowley's service (just a minor 
detail). After the service, +3 Sister Elizabeth.

o (random chance; enough relationships) Alice secretly jerks Crowley off during the 
service ([text scene], -50 lust, +2 Alice, +3 Sister Elizabeth).

o (if unlocked) after the church service ([rewind time]), Confess → About Fina's cock in 
your ass → Fina fucks Crowley in the ass ([scene image], -100 lust, +3 Fina, +1 Sister 
Elizabeth, [rewind time]). Opens with a scene in which Fina punishes Crowley at the 
first service after completing the quest.

• Alice dresses at her home [portrait image], +15 lust, +1 Alice.
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Day:
• (If it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image].
• Sebastian has to deal with a pile of boxes in front of his store. Offer to help →

o (if there is enough lust and no rain) Flirt → Set Ass (Crowley leans over the crate, 
M/M [mini scene image], -100 lust) or Open Mouth (M/M [scene image], -50 lust, -5 
hunger); or just Ignore.

o Any variant of [Time Rewind]; reward: a bottle of [Wine (Wine)] for the first time,
+10 gold. Randomly Iss Jenna or Elizabeth's sister (+1 Elizabeth's sister) visit the 
store.

Evening:
• A drunken orc in the woods (see Friday night).
• (After the quest, and not during the quest) Voyeurism: orgy in a bandit fortress → +10 lust 

[sprite animation].
Night:

• (If in the village) Samantha undresses before going to bed. (see Friday Night).
• Guard tent: Conlan anally fucks Diana ([sprite animation], +30 lust). Do this → to join in and 

add a second cock to Diana's ass ([scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind]).
• Elf Camp: Leaf has been cornered by a couple of futa-elves:

o Observe → Futa/M [text scene], [sprite animation], +20 lust;
▪ if sufficiently aroused, the ability to Jerk off → -50 lust; or

Just watching → +30 lust.
▪ Intervene → Starts a fight against two foot elves, regardless of the outcome of 

the fight: Reyna comes out, complains about the noise and the elves flee +3 
Leaf;

o Join → Join Leaf → Futa/M [text scene]; or Join Futa → Futa/M [text scene]. Either 
choice grants -50 lust, +1 Leaf.

• Voyeurism:
o Goblin Tribbing (leftmost cave house in the goblin village) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 

lust.
o (After quest) battle nuns rub feet (ruined church) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust.

Co-participant scenes
Scenes available when other characters join Crowley's squad, usually while hunting and exploring 

dungeons. In all cases, scenes are accessed through the game Menu → Talk to party → (select a 
character) → Let's get laid. New options are usually unlocked as you develop a relationship with that 
character, although there are other conditions. Most options reuse scenes and images originally used 
elsewhere. If you have Juliette, Eric, Jaina next to you and they're not doing anything, then during a sex 
scene with another character, those characters start having [sprite animations] of masturbation play.

Juliette: She will temporarily join the party if you talk to her in the tavern in the morning or afternoon 
→ Come with me.

• (Juliet ≥ 30) Tittycatcher → even if it's in the middle of a village; [scene image], - 50 lust, +3 
Juliet.



Eric: Unsurprisingly, most of these are M/M scenes and unavailable if GAY SCENES are turned off.
• (Eric ≥ 30) Blowjob → Eric sucks Crowley's cock, [scene image], -50 lust, -50 lust Eric, 

options Cum in mouth or Cum on face.
• (Eric ≥ 30) Between the boobs

o (if Crowley has breasts) Me between the boobs → [scene image], -50 lust,
-50 Erik's lust, +2 Erik, +1 hunger.

o (if Crowley saw the scene between Eric and Astra on Monday morning) Eric between 
the tits→ [scene image], -50 lust, +30 Eric's lust, +2 Eric.

• (Eric ≥ 50) Into ass → (if the second option is not unlocked, this is the first scene by default)
o Fuck me → Crowley is anally fucked in the missionary position. [scene image], -100 

lust, -100 lust Eric, +2 Eric.
o (if unlocked) Fuck Eric → Crowley anally fucks Eric [scene image], -100 lust, -100 

lust Eric, +5 Eric. Unlocked after meeting Juliette while hunting in the friendly fairy 
glade, with a pregnant flower girl.

Eric also has a couple of options that come up when his personal lust meter peaks and he can't fight 
anymore. There are no relationship requirements. Talk to him and select Help Eric:

• Use My Dick and Use My Ass are the same as the corresponding scenes above.
• Use your hand → "Think of Astra kissing Fina," [image], - 50 Erik's lust.
• Use Lizzie (if in a jar) → slime girl feed [scene image], -50 Eric's lust, +1 Lizzie SP

o If you use this item first, it will be possible to get busy with Eric again.
Jaina is futa, and it's no surprise that most scenes with her are inaccessible if the GAY SCENES are 

turned off.
• (Jaina ≥ 5) Suck → Crowley deep throats Jaina. Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust, -50 Jaina's 

lust, +2 Jaina, -3 hunger.
• (Jaina ≥ 10) Between boobs (if Crowley has breasts) → [scene image], -50 lust, -50 Jaina 

lust, +3 Jaina, +1 hunger. Futa/M, or does this count as Futa/Futa?
• (Jaina ≥ 15) Giving ass → Jaina fucks Crowley's ass from behind. Futa/M.

[scene image], -100 lust, -100 Jaina's lust, +3 Jaina.
If Jaina has reached maximum lust, you can talk to her and choose Help Jaina:

• Just Wank → "Think of tight goblin assholes." [image], -50 Jaina's lust.
• And the same options as above.

Rose: In both the normal situation and the situation where Rose's lust has  peaked, the options for 
interactions don't change:

• (Rose ≥ 20) Blowjob → [scene image], -50 lust, -50 lust Rose, +2 Rose.



Professions
These are skills that Crowley uses outside of combat, in specific locations. Each has three ranks:
Novice from 0 to 29th skill level; Apprentice from 
30th to 59th skill level; Master from 60th skill level 
and up.
Crowley progresses by performing a certain action. After each time, [time rewind] is activated.

Gardening
Crowley progresses by working in his garden (Tending Plants? → Yes), To increase rank you need to 

stand on a vacant cell in the field and press the shovel. In addition to the profession level increase, 
Crowley receives [Ingredients] that can be sold to Sebastian. You can only get them if you have at least 
one adult plant in the field. The gardener's rank affects the chance of successfully collecting plants and 
mushrooms that can be found everywhere in the locations: 33% for Beginner, 66% for Apprentice, 100% 
for Master, but [Mandragora] can only be collected at night, regardless of skill level. Along with the 
plant, you can sometimes collect their seeds, which can be used in the garden. You have about a 33% 
chance of it falling to you. You cannot work at night or when it is raining. Work costs +1 hunger and 
[time rewind].

There are 10 plant cells in the garden, but at the beginning of the game only 4 cells are free. The rest 
need to be cleared (action button → Clear → [rewind time]). To plant a seed, you need to dig a hole first 
(Prepare soil for planting? → Yes → +1 hunger). When you interact with the hole, you can choose a 
seed to plant. Plants grow every time they are watered, either from a bucket at the well or by rain.

Collecting a plant from the garden gives you that plant and at least one seed for it. The number of adult 
plants in the garden affects the chance of falling and the number of [Ingredients] you get from the job. 
The profession rank and the number of plants in the garden affects the amount of [Ingredients] you 
receive.

You can plant a [Golden idol] in your garden (It can be obtained with a certain probability from all 
chests in the game or as a reward for a quest with a random reward) to increase its fertility, it doubles the 
growth rate of plants and gives you a 33% chance to get extra [Ingredients] for each fertilization of the 
idol. It can also be used as a fertilizer before planting the main plant, in which case the idol disappears 
and the chance of getting extra [Ingredients] increases to 100%.

[Sacred seed - Dropped from the Flower Girl mini-boss while hunting with Eric. It grows into a sacred 
flower that will sometimes, in the mornings, (with a 20% chance) be visited by different types of flower 
girls (normal, pregnant, three-breasted).

Cooking
Progress is made by having Crowley cook in his home. Cook Something Simple can use any cooking 

ingredient, produces a simple meal, and can only be cooked once per day. Results depend on rank:
• Novice → [Dinner] → -4 hunger.
• Apprentice→ [Tasty dinner] → -7 hunger.
• Master → [Good dinner] → -10 hunger.



Cooking can also be taught to Alice (if you help her in the morning at her house when it's raining), 
Samantha (when she's in the village, she cooks at Crowley's house in the morning), Jenna (give her [Milk] 
or [Elven milk] on Thursday afternoon).

Some ingredients can be bought from certain villagers; some are dropped randomly from enemies. 
They can also be eaten without cooking, but with a small benefit (-2 or -1 hunger, depending on the 
item).

Crowley may also use a recipe to prepare a meal that requires more than one ingredient. All starting 
recipes are equal in nutritional value to [Tasty dinner] (-7 hunger).

Starter Recipes:
• [Omelette]:

o [Milk],
o [Egg].

• [Sandwitch with cheese]:
o [Cheese],
o [Bread].

• [Sandwich with meat]:
o [Meat],
o [Bread].

• [Fish with vegetables]:
o [Fish],
o [Vegetables].

Specialty Recipes.
In addition to the normal recipes that Crowley knows by default, you can get more complex recipes for 

dishes that give extra effect. As of 0.357, there are only two of them:
• [Goblin stew] - falls from fat goblins. Requires: Apprentice rank. Effects: -20 hunger, +3 to 

max. MP:
o 3x - [Blue mushroom],
o 1x - [Elven milk],
o 1x - [Goblin ale],
o 2x - [Wild carrot].

• [Soothing tea] - can be found during the quest. Requires starting rank. Effects: -200 lust:
o 1x - [Orc's grass],
o 1x - [Centaur's mint],

Alchemy
Boosts when Crowley brews any potion in his basement laboratory. The potion requires [Empty bottle] 

and ingredients specific to that potion. Rank only affects the strength of health and mana potions:
• Novice → [Health potion] (+100 HP), [Mana potion] (+60 MP). Can be bought from Rose.
• Apprentice → [Good health potion] (+200 HP), [Good mana potion] (+120 MP).
• Master → [Strong health potion] (+300 HP), [Strong mana potion] (+180 MP).



Potions
Potion recipes their effects and where to find them:

• [Health potion] - unlocked from the beginning. Also cures poison. (see above):
o 1x - [Red mushroom],
o 1x - [Wild carrot].

• [Mana potion] - unlocked from the beginning. (see above):
o 1x - [Blue mushroom],
o 1x - [Orc's grass].

• [Potion of Lust (Lust potion)] - Ironheart Manor bookshelf. +200 lust:
o 1x - [Centaur's mint],
o 1x - [Fairie dust].

• [Clear mind potion] - bookshelf in the church hall. Protects against sleep, confusion, silence, 
and blindness spells.

o 1x - [Tentacle cactus],
o 1x - [Orc's grass].

• [Slime repellent] - old book on the floor of the slime cave near Slime Girl. Normal slimes do 
not attack, the potion is useful against slime cube:

o 1x - [Piece of slime],
o 1x - [Orc's grass].

• [Boobs potion] - from Melissa during the quest. Adds Crowley's boobs, affects Eric's 
transformation points:

o 1x - [Mandragora],
o 1x - [Elven futa sperm].

• [Reducto potion] - getting this is a separate small quest. When used, it removes Crowley's 
breasts and can be given to Eric to change parts of his appearance:

o 1x - [Scarlet flower],
o 1x - [Red mushroom].

• [Big load potion] - can be learned from the book found during the quest. It lasts for three days. 
Starting with version 0.353, supported characters,
— it's Agnieszka, Jill, Juliette, Carla, Lizzie, Samantha, Taisha, Conda:

o 1x - [Beer],
o 1x - [Piece of slime],
o 1x - [Wild carrot].



Upgrades and skills
Crowley does not gain experience by defeating normal enemies. The only ways to gain experience:

• Read a book in the bedroom in the evenings (+5 EXP, [time rewind]).
• The book in Melissa's room (+5 EXP, [time rewind]).
• Quest fulfillment.
• Go hunting and exploring dungeons with Eric.
• Cooking in the Morning with Samantha (+20 EXP, [rewind time]).

Leveling up not only increases Crowley's stats, but also unlocks new skills (and some quests). Unlike 
other games, Crowley does not automatically gain skills when he reaches a new level. Instead, he must 
learn these skills at home, at his desk, there are other conditions. (A tiny, nearly invisible candle on the 
table should serve as a visual indicator of whether there is something new to learn.) Skills are learned in 
the sequence below - you learn the lower level skills first, even if you have level requirements for the 
higher ones met. Since you can only study once per day, you can also only study one new skill per day. 
Learning a new skill gives +5 EXP.

• Level 1 (0/0 experience):
o Beginning Crowley skills (no need to teach):

▪ (Non-combat) Wank (Fap) → Allows Crowley to masturbate at any time if he is 
highly aroused.

▪ (non-combat) Meditation → -50 lust, +30 MP, +5 hunger, [time rewind]. It cannot 
be used in some quest dungeons.

▪ Fire Arrow is a magical fire attack.
o (non-combat) Clear feelings → displays the numeric values of hunger and lust.
o (Non-Martial) Mindreading → for a short period of time, the character's relationship value 

and lust level (if any) is displayed when Crowley speaks to those characters.
o Protective circle - increases your defenses for several turns. It can be cast outside of 

combat as a preparation, in which case it lasts as long as you don't move.
• Level 2 (+50 / = 50 experience):

o Fireball is a more powerful fire spell with a 20% chance to set enemies on fire and a 30% 
miss chance; it can be improved with practice:

▪ After 50 uses, the spell improves to Fireball+ (Fireball+) → 20% set target on fire, 
20% miss chance.

▪ After 100 uses, the spell improves to Fireball ++ (Fireball
++) → 20% set the target on fire, 10% miss chance.

o Sleep - To learn it, you need some [Fairie dust] in your inventory, while learning it takes 
[rewind time to morning].

• Level 3 (+112 / =162 experience):
o Icy needles - requires [Beer] in your inventory to learn.
o (non-combat) Concentration - the MP cost of spells is halved for a few turns. It can be cast 

outside of combat as preparation, in which case it will remain in effect until you have 
walked 30 steps.

▪ Crowley mentions heroes meditating under waterfalls as he studies. Afterward, 
interact with the base of the village waterfall to learn the spell.

• Level 4 (+204 / =366 experience):



o Freezing is a more powerful ice spell that can paralyze enemies; it can be improved with 
practice by upgrading to Freezing + (Freezing +) and then to Freezing ++ (Freezing ++). 
To upgrade, you must use the spell 50 and 100 times respectively:

▪ After 50 uses, the spell improves to Freezing + (Freezing +).
→ 20% freeze target, 20% miss chance.

▪ After 100 uses, the spell improves to Freezing ++ (Freezing ++).
→ 20% freeze target, 20% miss chance.

▪ To learn it, you'll need [Snowball potion] (sold at Rose's) in your inventory.
• Level 5 (+329 / =695 experience):

o Darkness - Dark magic attack in an area. Deals more damage at night or when attacking 
sleeping enemies.

▪ The quest "The Contract" is required. While studying, Crowley mentions that 
Jimm never taught him dark magic. Afterwards, summon a demon to help with the 
spell.

o (non-combat) Wicked mind - +50 lust, removes silence, blindness, and confusion.
▪ The quest "The Contract" is required. While studying, Crowley mentions that 

Meryl can teach him some succubus tricks. After that, summon her and select the 
Talk option.

o Magic shield - reduces the damage of enemy spells until end of turn, increases the chances 
of dodging or reflecting them back at the attacker.

▪ Jill's presence in the village is required.
• Level 6 (+485 / =1180 experience):

o Dark thoughts - 65% chance to confuse enemies, effective against a group of enemies, 
effective for 2-4 rounds.

▪ A conversation with the magic eye is required. Crowley says he must try a spell in 
his magic circle, so go to the basement and do so.

• Level 7 (+672/=1852 experience):
o Vampire touch - Sucks HP out of target enemy, 20% on miss, -20% magic and physical 

defense, Crowley also gains +15 to lust.
▪ As of 0.353, scene-stealing - the developer said that in the future, this skill will be 

learned from a character who has not yet been added to the game.
• Level 8 (+890 / =2742 experience):

o Lightning (Thunder) - essentially the most powerful spell of the above has the lightning 
attribute; it can be improved with practice by upgrading to Lightning + (Thunder +) and 
then to Lightning ++ (Thunder ++). To improve, you must use the spell 50 and 100 times 
respectively:

▪ After 50 uses, the spell improves to Thunder + (Thunder +) → increases the spell's 
base damage by 20.

▪ After 100 uses, this spell is upgraded to Thunder ++ → increases the spell's base 
damage by 40 and gives this spell the ability to deal critical damage.

▪ After interacting with the book, Crowley will tell you that if it's not raining outside, 
go down to the basement and perform the Ritual of rain.



A small note about status effects: in 0.350.2 some nuances have appeared. Both characters and enemies 
become wet if the battle starts in the rain. Wet enemies are more vulnerable to cold and electricity and 
less vulnerable to fire; they can't be set on fire but are easier to freeze, and fire spells remove the wet 
status on hit. Burning enemies are less vulnerable to ice and water and cannot be frozen, but ice spells 
extinguish them. Frozen enemies are more vulnerable to ice, less vulnerable to fire, and cannot be set on 
fire, but fire spells thaw them. Sticky enemies (Rose skill) can always be set on fire with a fireball.

Skills learned in a different way
Some skills can be learned from other sources:

• (non-combat) Return - This is a separate small quest to obtain. It cannot be used in combat or 
in some quest dungeons, even if Crowley is alone.

• (non-combat) Ritual of rain - This is learned from the same magical folio as the succubus 
summoning spell. It can only be performed in Crowley's basement, and it causes or stops rain.

• (non-combat) Eye of the beholder - (4th level) is learned by repeatedly studying the book in 
Melissa's room. It allows Crowley to see invisible things for a time, such as doors to hidden 
sections of some dungeons. The effect lasts until you have walked 30 steps.

• (non-combat) Secret of Nipplefucking - Learned during the quest. Allows Crowley to 
nipplefuck a girl. Applies automatically during a certain event. At 0.440, only Carla and Bolt's 
brother golem can be nipplefucked (if she has the necessary upgrade).

Co-partner skills
All partner skills require TP (Tactical points) instead of mana, accumulated during combat for any 

action of the character or the enemy (attack, defense, taking damage from the enemy). The amount is 
saved after the end of the battle.

Eric:
• Strong Attack - 10 TP - 10 TP - Strong Attack against one enemy (normal attack);
• Counterattack - 15 TP - Eric responds to all melee attacks directed at him (2 rounds duration);
• Sweep Kick - 0 TP - 50% chance to stun an enemy (stun 1-2 rounds);
• Provoke - 10 TP - For 5 rounds, Eric has a greater chance of being attacked by an enemy;
• Call to battle - 15 TP - Buffs the attack of all teammates. Can be cast twice and outside of 

battle: first level - +25% ATK and MAT, second level - +25% ATK and MAT.
+50% ATK and MAT respectively. Valid for one fight (5 rounds).

Jaina:
• Kick - 0 TP - Kicks an enemy, dealing damage and slowing them down;
• Cover - 5 TP - For one turn, protects one ally with the lowest TP.

HP;
• Precise hit - 10 TP - Deals damage by ignoring the defense of a single target;
• Dirty move - 15 TP - Temporarily blinds the enemy (reduces enemy accuracy by 60%, duration 

3-5 rounds);



• Jump attack - 20 TP - Strong attack, but reduces your defense (for 5 rounds).
Jaina has a passive skill: when her lust ≥ 200 she gains the Lusty berserk effect in combat she becomes 

uncontrollable.
Rose:

• Grenade - 5 TP - Explodes and deals fire damage to all enemies;
• Firefly - 15 TP - Burns one target (increases enemy's resistance to ice and water, cannot be 

frozen, reduces health regeneration, lasts until the end of the battle);
• Snowball - 30 TP - Freezes the target (adds enemy resistance to fire, enemy cannot dodge, 

increases ice damage, cannot set the target on fire, lasts 4-6 rounds);
• Sticky potion - 5 TP - Covers the enemy with a sticky substance and slows them down. The 

enemy can also be set on fire more easily. Does not cancel the freeze on the target. (Lasts 4-6 
rounds);

• Preparing potions - 0 TP - Rose increases her TP +20 TP.

The summoning of the monster girls
These are special "skills" that can be obtained by completing some quests. At the moment (v0.440) there 

are only two Summons (Lizzie, Meryl):
• Lizzie - Uses TP in combat:

o Heal - She heals an ally, but he also gains +30 lust;
o Boobslam - hits an enemy with his tit, hangs himself with a fortune

"wet" and there's a 30% chance of stun.
• Meryl - Uses MP in combat:

o Succubus' Voice (Succubus' Voice) - Her... Flirting weakens the physical and magical 
defenses of all enemies; everyone has a 10% chance of confusion;

o Darkness - Dark magic area attack. Deals more damage at night or when attacking 
sleeping enemies;

o Life Drain - pumps HP from one enemy to another;
o Dream is an attack with a 50% chance to put you to sleep.

Each call of these girls consumes three units of the special internal "resource" (SP) of the corresponding 
character. These points are replenished by having sex with that character.



Clothing and equipment
Key Parameters:

ATK - Attack. Affects the amount of damage dealt to enemies.
DEF - Defense. Affects the amount of damage you take from enemies
MAT - Magic Attack. Affects the power of the magic the character uses.
MDF - Magic Defense. Affects the defense against magic attacks used by enemies
AGI - Agility. Affects the order of actions in battle
LUK - Luck. Affects impacts of states
MHP - Maximum number of lives.
MMP - Maximum Mana.
EVA - Evasion. Affects the chance to dodge a physical attack
TGR - Target Factor. Affects the chance of being targeted by an enemy
CRI - Chance of a critical hit
MRF - Chance of Magical Reflection. The probability of reflecting a magic attack into an enemy
CNT - Counterattack Chance. The probability of making a counterattack after a physical attack.
You can equip Crowley and his squad members with various items. Most items can be found as 

random loot from chests and boss monsters in dungeons. Some equipment items can only be equipped by 
certain characters (see below). Crowley's sprite and portrait image reflect what he is wearing (i.e. what is 
equipped in the Bodygear slot):

• [Krowly's clothes]:
o +1 DEF; +1 MAT; +3 MDF.
o This is his starter outfit.

• [Cloak]:
o +1 MDF; Resistance to "Wetting".
o When Crowley tries to leave the house at night he offers to change clothes first, if you 

answer "Yes" he will automatically put on this cloak.
• [Black lingerie]:

o +5 AGI.
o Sells Reina in his forge for 50 gold pieces. One underwear is in the chest in the Cheat 

Room.
• [Heavy goblin armor]:

o +3 DEF; -1 MAT; -1 MDF; +10 AGI; +10 LUK; +20 MHP; +10% EVA; -10% TGR.
o Can be obtained as a reward from the goblin village chief after three Snu-Snu orgies 

(orgy triggers if Crowley has maximum lust points (300)).
o If Crowley is wearing this outfit, goblins and fat goblins will offer to do Snu-snu 

(options as when you win a battle), goblin shamanesses will not attack you.
• [Bandit outfit]:

o +3 ATK; +3 DEF; +10 AGI; +15 LUK; +10% EVA; -10% TGR.
o Can be obtained by completing the Undercover quest.
o If Crowley is wearing this outfit, bandits cease to be aggressive, instead of fighting, 

dialog is initiated when contacting them. (read more here)
All of his clothes (except the standard, cloak and [Bandit outfit]) show his erection when he is 

sufficiently aroused, and walking around naked elicits amusing comments from the villagers he interacts 
with, and may trigger a scene with Jaina in the tavern.



If he is under the effect of [Boobs potion], you can use the [Decolletage switch] key item to choose 
whether or not his main clothes will have decolletages on them.

As of version 0.340.1, all characters that can join a group are supported by the same clothing system - 
Eric, Jaina, Juliette, and Rose (they can be clothed (in their regular clothes), in lingerie ([Black lingerie]), 
or naked).

Below is a list of accessories and weapons. Most of them drop randomly from wooden chests, in caves, 
dungeons and hunting locations. Some are sold at Reina's, some are dropped from bosses:

• Primary arm:
o Crowley:

▪ [Trowel] - +1 ATK; +1 DEF; +1 MAT; +1 MDF; +5 LUK
(Crowley's starting gear);

▪ [Shovel] - +3 ATK; +3 DEF;
▪ [Hoe] - +5 ATK; +1 DEF.

o Eric's cell is locked, but the Priestess in the dungeon can give him [Mighty sword] and 
[Marvelous sword]. These swords add the skill Mighty slash - 20 TP - About 2.5 times 
more powerful than his Strong Attack.

• Second hand:
o All of them:

▪ [Copper ring - +5 LUK;
▪ [Silver ring] - +10 LUK;
▪ [Golden ring] - +15 LUK;
▪ [Sapphire ring] - -2 MAT; +10 LUK; +20 MMP;
▪ [Cursed emerald ring - -5 DEF; +5 MDF; +5 LUK;
▪ [Naga's bracelet] -10 AGI; 5% chance to take an additional action in combat;
▪ [Bracelet of bladedancer] - +10 LUK; +3% CRI;
▪ [Bracelet of underworld] - -10 DEF; +10 MDF;
▪ [Bloody Duchess' ring - +3% EVA; +3% CNT.

o Crowley:
▪ [Fire crystal] - +10% damage from fire spells;

+10% to the chance to set an enemy on fire;
▪ [Blue fire crystal] - +10% damage from water and ice spells; +10% chance to 

freeze enemies; normal attacks deal ice damage.
▪ [Mind Ring] - -5 LUK, Permanent Mind Reading effect.

♦ Issued in the course of the quest
o Eric and Jaina:

▪ [Round shield] - +2 DEF;
▪ [Rune shield - +3 DEF; +3 MDF.

Both shields allow you to use a special Shield bash in combat - 15 TP - deals damage 
and has a 70% chance to stun the enemy.

• Headgear: nothing yet.
• Accessories:

o All of them:
▪ [Green necklace] - +3 MDF; -5 LUK;



▪ [Red gem amulet] - -1 MDF; +30 MHP;
▪ [Sea talisman] - -1 MAT; +20 MMP;
▪ [Pretty chain - -2 DEF; +10 AGI;
▪ [Butt plug] - +3 DEF; Stops anal attacks;
▪ [Bone talisman] - -25 LUK; +5% MRF;
▪ [Blacksmith amulet] - +10 DEF; -5 MDF.

o Crowley:
▪ [Red gag] - +10 DEF; +10MDF; Cannot use spells;
▪ [Slimes' terror] - Slimes don't attack anymore.

♦ Located in a mini-dungeon in the elven forest.

Random award
Random Drops (Random Loot/Mining) are drops you can get as rewards for quests, from wooden 

chests, bosses, and for completing dungeons.
Each item has the same 1/28 chance of dropping. A random rare item can drop as well as a regular 

item, but what it will be is played separately. At the moment, there are 5 rare items (see below). 
Characteristics of accessories and things erase above:

1. +15 gold;
2. [Copper ring];
3. [Green necklace];
4. [Ancient urn];
5. [Emerald];
6. [Blue amber];
7. [Black lingerie];
8. [Topaz];
9. [Fire crystal];
10. [Snu snu fruit];
11. [Red gem amulet];
12. [Sea talisman];
13. [Pretty chain];
14. [Round shield];
15. [Rune shield];
16. [Shovel (Shovel)];
17. [Hoe (Hoe)];
18. [Blue fire crystal];
19. [Silver ring];
20. [Golden ring];
21. [Cursed emerald ring];
22. [Sapphire ring];
23. [Butt plug];
24. [Red gag];
25. [Jade dildo];
26. [Ancient tablet];
27. [Golden idol];
28. Rare Drop:

o [Bloody Duchess' ring];
o [Bone talisman];



o [Naga's bracelet];
o [Bracelet of underworld];
o [Bracelet of bladedancer].



Enemies
These are creatures hostile to the player, which are present in almost all locations, each type of creature 

has its own respawn timer, even if the player did not leave the location monster will reappear. For open 
locations and for dungeons/hunting locations the situation is different, somewhere enemies respawn very 
quickly, and somewhere do not respawn at all.

Some enemies, except for physical attacks, use lust attacks that directly affect the lust level of the 
player or his teammates, when it reaches the maximum (300 units), the player automatically loses the 
battle. Losing battles plays an image of a sex scene (for each enemy, it is different) Crowley loses lust as 
a result and [time rewind] is activated.

Private enemies

Slime.
A group of two to four slimes (up to eight are found in dungeons). Mostly inhabit the Forest, Slime 

Cave, and some dungeons.
Attacks:

• The usual physical attack;
• Slimeslam - Water attack, there is a 30% chance of stun;
• Heal - Restores your health.

Drop:
• [Piece of slime].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: Fuck Slime → Crowley uses slime as a living masturbator. -50 lust

[scene image].
• Defeat: Crowley falls and is anally fucked by a slime ([Scene Image], -100 lust, [Time 

Rewind]) unless he is equipped with [Anal Plug (Butt plug)].
Resists:
Weaknesses: Ice.

Fairies
A trio of fairies. Up to five can be found in dungeons. They live in the fairy glade (lower left transition 

to another location in the forest); and in a couple of hunting locations. Notes: takes bonus damage from 
physical attacks if Crowley is armed with [Shovel].

Attacks:
• Attacks with a 25% chance of blinding;
• Rubs her body against Crowley's → +20 lust;
• Poked in the face with tits → +30 lust. Drop:
• [Fairie dust].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: you can Release → +50 lust or Fuck the fairy:

o Anal → Fairy pretends to resist, then flies away satisfied with a bloated belly -100 lust 
[scene image].



o Groupie → Crowley lying on her back getting a blowjob from the fairies [scene 
image], -100 lust.

o Tittycatcher → fairies surround Crowley's cock on all sides, and give blowjobs [scene 
image], -100 lust.

• Defeat: variant with Titscotrach [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind].
Resists: Earth
Weaknesses: Wind.

A regular goblin girl
A lone goblin girl armed with a fearsome looking blade. In dungeons, they often come in groups of 

three or more, sometimes supporting more unusual variations. Dwell in goblin tunnels, several dungeons. 
There are also pregnant goblins, differing from the usual ones only in that they don't drop [Vegetables] 
and have 200 more HP. TODO

Attacks:
• Attack with physical damage;
• Poked in the face with tits → +30 lust. Drop:
• [Fish];
• [Vegetables];
• [Goblin ale].

Battle Summary:
• Win: Let him run away → +50 Lust or Fuck:

o In Pussy or In Ass → These options are almost iden t ica l , only the hole in which 
Crowley fucks the gobliness -100 lust [scene image] differs.

o In Mouth → Goblinswoman gives Crowley a swallow [scene image], -50 lust.
• Defeat: She rides Crowley to exhaustion [scene image]-100 lust, [rewind time].

Resists: -
Weaknesses: Ice.

Fat goblin girl
Looks almost the same as a regular gobliness, but only with a big belly and boobs. Fights alone, in 

dungeons usually hides behind regular goblins in a group Can be found in the left tunnel of goblin caves, 
several dungeons.

Attacks:
• Attack with physical damage;
• Earthquake;

Drop:
• [Fish];
• [Vegetables];
• [Goblin ale].

Battle Results:
• Win: Leave alone → +50 lust or Fuck!



o Between tits → Crowley fucks goblin girl between her big green sweaty tits -100 lust 
[scene image].

• Defeat: She rides Crowley to exhaustion [scene image]-100 lust, [rewind time].
Resists: -
Weaknesses: Ice.

Goblinsha shaman
A gobliness with four tits and a mask on her face almost as well as a regular gobliness, a very strong 

enemy. Resides near the goblin village in the lower goblin tunnels. Can cause blinding with each attack 
with a 20% chance.

Attacks:
• Casts ice magic;
• Sucks Crowley's mana and restores it to himself;
• Casts a shield that grants immunity to magic for 3 turns;
• Casts a shield that grants immunity to state change for 5 turns.

Drop:
• [Blue amber];
• [Ancient urn];
• [Emerald].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: She's running away.
• Defeat: She uses Crowley for her sexual pleasure [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind].

Resists: -
Weaknesses: -

Lamia
The upper part of a woman is the lower part of a snake. In the locations of the Rocks and Bandit Lands 

they fight alone, in the dungeons they join small groups.
Attacks:

• The usual physical attack;
• Song with confusion debuff (target can attack his ally);
• The snake's embrace is 10% paralyzing;
• Tits in Face → +30 lust;
• Butt Tail → +30 Lust (blocks [Anal Plug (Butt plug)]);

Drop:
• [Old coin].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: Leave → +50 lust or Fuck → Crowley fucks lamia between her tits -50 lust [scene 

image].
• Defeat: Crowley gets a blowjob with stimulation [scene image]-100 lust, [time rewind].

Resists: -
Weaknesses: Ice.



Tentacle monster
A whorl of tentacles with one eye. Often sit in ambush underground. The habitat is wide - in the 

locations: Rocks, Bandit Lands and in many dungeons.
Attacks:

• The usual physical attack;
• Tentacle tip jab → +20 lust;
• Tentacles squirt their semen into your mouth → +30 lust;
• Tentacle penetrates butt → +30 lust (blocks [Anal plug (Butt plug)]).

Drop:
• No.

Battle Summary:
• Victory: Do Nothing or Fuck a Tentacle → Crowley fucks the monster in one of its many 

tentacles -50 lust [scene image].
• Defeat: Crowley and the tentacles [scene image] -100 Lust -7 Hunger, [time rewind].

Resists: -
Weaknesses: Lightning.

Bandit
A normal human being. There are men and women, the outcome of the battle depends on the gender of 

the enemy on the map. They live in the locations: Rocks, Bandit Lands, Old Mines. You can also 
encounter them during the hunt with Eric, led by his boss Ass Bandit. All their attacks have a chance of 
blinding you. The only enemy that can escape during the battle.

If Crowley is wearing [Bandit outfit], when encountering an enemy, dialog is initiated instead of 
attacking (the effect does not work on bandits when hunting with Eric):

Bandit:
• Seduce →

o Blowjob → M/M [scene image], -50 lust, -4 hunger.
o Anal → M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [time rewind]

• Attack → Bandit's fight 
begins:

• Seduce → [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time] (The scene is similar to the playback scene)
• Attack → The battle begins

Attacks:
• A normal physical attack with a 25% chance of blinding;
• Throws a smoke bomb with debuffs:

1) Reduces physical damage (ATK -1 for 5 rounds);
2) Blinding for 2 rounds;
3) Silence four rounds.
Acts simultaneously, attack debuff is staked to -2;

• Kick - stun and minor damage (50% chance to stun);
• Throws daggers.

Drop:
• [Beer];



• [Empty bottle];
• [Smoke bomb].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: The bandit throws a smoke bomb and runs away.
• Defeat:

o Male version: Crowley gets fucked in the ass (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [rewind 
time])

o Female version: a bandit rolls Crowley to the ground and milks him in a 
horsewoman's pose ([scene image], -100 lust, [rewind time])

If defeated, all of his gold is stolen from him. There is a chance (~40%) that Crowley will be taken by 
bandits as a prisoner.

Wakes up in a small cell. The only notable things in it are a picture of a very busty lady on the wall (+5 
lust once a day, like the other pictures you can jerk off to it if you have enough lust ([scene image], -50 
lust)) and a bed where you can Skip Time, time is skipped one stage at a time. The next day, a guard 
arrives with food. During the visit, Crowley can:

• Lunch → (-10 hunger) in this case the guard just leaves
• Seduce → Crowley starts sucking (M/M [scene image], -50 lust, -4 hunger), then the guard 

takes the initiative and starts fucking Crowley in the ass (M/M [scene image], -100 lust). After a 
successful "attempt" at seduction, you are left with two options:

o Escape - by closing the cell doors behind you and descending the stairs you are 
automatically teleported to the village.

o Stay - with this option nothing changes, the guard leaves, you sit in the cell further 
waiting for the next day.

• Attack:
o Victory: You successfully escape and find yourself in the center of the location with 

a bandit fortress (but you escape without gold, you need to return to the fortress for 
it).

o Defeat: The bandit just walks away.
• Sleep Spell - After applying it, Crowley escapes into the center of the bandit wasteland.

Additionally, if the relationship with Iss ≥ 10 then with a 10% chance instead of the usual dialog the 
guard will inform that Crowley is friends with a powerful man and let him go, or with the same chance 
Eric comes to the rescue with Jaina and Rose.

Resists: Earth
Weaknesses: -

Futa the elf
An elven warrior armed with a spear. Walks through the elven forest, can be found while hunting. You 

may choose to Fight or submit directly (same scene as when defeated) if Crowley has sucked someone 
off or been fucked in the ass ≥ 20 times and if he has enough lust.

Attacks:
• The usual physical attack;
• Nudges his cock → +30 lust. Drop:



• [Bread];
• [Cheese].

The results of the battle are all Futa/M:
• Victory: Allow escape → +50 lust or:

o Fuck in the mouth → -50 lust [scene image].
o Fuck in the ass → -100 lust [scene image].
If you have [Empty bottle] in your inventory, you can collect its semen to get [Elven futa 
sperm]. Available for both options.

• Defeat: The Elfess punishes Crowley in two ways. It is chosen randomly, in both ways [rewind 
time].

o Crowley deeply swallows the elf's cock -50 lust [animated scene], -3 hunger.
o Elf fucks Crowley in the ass -100 lust [scene image].

Resists: Water.
Weaknesses: Ice, Lightning.

Titty elf
A sorceress with extremely large breasts; one of the most difficult enemies. Can be found in the Elven 

Forest and in one dungeon.
Attacks:

• Normal attack with earth element, only uses when running out of mana;
• Heal - restores 330 HP to itself;
• Casts Blinding with a 50% chance of triggering for 2 rounds;
• Casts Silence - can't cast spells, 50% chance duration 4 rounds;
• Rows a rock on your head for about 400 damage in one;
• Poking tits in face → +30 lust;
• Squeezes cock between tits → +30 lust. 

Drop:
• [Elven milk];
• [Blue amber].

Battle Summary:
• Win: Leave alone → +50 lust or Fuck a tit:

o Into the pussy → -100 lust [portrait image].
o Between the boobs → -100 lust [scene image].

▪ If you have an [Empty bottle] in your inventory, selecting Squeeze them harder 
at the end will allow you to collect its milk to get [Elven milk].

o In the mouth →-50 lust, [scene image].
• Defeat: Elven rides Crowley -100 lust, [scene image], [time rewind].

Resists: Water, impossible to [freeze].
Weaknesses: Lightning



Elf femboy
An elven knight, male armed with two blades. Walking through an elven forest. (You may choose to 

Fight or submit directly (same scene as when defeated) if Crowley has sucked someone off ≥20 times 
and if he has enough lust.)

Attacks:
• The usual attack;
• Double physical attack;
• A leg kick with a chance to stun;
• Magic Shield reflects magical damage;
• Repost, responds to common attacks.

Drop:
• [Cheese];
• [Jade dildo].

Battle Summary:
• Win: Let him run away → +50 lust or Fucking

o In the ass → M/M -100 lust, [mini scene image].
o In Mouth → M/M -50 lust, [scene image].
If you have [Empty bottle] in your inventory, you can collect its semen to get [Elven 
femboy sperm]. Available for both options.

• Defeat: The elf couldn't think of anything better to do than have Crowley jerk him off with 
M/M -50 lust, [portrait image], [scene image], [time rewind].

Resists: Water.
Weaknesses: Ice, Lightning.

Orcicha
A muscular orc woman armed with a spiked club. Can be found in the Elven Forest, Eastern Ruins, and 

in Event: Orc Confrontation.
Attacks:

• Normal attack (boosted after Growl);
• Growl - increases tactical points;
• A leg kick with a chance to stun;
• Pokes tits in face → +30 lust. Drop:
• [Meat];
• [Beer];
• [Strange rune].

Battle Summary:
• Win: Do nothing or

o Mouthfucking → deep mouthfucking -50 lust, [scene image], [time rewind].
o Fuck anally → Crowley fucks orchid in submission position -100 lust, [scene image], 

[rewind time].
• Defeat: Orcicha rolls Crowley on the ground and fucks him in a riding position -100 lust, 

[portrait image], [scene image], [time rewind].



Resists: Ice, Fire, Water.
Weaknesses: -

Orc
Orc with an axe, Can be found in the Elven Forest, Eastern Ruins, and in Event: Orc Confrontation. 

You may choose to Fight or directly Obey if Crowley has been fucked in the ass ≥10 times and if he has 
enough lust.

If you've chosen to Obey:
• Set ass up → same M/M scene as when defeated;
• Open Mouth → Crowley sucks M/M's green dick -50 lust, [scene image], [time rewind].

Attacks:
• The usual attack;
• A leg kick with a chance to stun;
• Raises the stomping ground in preparation for the next attack;
• Strikes with an axe, dealing high physical damage (~350).

Drop:
• [Meat];
• [Mandragora];
• [Strange rune].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: You may Do Nothing or Fuck → M/M -100 lust, [text scene], [sprite animation], 

[time rewind];
• Defeat: Orc fucks Crowley in the ass M/M -100 lust, [scene image], [time rewind].

Resists: Ice, Fire.
Weaknesses: -.

Battle Nun
A busty nun of the Order armed with a war hammer. Appear after the quest: Old Tower (one-time), 

Rocks, Deep Tunnel; in the dungeon: Ruined Church.
Attacks:

• The usual attack;
• Hil - restores 280 HP to himself;
• Holy stance - Buffs itself for 2 turns by counterattacking and reflecting magic damage (+100% 

CNT +80% MRF);
• Debuffs an enemy with his hammer → -DEF (3 turns) -30 lust;
• Hits with a hammer with a 70% chance to stun.

Drop:
• [Bread];
• [Wine];
• [Jade dildo].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: Do nothing or Fuck → In the ass or Between the buns → -100 lust, [scene image];



• Defeat: any option [rewind time]:
o If lust ≥ 50, the punishment is chosen randomly:

▪ Nun spanks Crowley's bare ass; Squeeze Ass or Relax Ass for anal fingering 
([sprite animation], [text scene], -50 lust).

▪ A nun jerks Crowley off with her breasts in her clothes ([scene image], -50 lust).
o otherwise the nun is giving you a tedious sermon.

Resists: -
Weaknesses: -

Flying dicks
Just a group of flying members, there are 3 members in the group. Dwell in dungeons: Juliet's dungeon, 

dungeon under the tower.
Attacks:

• Cock in ass → +30 lust;
• Semen Spray → +30 lust;
• Cock between the tits → +15 lust;
• Dick in Mouth → 50% chance to debuff silence, +15 lust. 

Drop:
• No.

Battle Summary:
• Victory: The flying dicks are flying away;
• Defeat: Flying dicks shoved at Crowley from both sides -100 lust, [sprite animation], [time 

rewind].
Resists: -
Weaknesses: -



Mini-bosses

Slime Girl
The first time you encounter her is in the slime cave on a quest. Like other slimes extremely weak, 

especially compared to other bosses. If there are more than 4 individuals in a group of normal slimes, on 
round 2 they turn into this mini-boss. [Slimes' terror has no effect on it.

Attacks:
• A normal attack, with no additional effects;
• Double normal attack (not on the quest boss).

Drop:
• No.

Battle Summary:
• Victory: You can walk away or

o Feed her → soscotrach [animated scene], -50 lust.
o Tittyfuck → fucking between slime tits [scene image], -50 lust.

• Defeat: short [sprite animation] of her fucking Crowley, -100 lust, [time rewind].
Resists: -
Weaknesses: Ice, Lightning.

Slime Cube
You will find this monster in the deep tunnels of the quest. It is not affected by any abnormal condition 

except freezing. If you equip [Slimes' terror] or drink the potion [Slime repellent], fighting it will become 
much easier.

Attacks:
• A common attack, with the attribute of water;
• Absorption - deals water damage and lowers resistance to it, sucking Crowley into himself;
• Pseudopod (false leg) - While Crowley is in the cube, he can only try to get out of it, taking 

water elemental damage each turn.
Drop:

• No.
Battle outcomes: see quest description.
Resists: Unable to [blind, sedate, immolate, stun, paralyze, set on fire].
Weaknesses: Lightning, some ice.

Flower girl
We meet her at the fairy glade on the quest. After the first victory, she moves randomly between the 

red root colors (2 in the forest, 1 in the fairy glade, 1 west of the old tower, 1 in the elven forest). After 
any interaction, she runs away from her spot and will have to be searched for again.

Attacks:
• A normal attack, with no additional effects;



• Sleepy Dust is a mass attack with a 50% chance to put you to sleep;
• Butt tentacle - +30 lust (blocked by [Anal plug (Butt plug)]);
• Combat Paisuri - clamps a cock between the tits +30 lust. 

Drop:
• No.

Battle Summary:
• Victory: She hides in her roots;
• Defeat: She uses her tits to get some cum ([scene image], -50 lust, [time rewind]).

After the quest, you can not fight with her, but immediately give the sperm to the needy by selecting 
Seed:

• Boobotrach → similar option as when you lose.
• Give the seed → Flower Girl uses one of her buds as an artificial vagina [animated scene], -50 

lust [time rewind].
Resists: Water.
Weaknesses: Fire.

Pregnant flower girl
You can only meet her when hunting with Erik. She differs from her non-pregnant sister by having a 

drop and 4 times HP.
Attacks:

• Double attack with the earth attribute;
• Sleepy Dust is a mass attack with a 50% chance to put you to sleep;
• Poison Cloud is a mass attack with a 50% chance to poison;
• Healing - Restores 1100 health to yourself.

Drop:
• [Emerald];
• [Blue amber].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: You collect your drop.
• Defeat: Flower Girl demolishes the entire group ([animated scene], -50 lust,

[rewind time]).
Resists: Water, Unable to [sedate, paralyze].
Weaknesses: Fire.

Succubus
You will only encounter this mini-boss during the quest. Any attack has a 20% chance of dealing 

damage.
Attacks:

• Confusion - A debuff of confusion (target can attack his ally);
• Life Leak - pumps HP from one enemy to yourself;
• Sleep is an attack with a 50% chance to put you to sleep;
• Tits in the face - +30 lust. Drop:
• No.



Battle outcomes: see quest description.
Resists: Water, Sleep, Paralysis.
Weaknesses: Ice.

A busty ghost
Works as a guard for the old tower, after being defeated he retires to a graveyard in a mountain village.

This mini-boss is encountered as a normal enemy in dungeons on stats they do not differ.
Attacks:

• A normal attack with the attribute of darkness;
• Mana Leak - pumps mana to itself;
• Phantom Power - boosts attack by 10% and ice damage by 50%;
• Ice - Uses after "ghostly power", an ice elemental spell;
• Tits in the face - +30 lust. Drop:
• No.

Battle Results:
• Victory: the seal will disappear and you will gain access to the inside of the tower. / As a 

normal enemy you can Fuck a busty ghost → options Let her or Fuck yourself; randomly 
uses her long tongue (different options [scene image], -50 lust).

• Defeat: The ghost gives Crowley a blowjob, ([scene image], -50 lust, [rewind time]) you wake 
up in the morning at the scene of the battle.

Resists: Water, Sleep, Paralysis, Darkness.
Weaknesses: Holy damage.

The head of the bandits
An evil man-gangster who preys on the anuses of innocent people, during the quest he accidentally 

turns into a woman and discovers other passions. We meet him for the first time in the forest when we 
rescue Juliet, and again during her quest, where he changes gender. We can fully fight with her after 
completing the quest from the Great Paladin, she can be found in the morning/afternoon/evening sitting 
on the throne in his fortress, which stands in the center of the bandit lands to the left of the location 
"Rocks".

Attacks:
• A normal physical attack with a 25% chance of blinding;
• Throws a smoke bomb with debuffs:

4) Reduces physical damage (ATK -1 for 5 rounds);
5) Blinding for 2 rounds;
6) Silence four rounds.
Acts simultaneously, attack debuff is staked to -2;

• Kick - stun and minor damage (50% chance to stun);
• Throws daggers.

Drop:
• [Cheese];
• [Empty bottle];
• [Wine].

Battle Summary:



• Victory: The Chapter is "forced" to please Crowley's cock:
o Just walk away → The bandit leader is running away.
o Boobotrach → [scene image], -50 lust.
o Blowjob → [scene image], -50 lust.

• Defeat: The Head takes all the money and locks Crowley on the 2nd floor of his fortress.
Resists: Earth.
Weaknesses: -.

The magic lamia
Meets in the Canyon of Lamia dungeon. Fights in a group with two other common lamias.
Attacks:

• A normal attack, with no additional effects;
• Ice Breath is a mass attack with the ice attribute;
• Oblivion Cloud is a mass silence with a 50% chance.

Drop:
• [Old coin];
• [Ice quartz].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: you can Leave (+50 lust) or Fuck → Crowley and Eric steam-fuck her between her 

tits ([scene image], -50 lust, -100 lust Eric).
• Defeat: Lamia will forcibly blow Crowley. If you decide to resist, she will make him cum by 

shoving her tail up his ass. In both cases, standard [scene image], -50 lust.
Resists:Ice 
Weaknesses: Fire.

A pregnant lamia
Found in the Cave in the Rocks dungeon. Fights in a group with two other common lamia.
Attacks:

• A normal attack, with no additional effects;
• Sleepy Dust is a mass attack with a 50% chance to put you to sleep;
• Vampirism - Sucks the HP out of one enemy and heals itself.

Drop:
• [Old coin];
• [Milk].

Battle Summary:
• Victory: Leave → +50 lust or Fuck → Crowley fucks the lamia in her mouth while Eric does 

her pussy [scene image] -50 lust, -50 lust Eric.
• Defeat: Crowley and Eric get a blowjob with stimulation if resisted [scene image] -50 lust, -50 

lust Eric.
Resists: -.
Weaknesses: Ice.



Kaaren
For a description of this busty beastie, see the other section
Attacks:

• The usual weak tail attack;
• Song with confusion debuff (target can attack his ally);
• Kaaren's Embrace - restrains movement and restores ~20 HP each turn under this status 

Crowley gains +10 lust, while the skill is active an additional interactive is unlocked:
o Resist (33% break out);
o Enjoy (+10 lust);
o (50% chance) Suck a tit (chance to reset status).

Drop:
• No.

The outcome of the battle: see above.
Resists: Unable to [paralyze].
Weaknesses: Ice.

Four-breasted pixie
This is the first time you will encounter this boss during the quest. A sorceress with four breasts and a 

mask on her face; one of the most difficult bosses. You can interact with her again after completing the 
quest

Attacks:
• Magic Stand → Prepare for a storm of magical arrows;
• Storm of Magic Arrows - casts 9 magic arrows with low damage;
• Milk Magic - restores your MP;
• Heal - restores 330 HP to itself;
• Boob Absorption - Increases water damage by 10% on you;
• Casts Silence - can't cast spells, 50% chance duration 4 rounds;
• Poking tits in face → +30 lust;
• Clamps penis between tits → +30 lust; Drop:
• [Elven milk];
• [Blue amber];

The outcome of the battle : see the description "The amazing wonders of scoscotrach" / Field Studies.
Resists: impossible to [freeze].
Weaknesses: Darkness, Lightning.

Jimm
This boss you will encounter only during the quest. This is a friend of ours who helps us during various 

quests.
Attacks:

• Normal attack - hardly ever uses it;
• Darkness - casts a spell with the darkness attribute, dealing mass damage;
• Magic Shield - casts a shield with 100% spell damage reflection, duration 1 round;



• Life Leak - pumps HP from one enemy to yourself;
Drop:

• no
Battle outcomes: see quest description.
Resists: Fire, Ice, Sleep.
Weaknesses: Lightning.

King of the Tentacles
You will only encounter this boss during the quest.
Attacks:

• Semen splatter - +30 lust;
• Butt Tentacle - +30 lust (blocks [Anal plug (Butt plug)]);
• Sperm shower - removes the "burning" status;

Drop:
• no

Battle outcomes: see quest description.
Resists: -.
Weaknesses: Lightning.


